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PREFATORY LETTER TO THE PROVINCIAL

SECRETARY.

EDUCATION OFFICE, WEST,

Cobourg, March 27th, 1846.

-S,-I have the honour to transmit herewith, to

be laid before His Excellency, a Report on a system'

of Public Elementary Instruction for Upper Canada,

-the result of my observations in Europe, and the

commencement of the task assigned me by the late

revered Governoi General.

Having some time since communicated all the A previous
d tReport on

retiarks and' suggestions I had to offer relative to the Com-
mon

the Common School Act, I have made no reference school
law of Up-

to it'in the following Report; nor have I given any per Cana-

historical or anplytical view, of the systems of Public a.

Instruction which obtain in any of the countries that

I have recently visited·. I have only _referred to

them in as far as appeared to be necessary to illus-

trate the conclusions at which I have arrived, in re-

specLto-a system of Elementary Instruction for Jp-

per Canada.

I cannot expetihat an implicit and unqualified-

w i en to every remark which I have

made, or to every-cipiiion I have expressed; but I

trust the general principles of my Report will meet
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the approbation oflHis Excellenèy, and that the seve-

ral subjects discussed ivill be deemed worthy of the

consideration of the public.
Example In availing myself as far as possible of the expe-
of Educa-
vonists in rience of other countries, and the testimony of the4il
other
countries. iost enlightened Educationists, I have not lost sight

of, the peculiarities of our own country, and have

only imitated distinguished examples of other nations.
Europe. Prussia herself, before adopting any -important mea-

sure or change in her system of Public Instruction,
bas been wont to send School Commissioners into other

countries, to collect al possible information ,on the

subj~ects of deliberation. France, England, and other

European Governments, have done the same. Three

enlightened Educationists from the United States

Amnerie have lately made similar tours in Europe, with a view

of improving their own systems of Public Instruction.>

One of them spent upwards of two years in Europe,
in making educational inquiries,-aided by a Foreign

Secretary. I have employed scarcely half that time

in the prosecution of my inquiries ; andvithout hav-

ing inposed one farthing's expense upon the public.

Though the spirit of censure has been in some in-

stances indulged on account of My absence fronCa-

nada, and my investigating, with practical views,
the Educational Institutions of Governments diffe-

rently constituted from our own, I may appeal to the
accompanying Report as to the use which I have
made of my observations; and I doubt not but that

Ils Excellency, and the peoÈle of Upper Canada
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generally, will appreciate the propriety of such inqui-

ries, and resp9nd to the spirit of the remarks which ,

that distinguished philosopher and statesman, M. M. cousin.

Cousin, made on a similar occasion, after his return

from investigating the systems of Public Instruction

in several'countries of Germany:

"The experience of Germany, (gays M. Cousin,) Gernany.

particularly of Prussia, ought not to be lost upon us.

National riralries or antipathies would here',e com-

pletely out of place. The true greatness of a people

does not consist in borrowing nothing from others,
but in borrowing from all whatever is good, and in

perfecting whatever it appropriates. I am as great

an enemy as any man to aitificial imitations; but it

is mere pusilanimity to reject a thing for no other

reason than that it has been thought good by others.

WTith. the promptitude and justness of the French un-

derstanding, and the indestructible unity of our na-

tional character, we may assimilate all that is good

in other countries without fear of ceasingto be our-

selves. Besides, civilized Europe now forms but one

great family. We constantly imitate England in ail -

that concerns oùfvard life, the mechanical arts, and

physical refinements ; why, then, should we blush to

borrow sòmething from kind, honegi, pious, learned

Germany, in what regards inward life and the nur-

ture of the soul?"

But I have not confined my observations and refe-

rences to Germany alone ; fhe accompanying Report

is ny witness, that I have restricted myself to no
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one country or form of Government ; but that I have

"borrowed from all whatever" appeared to me to bhe

" good;' and have endeavoured to " perfect," by

,adapting it _t our condition, "whatever I have ap-

propriated.",

I have the honour to be,
. Sir,

Your mn'ost obedient humble servmnt,

EGERTON RYERSON.

The Honourablé D. Daly,
Secretary of the Province,

&c., &c., &c.
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TO HIS EXCELLENCY

LIEUtENANT GENERAL TUE RIGHT HONOURABLE

CHARLES MURRAY, EARL CATICART,

OF CATHCART, IN TEE COUNTY OF REFREW, K.C.B.,

GOVERINOR GENERAL OF BRITISE NORTH AMERICA,

AND

CAPTAIN-GENERAL ANDI GOVERNOR-IN-CHIEF

IN AND OVER THE

PROVINCES OF CANADA, NOVA SCOTIA, NEW BRUNSWICK, AND
TEE ISLAN> OF PRINCE EDWARD,

AND VICE-ADMIRAL OF THE SAME, &c. &c. &c.

MAIT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY,

THE letter of the Secretary of the Province, PART I.

which informed me of my appointment to niy present -

office, contains the following wrords:
"His Excellency has no doùbt that you will give Instrue-

your best exertions to the duties of your new office, tions.
and that youwill lose no time in devoting yourself to
devising such measures as may be necessary to pro-
-vide proper School Books ; to establish the most effi-
cient systemn of Instruction ; to elevate the character
of botb Teachers and Schools ; and to encourage every
plan and efiort to educate and improve the youthful
nd of the country;.and His Excellency feels assur-

ed that your endeavours in matters so important to
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PAT 1. the welfare of the rising youth of Western Canada,
- will be alike satisfactory to the, public, and creditable

to yourself."
Prepara- Before undertaking to assume a charge so respon-
tory sible, and to carry into effect instructions so compre-

hensive, I felt that the most extended examination of
already established systems of Education was desira-
ble, if not indispensably necessary,

Accordingly, I applied, and obtained leave, without
any expense to the Province, to visit the principal
countries of Europe in which the most approved sys-
tems of Public Instruction have been established.

Having devoted upwards of a year to this prepara-
- tory-part of -my taskyduring which time I have pur-

sued my inquiries in the dominions of nearly twenty
different Governments, I now submit to Your Excel-
lency the genéral conclusions at which I have arrived.

The leading and fundametal part of my assigned
task was, Ito devise such& measures as may be necessary

to establisk the most eßftcient system of Instruction." I
will, therefore, submit to the consideration of Your
Excellency, first, what\I have been led to conclude
" the most efficient system of Instruction," and
secondly, the machinery necessary.for its establish-

ment, so às to " elevate the character of both the
Teachers and Schools, and to encourage every plan
and effort to educate and improve the youthful mind
of the contry."

Example In adopting measures so decided for the advance-
° ment of the education of the people, the Administra-
Ments. tion of Canada is but follo'ting the example of the

most enlightened Governme ts, and; like them, lay-
ing the foundation for e strongest claims to the
esteem of the country and gratitude of posterity. On
the part of both the free and despotic Governments of

6
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Eurôpe, no subject has latterly occupied more atten- PART I.

flon than that of Punblic Instruction. The,whole sub-

ject has undergone the most thorough investigation;

and systems both public and private, which had been

maturig f gesrextending-froïh flielowest Elemen-

tary Schools up to the Colleges and Universities, have

been carefully digested and brought into efficient

operation.
The improvement and wide extension of the systems

of Elementary Instruction form the most prominent,
as well as the most interesting feature of this extra-

ordinary developement in the policy of both the

European and American Governments.

Adequate provisions for Elementary Instruction

exist not only in Prussia,IDenmark, SwedenyHolland,

Belghim, France, Switzerland, Bavaria, Saxony,,
Austria, and the minor States of Germany, but even

in Russia a similar system has been commenced ; the

whole of that vast empire has been divided into Pro-

vinces, with a University in each; thé Provinces again

divided into Districts, each of which ils provided with

a Classical Gymnasium ;-each Gymnasial District

divided again into School Districts, and in each an

Elementary Sehool; so that, as a recent traveller

oliserves, " from Poland to Siberia, and from the

White Sea to the regions beyond Caucasus, including

the Provinces recently wrested from Persia, there are

the beginning of a complete system of Common School

Instruction for the whole people, to be carried into

full-execution as fast as it is possible to providetthe

requisité number of qua Teachers."

The investigations on this subject which have for

several years past been institutedby our own Imperial

Government, have been of the most extensive and

practical character, and have already resulted in the
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PART i. adoption of measures unprecedentedly energetic and

~~ comprehensive, to supply the intellectual wants of the
labouring classes.

Example The northern States of the neighbouring Rupublic

o°er . have also made laudable efforts to improve their sYs-
ments. tems of Elementary Education; to promote which ob-

ject, no less than three of their most -distinguished
citizeis have, during the last nine years, made exten-
sive tours in Europe.

But the vast amount of legislation which has been
expended in these States, the numerous modifications
and amendments of the School Laws,-the complaints
that are still made by the most competentjudges and
administrators of them, of the defects in their opera-
tions,-no less than the nature and importance of the
subject itself, admonish, ând seem to require on the
part of the Government of Canada, the'most careful
consideration of the whole subject ; so that the wants,
interests and circumstances of the country may be con-
sulted as far as possible, and that the progress of
education may not be retarded by uncertainty, doubt,
and frequent change.

The instructions which have been given me, and
the facilities of acquiring information with which I
have been favoured, evince that the Canadian Govern-
ment is second to no other in its desire and determina-
tion to promote in every possible way the education
of the people.

Authori- In obedience then to my instructions, I proceed to
ties ad-
ducedin the explanation of that system of Education which I
confire. conceive to be required by theý circumstances of thetion of the_

Author's country. In doing sa, I shall strengthen and illus-
views. trate my own views by references to the best authori-

ties, both'European and American, in order that the
Government and the people of Upper Canada may be
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satisfied-against ôjections which may be urged' PArT I
from any quarter-that the sentiments which I may
advance, and the recommendations I may ventare to -
submit, are not rash novelties or crude speculations,
but the result of the largest experience, and the
deepest investigations on the part of the best judges
resident in both hemispheres, and under, different
'forms of Civil Government.

By Education, 1 mean not the mere acquisition of what
certain arts, or of certain branches of knowledge, but a
that instruction and discipline which qualify and dis-
pose the subjects of it for their appropriate duties and
employments of life, as Christians, as persons of busi-
ness, and also as members of the civilcommunity in
which they live.

The basis of an educational structure adapted to Basis and

this end should be as broad as the population of the ®tent of
teSys-

eountry; and its loftiest elevation should equal the tem.
highest demands of the learned professions, adaptiig
its gradation of se ools to the wants of the several
classes of the commun y, and to their respective em-
ployments or professions, the one rising above the
other-the one conducting to the other ; yet each
complete in itself for the degree of education it im-
parts; a character of uniformity as to fundamental
principles pervading the whole : the whole based upon
the principles of Christianity, and'uniting the com-
bined influence and support of the Government and
the people.

The branches of knowledge which it is essential
that aU should understand, should be providedfor all,
and taught4te all; should be brought within the reach
of the niost needy, and forced upon the attention of
the most careless. The knowledge rèquired for the
scientific'pursuit of mechanies, agriculture 'and com-
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rPIT L merce, mu4t needs be provided to an extent corres-

ponding with the demand, and tie exigencies of the

country; while to a more limited extent are needed

facilities for acquiring the higher education of the

learned professions. - /
Compnra- Now, to a professional education, and to the educa-
tiveneklect
ofEleimen- tion of the more wealthy classes, no objection has
tary Edu- been made, nor even indifference manifested. On
Cation. the contrary for these classes of societyless needing

the assistance of the Government, and having less
claims upon its benevolent consideration than the
labouring and producing classes ofthe populatiQn,have
liberal provisions been made, and able Professors
employed: whilst Schools of Indusfry have been
altogether vertooked, and primary Instrietion has-
scarcely been reduced to a system; and the education
of the bulk of the population has been left to the
annual liberality of Parliament. Nay, even objections
have beenmadetothe educationof thelabouringclasses
of the people; and it may be advisable to shew at
the outset, that the establishment of a thorough sys-
tem of primary and industrial Education, commen-
surate with the population of the country, as contem-
plated by the Government, and as is here proposed,
is jlustified by bonsiderations of economy as well as of
patriotism and humanity.

General First, such a systenïiof general Education amongst
aion the people is the most effectùal preventative of pau-

tative of perism, and its natural companions, misery and crimeg,
áuperism. -To a young and growing couitry, and the retreat

of so many poor from other countries,tlis consideration
is of the greatest importance. The gangrene of
pauperisn in either cities or states is almost incura-
ble. It may be said in some sort to be hereditary as
well as infectious,-both to perpetuate and propagate
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itselfj-to weaken the body politic at its very heart, PART I.

-and to mnltiply wretchedness and vice.
Now, the Statistical Reports of pauperism and

crime in different countries, furnish indubitable proof
that ignorance is the fruitful source of idleness, in-
teniperance andImprovidence, and these the foster-
parent of pauperismaiîd crime. The history of every
country in Europe may be appealed to -in proof and -
illustration of the fact,-apart from the operation of
extraneous local and temporary circumstances,-that
pauperism and, crine prevail in proportion to the
absence of education amongst the labouring classes,
and that in proportion to the existence and prevalence
of education amongst those classes, is the absence of

pauperism and its legitimate offspring.
To adduce even a summary of the statistical details

,which I have collected on this subject, would-exceed
my prescribed limits; and I will only present the
conclusions at which competent witnesses hàve arrived
after careful and personal inquiry. F. Hill, Esquire,
Her Majesty's Inspector of Prisons in Scotland, at
the conclusion of a statistical work on National Edu-,
cation in Great Britain, Prussia, Spain and America,
states the following amongst other inferences, as the
result of his investigations:

" So powerful is education as a means of national Generai
improvement, that,with comparativelyfew exceptions, Faets.

the different countries of the world, if arranged accor-
ding to the state of education in them, will be found
to be arranged also according to wealth, morals and
general happiness ; and not only does this rule hold
good as respects a country taken as a -whole, but it
will generally apply to the different parts of the same
euntry.

il
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PART I Thus in England, education is in the best state in

Agriultu. the northern Agricultural District, and in the worst
rallabour- state in the southern Agricultural District, and in tle
ers in Eng-
land. Agricultural parts of the Midland District; while in

the great Towns, and other manufacturing places,
education is in an intermediate state ; and at the
same time, the condition of the people and the exterit
of crime and violence among them follow in like
order."*

J. C. Blackden, Esquire, of Ford Castle, Northum-
berland, England, in concluding his evidence before
the Poor Law Coimissioners, expresses himself thus:
"In taking a short review of my answers to the Com-
missioners' Queries, the advantageous position of
our labouring population, when compared with the
position of those in the more southern districts of the
country-, must be manifest. It is impossible to live
among them without being struck by their superior
intelligence, and their superior morality. I am fully
justified in this assertion by the Pariamentary Re-'
turns of crininal commitments in the several Coun-
ties of England, which prove Northumberland to be
very pwuch more free from crime than any other
County. A principal cause of this I have no doubt
arises from the education they receive at the Schools
scattered over the country."†

The Reverend W. S. Gilly, Vicar of Norham Par-
ish, Northumberland, states the following facts in evi-
dence before the same,.Commissioners :

"I scarcely know an instance in this Parish in
which the children of an agricultural labourer have
not been sent'to School, for the most part at their own

National Education; its present state audprospects,by Frede-
rick lil, vol. ii,pp. 164 and 165. .

t Report of Poor Law Commissioners. -Appendi:.
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expense. I believe the parents set a greater value P-uRT I.

on that education, the expenses of wiich the ray

themiselves ; they watch their childre s p ogress

morenarrowly. Fromnpridenceand e ucation esults

the prosperity of this District; and it is not here as

in some places, that the absolute plenty of the\and,
and the relative poverty of the people who live 'n it,
keep pace one with the other! A high standa of
character has raised the standard of comfort h re:

and for many yars useful education, combined ith

Christian educatibn, has been diffusing its bless-

ings."*

The saine causes have produced the saie effects in Prussian

other countries. Prussia is a conspicuous exanple. of ""e
The following is the statement of Thormas Wyse, hine.

Esquire, Member of the British Parliameut, and au-

thor of an elaborate work on Education Reform, who
has made extensive tours of personal inspection on
the Continent. Personal observation enables me to
attest to the correctness of that part of Mr., W(yse'

statements which relate to the recently aequired
Prussian Provinces on the Rhine. Mr. Wyse says
"What is the real social result of al this?-Ho*
has it affected the population for good or for ill?
How is it likely to affect them in future?-The narra-
tives given by Pestalozzi, De Fellenberg, Oberlin and
the Pere Girard, of the singular revoiution, mental
and moral, and I may also add, physical, effecte by
the application of their system of teaching on a
hitherto ignorant and vicious population, though ad-
mitted to be islated experiments, ought' not the
less t be considered evidences of the intrinsie force
of- the instrument itself, and of its power to produce
shmilar results, wherever and wfhenever fairly tried,

* Report of Pooi Law Commissioners. Appendi.
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PART I. without reference to country or numbers; that is,
- whenever applied with the same earnestness, honesty

and skill in other instances as in theirs. And of this

portion of Prussia-of the' Rhenish Provinces-it

may surely be averred,that it has now been for some

time under the influence of this system, and' that

during that period, whether resulting from such influ-

ence or not, its progress in intelligence, industry,
and morality, in the chief elements of virtue, and

happiness, has been steadily and strikingly progres-
sive. In few parts of the civilized world is there more
marked-exemption from crimes -and violence."

Opinion of AjudiciousAmerican writerobserves, tlat " nearly
the Right-
Rev. Dr. nine-tenths of all the pauperism actually existing in

otter, any country, may be traced directly to moral causes;
E. Bishop such as improvidence, idleness, intemperance, and a
of Ohio. want of moderate energy and enterprise. Now it is

hardly necessary.to add tIiat educationi if it be
imparted to all the rising generation, and bp. perva-

ded, also, by the right spirit, will remove these
fruitful sources of indigence. It will make the young
provident, industrious, temperate and frugal, and
with such virtues, aided by intelligence, they can
hardly fail in after life to gain a comfortable support
forthemselves-àndfamilies. Coùld the paupers of our
own State he collected into one group, it would be
found, I doubt not, that three out of every four, if not
five out of every six, owe their present humiliating
positition to some defect or omission in their early
trainn."*1 ..

* School and Schoolmaster. By Alonzo Potter, D. D., of New
York. Eleven thousand copies of this work have been circuláted
gratuitously in the State of New'York, by the Honourable James
Wadsworth, and three thousand in the State of Massachusetts, at
the expense of Mr. Brimmer, late Mayor of Boston.

-- 14-
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What has been stated in respect t6 agricultural PAar I.

labourers, and of the labouring classes generally, is Manuf -
equally and specially-true of manufacturing labourers. turing la-

boure-
From the mass of testimony which might be adduced te,tiers

on this point, one or two statements only will be se- of A. G.

lected. The first is from the evidence before the Poor Esq., a
Law Commissioners, by Mr. A. G. Escher, of Zurich, "eaIhy

1 manufac-
Switzerland, who has been accustomed to employ turer and

hundreds of workmen. lu reply to the question, as "ereu-

to the effects of a deficiency of education on success in gineer.

mechanical employments, Mr. Escher says: " These

effects are most strikingly exhibited in the Italians,
who, though with the advantage of greater natural
capacity than the English, Swiss, Dutch or Germans,
are still of the lowest class of workmen. Though

they coïnprehend clearly and quickly any simple pro-

position made, -or explanation given to them, and are
enabled quickly to execute any kind of work when

they have seen it performed once, yet their minds, as
I imagine from want of developement by training or

School Education, seem to have no kind of logic, no
power of systematie arrangement, no capacity for col-
lecting any series of observations, and making sound
deductions from the -w le of them. This want of .
capacity of mental arrange ent is shewn in their
manual operations. An Italian will execute a simple
operation with great dexterity; but when a number
of them is put together, all is confusion. For in-
stance: within a short time after the introduction of
cotton spinning into Naples in 1830, a native spinner
would produce as much as the best English workman;
and ye,t up to this time, not one of the'Neapolitan
operators is advanced far enongh to take the superin-
tendence of a single room, the Superintendents being
all Northerns, who, though less gifted by nature, have

15
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FÀT . lad a higher degree of order and arrangement im-

parted to their minds by a superior education."
In reply to the question, whether Education would

not tend to render them discontented and disorderly,
and thus impair their value as- operatives, Mr. Escher
states: " My own experience and my conversation
with eminent mechanies in different parts of Europe,
lead me to an eûitirely different conclusion. In the
present state of nanufactures, where so much is done
by machinery and tools, and so little done by mere
brutp labour, (andthat little diminishing,) mental su-
periority, system, order, punctuality and good con-
duct,-,qualities all developed and promoted by
education,-are becoming of the highest consequence.
There arc .now, I consider, few enlightened manufac-
turers, who will dissent from the opinion, that the
wvork-:shops, peopled with the greatest number of
well inforned workmen, will turn ou-t the greatest
quantity of the best work, in the best manner. The
better educated wörkmen are distinguished, we find,
by superior moral habits in every respect. -

Domestie " From the accounts which pass through my bands,°°m°r' I invariably find that the best educated of our vork
people manage to live in the most respectable manner,
at the least expense, or make their money go the
fartliest in obtaining coiforts.

" This applies equally to the work people of all
nations, that have come under my observation; the
Saxons, the Dutch, and the Swiss, being however
decidedly the most saving without stinting them-
selves in their comforts, or failing in generai respec-
tability. -With regard to the English I may say, that

the educated workmen are the only ones who save
money out of their very large wages.
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" By Education I may say, that I, throughout, mean PART 1

not merely instruction in the art of reading, writing
and arithmetic, but better general mental develope-
ment ; the acquisition of better tastes, of mental

amusements, and enjoyments, which are. cheaper
while they are more refined."*'

The same Reÿort contains the 'evidence of ma'ny
English manufacturers to the same effect, as also the

Report ta the Secretary of Statefor the Home Depart-

ment on the training of Pauper Children, 1841.

The sanie causes produce the same effects among
the labouring population of thé manufacturing towns

of the United States.
' In 1841, the Secretary of the Massachusetts Board Massa.
of Education made a laborious inquiry into the com- iusetts

parative productiveness of the labour of the educated

anduneducatedmanufacturingoperatives inthat State.
The substance of the answers of the manufacturers,
and business men to whom he applied, is- as follows :
" The result of the investigation is the most astonish-
ing superiority in productive-pôwer on the part of the

educated over the uneducated labourer. The hand is
found to be another hand when guided by-au intelli-
gent mind. Processes are performed lot only more

rapidly, but better; when faculties which. have been ~
cultivated in early life furnish their assistance. Indi-

viduals, who, without the aid of knowledge, would
have been condemned to perpetual inferiority of con-
dition and subjected to all the evils of want and po-

verty, rise to competence and independence by the
uplifting power of education. In great establish-

ments, and among large bodies of labouring men,
where all services are rated according to their pecu-

* Report of Poor Law Commissioners.

C
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rar i. niary value, there Is it'found as an almost Invariable

fa~t , other things being equal, that those whQ have
been blessed with a good Common School Edncation,
rise toa higber and higher point in the kinds of labour

performed, and also in the rate of wages paid, while

the ignorant sink like dregs to the bottom."*

From;the preceding facts, may be inferred the im-

portance of a sound Common Sebool Education,

among even the lowest class of agriculturalists and
mechanies, in respect both to employers and the em-

ployed.
The general diffusion of sueh an education even in

the poorest country is the precursor and companion of

the general diffusion of industry and virtue, comfort

and happiness. Of this Switzerland-naturally the

least productive, and the most difficult, of cultiyation
of any country of central Europe-is an indubitable

example.,
Switzer- In several of the Cantons of Switzerland I have

lately had the opportunity of witnessing the substan-

tiàd correctnesss of what is thus stated by a recent
travelier: " The intermixture -ofelasses is wonelerfully
divestod of t e oEensive familiarities which would
infallibly, a e rom it in less educated countries.
Deferentid.tespect is paid, rather perhaps, to age,
and moral station, thai to mere alfuence ; but 1 have
seldom witnessed, any departure from a tone and
maner -of affectionate courtesy on the part of the
poorer towards the higher classes. This may, how-
eyer, be mainly attributable to the habitual-and kind-
ly considerationshewn to the working çlasses bytheir
superiors. Whether this results from a higher sense
of doing to others as we would be doue by, whether

*Report of the Secretary- of the, Massachusetts Edceation So.
eiety for 1841.
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from natural kind-heartedness, or whether fromPu-L
the knowledge of the power possessed by each
man, I knoy not ; but be it from love, or be it from
fear, certain iris, that a kindly feeling-is evinced hy
employers to the employed in Northern Switzerland, of
which few other countries afford an example. Swit-
zerland is clearly indebted to the highly educated, or,
to speak more correctly, to the extensively educated
mind of her people, for her singular prosperity and
advancement.

"l Brilliant talents, or any eminent powers of-intel-
lect, are very rarely found among the Swiss,; but -for
sound'good sense, and general proficiencyin the com-
mon branches ofeducation, I do not think that there
is a people equal to them.

"A family in one of the villages, 1 isited- in the
Canton of Zurich, was pointed ont to me-as unusually
disreputable, and I was cautioned inotto take any
thing I sawthere -as.a'sampleof the rest. One of
the heaviest charges made against the conduct of the
master wasthat he had been repeatedly warned by:
the yemeindamaan to sendtwo of-histchildren tokchocil,
who wereturned-of eight years of age'; that he -had
proved so refractory, that at length, the -Stadholder
had been'informed of bis conduct, and it was only
when he foundhe-was about to-be fmed that:hecom-
plied withithe Iawa.'

One may well ask, then, with Bishop Berkeley, Bishop
4whetherawiséStateathanyinterestnemarer atheart Berkeley.

than the:education of youth?" Independent of-the
answerýfunishedlhy theforegoingfacts,:the safety of a
cônstitutionalState mayyin the wordsjof M. Girardin, M. Girar-
laté,Educational qnspectorof te FrenghGovernment
toAustria,:-" The instruction, ofthe people eJdangers
Absolute Governments; .theirignorance on the-con-
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PRT . trary Imperils Representative Goverments; for the

- Parliamentary debates- while they reveal to the masi

the extent of their rights, do not wait until they can
exercise them with discernment: and when a people
know their rights there is but one way to govern them,

to educate them:" A sentiment which is still more
Arch- strongly enforced by the present enlightened Arch-

ately. bishop of Dublin: "If the lower orders are to be'

the property, the slaves of their Governors, and to

be- governed not for their own advantage, but entirely

for the benefit. of their rulers, then, no doubt, the
more they are degraded towards the condition of

brutes, the more likely they are to submit to this.ty-
ranny. But if they are to be governed as rational

beings, the more rational they are made the better
subjects they -will be of such a Government,"*

Systemof 1. The first featurethen of our Provincial systenr
Education
sbould be of Public Instruction, should be universality ; and
un'versat that in respect to-the poorest classes of, society. It

is the poor indeed that need the assistance of the

Government, and they are proper-objects of its spe-

cial solicitude and care; the rich can take care of

themselves. The elementary education of the whole

people must therefore be an essential element iu the
Legisiative and Administrative policy of an en-

lightened and beneficent Government.
* 2. Nor is it less important to the efficiency of sueh

a system, that it shoûld be practical, than that it
should beuniversal. The mere acquisition or even the
general diffusion of knowledge, without the requisite

qualities to apply that knowledge in the best manger,
doesnotmeritthename of education. Muchknowledge
may be imparted and acquired without any addition

* Archbishop Whately. Sermon for the benefit of'Halesworth
and Clondalkin Nfational Sehool, p. 15.
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whatever to the capacity for the business of life. PT r.

There are not wanting numerous examples of-persons -

having excelled even in the higher departments of
kuowledge, who are utterly incompetent to the most

simple, as well-as the most important affairs of every
day life. History presents us with even University-

systems of Education (so called) entirely destitute of

all practical character ; and there are-elementary sys-
tems which tend as much to prejudice and pervert,
not to say corrupt, the popular mind, as to improve
and elevate it.

The very end of our being is practical, and every

step, and evèry branch of our moral, intellectual, and
physical culture should harmonize with the design of

our existence. The age in which we live is likewise

eminently practical; and the condition and interests,
the pursuits and duties of our new country, under

our free Government, are invested with an almost

exclusively practical character.' Scarcely an indivi-

dual among us is exempt from the necessity of "liv-

ing by the sweat of his face." Every man should
therefore be educated to practice.

The changes and developements which have been
made in the arts, modes of labour, methods of busi-'
ness, systems of commerce, administrations of the
Government, and indeed every department of civili-
zation, involve -the necessity and importance of a
corresponding character in our whole system of pub-
lie instruction. The same amount of skill and know-
ledge which would have enabled an artizan or a
tradesman, or merchant, or even a professional man,
to have excelled in former years, would be by no
means adequate to success in the present stage of
mental developement and of keen and skilful competi-
tion.
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PART I. The state of 'society then, no less than the wants
of our country, requires that every youthof the land
should be trained to industry and practiee,-whether

that training be extensive or limited.
What n- Now, education thus practical, includes religion
vov inand morality ; secondly, the developement to a certain

eation. extent of all our faculties ; thirdly, au acqaintance-

-with several branches of.elementary tnowledge.
Under' these heads will be embraced a summary

view of what I deem it necessary to say on -this sub-
ject. Nor shall I be very particular in treating them
separately.

Reigion. 3rd. By religion and morality -1 do not mean see-
tarianismi in any form, but the -general system of
truth .ad morals taught in the Holy Scriptures. Sec-
tarianism is not mnorality. To be zealous for a seet
and to be conscientiousinamorals;are widelydifferent.
To inculcate the peculiarities of a sect, and to teaeli
the fundamental principles of religion and morality

Not Secta- are equally different. Indeed Schools might-be nantd,
nanMn. in whichthere Is the mostrigorous inculcation of aun

exclusive sectarianism, where there :is a deplerable
absence -of the 'fruits of both religion and morality.
Atihere may be a ve:ry careful teaching of some of
the ornamental branches of learning, while the es-
sential and practical-departments of- it -are very care-
lessly,·if at all taught; so it motoriously occurs that
scrupulousand:ostentatiousmaînenaucetndteaching
of the " mint, anise, and cnmmin" 'of a-vain-and-
grasping, sectarianism, is accompanied with anequally
notorious.disregard of the " weightier matters ofthe
law" of religion and morality.

Suchteaching may, asit hasdeone rise up an army
of pugilists and persecutors,,but-itis not the-way to
create a community of Christians. To teach a child-
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the dogmas and spirit of a seet, before he Is taught PART L

the essential principles of religion and morality, is to -

invert the pyramid,-to reverse the order of nature,-
to feed with the bones of controversy instead of with

the nourishig milk of truth and-charity.
là these remarks I mean no objection to Schools in Separate

Scnneetion with a particular religious community,- °
wholly controlled by such community, and where its demned.

worship is observed, and its ereed taught. Nor would
I intimate that such establishments may not in many
instances be more efficient -and more desirable than
any other differeatly eonstituted ;. nor that the exer-

tionsto establish and maintain them, are not most
praiseworthy, and ought not to be countenanèed- and
supported. I refer not to the constitution and controul
of Schools or Seminariq, but to the kind of teachng-

a teaching which can be better unierstood than de-
fmed,-a teaching which unehristianizes four-fifths, if
not nine-tenths, of Christendom,--a teaching which
substitutes the form for the reulity,-the symbol for
the substance,-the dogma for the dectrine,-the pas-

sion for sect, for the love of God and our neighbours;
-a teaching which, as history can attest, is pro-
ductive of ecclesiastical cOrruptions, superstition,
infidelity, sociàl disputes and civil contentions, and is
inimical alike to good government and public tran-

quillity.
I eau aver, from-personal experience and practiee, what rei.

as well as from a very ,xtended inquiry on this sub gOus -
ject, that a much more, eomprehensive course of bibli- may be
cal and religious instruction can be given, than there L®"l"'
is likely to be opportunity for in Elementary Schools, Schools.
without any restrain the one side,.orany tincture
f 'sectarianism on e other,-a course embracing

ýthieire History of the Bible, itý fnetitutùion",rdinal

23
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PArT I. doctrines and morals, together with the evidences of its

- authenticiht. In the sequel, this statement will be

illustrated and confirmed by facts.
The misapplication and abuse of religiousinstrüc-

tion in Schools have induced mnany to adopt a con-

trary'error, and to object to it- altogether as an ele-

ment, of popular education. In Franée, religion
formed no part of the Elemehtary Educationfor many
years, and in some parts !of the United States the ex-

Evils of a' ample of France has been followed. Time is required

syste* of fülly to develope 'the consequences of a purelygodless
Education. system tf public instruction. It requires a generation

for the seed to germinate,-a second or third for the

fruit to ripen.
However, the consequences have been too soon

manifest boih in France and America.
The lFrenchGovernment has for many years em-

ployed its most strenuous exertions to make religious
instruction an essential part of Elementary Educa-
tion ; iand experienced men, and the most distinguish-
ed educational writers in the United States, speak in,
strong terms of the deplorable consequences resulting
from the absence- of religions instruction i their
Schools, and earnestly' insist upon its absolute neces-
sity.

Testimony"- The- lHonorable.Samuel Young, the present Super-
ofthe Su- infendent of-,Education in the State of New-York,perinten- tsSttofNw yk
dent of thus pourtrays the character of the popular mind in:
Common
Schoolsfor that country, in the utter absence of al religion in
the state their system of Public Instruction. The length 9fof New
York. the extract will be amply justified by the importance

of the subject, and the high authority from which it
emanates: "Nothing is more common than for pub-
lic journalists to extol in unmeasured terms te intel-

ligence of the community. Oi all occasions, accord-
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ing tothem, Vox populi est vox Dei. We are pro- PART L
nounced to be a highly- cultivated, intellectual and

civilized people. When 've, the people, called for -

the exclusion of small bills, we were right ; when we

called for the repeal of the exclusion,we were equally
right. We are divided into political parties nearly
equal,but we are both right. We disagree respecting
the fundamehtal principles of Government; we quar-
rel about the laws of a circulating medium; we are

bank, and anti-bank, tariff and anti-tariff, for a na-
tional bankrupt law and against a national bankrupt
law, for including corporations and for excluding cor-
porations, for unlimited internal improvement, judi-
cious internal improvement, and for no internal im-
provement. We have creeds, sects, denominations,
and faiths of all varieties, each insisting that it is
right, and that all the others are wrong. We have

cold water societies, but snany more that habitually,

deal in hot water. We are anti-masonicànd masonic,
pro-slavery and anti-slavery ; and are spiced and
seasoned with abolitionism, immediateism, gradual-
ism, mysticism, materialism, agrarianism, sensualism,
egotism, scepticism, idealism, tr4nscendentalism, Van
Burenism, Harrisonism, Morrnonism, and animal-
magnetism. Every public and private topic has its
furious partizans, struggling with antagonists equally
positive and unyielding, and yet we are told that we
are a well informed, a highly civilized people. If we
look to our Legislative halls, to the lawgivers of the
and, to the men who have been selected for the
greatest wisdom and experience, we shall see the
same disagreement and collision on every subject.

HRe who would play the politician must shut bis eyes
to all this and talk incessantly of the intelligence of
the people. Instead of attempting to lead the com-.

D
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L iïunity in the right way, he Must gô with them in

the wrong.-
"It is true he may preach somd doctrine in refe-

feûce to the education of youth. H1e may. staïe the
vast influence it has upon the whole life of ma.in, le
May freely point out the imperfections in the moral,
inteletaàl, and physical instructidn of the childrèn
of the present day. H1e may urge the absolate ne-
ce sity of good teachers, of thiultiplliation'of libral.
i-ies, an d every other means for thé- diffus
kùôvledge. lie pon-t~iêuperstitious

t eormenting fancies, th erioneous notions,
the -wrong prepossessions; and the laxity of inorals
îvhich mi ost children aie allow'ed to imbibe foi want
ôf early alia correct instruction, and which in thé
najorfty'of eases last through life. He ma' witi
triih and freedom, declare that the mental ifipress ät

wenty gires the colouring to the remainder of life;
ild.iiat nost young nn of our country, of that age,

biare not halftihe correct inforiàtion and souiid priiá-
ciples hich inigih t with proper caré have been Mh-
tilled into their minds before they were tén ya 

bLt. But here ie politician must stop his censurés,
itfëllose his aadvice. At twenty-oe, the igidràùt,
unedticated aùd way-ward youthl is entitled to te
right of sùffrage; anr Mingleå with a community cbïn-

sef of iùàtéials like liimself. -ie bursts the she11
Whieh lIad efivetjic hiin; lie émelges eron ~the

chiysalis stat -of darkness aùd ignorance, iid'at oice
14coinesia compoûn pat f- a higlily intelligent; -.

ghtjëeti amd civilized 1Cinunity .

SIf wi linestly désire to know s!6iet as it is, we
affšt suljeèt it to a rigórons aialysià. We uinut di-

reit oirseivès of ail Part*ality, and not lay -the flåt-.

üiing iinétion of ãïitiy to our sôuls. The cléar
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perception of our 4eficiences, of the feeble advances PArT I.

alreay made in knowledge and civlltiôii, is the

best ,stimulus to united, energetic and useful exer-

tion. Bitter truth is much more wholesome, than
sweet delusion. The gross flattery whicli is'weekly

and daily poured out in Legislative speeches and by
a time-serving press, has a most pernicious influence

upon the public mind and morals.
" The-greate'DThe4gurance of the mass, the more

readily the flattery is- s lwalowed.,wHe wiii
most circumscribed in knowledgc, perceives not a

.single cloud in his mental horizon. Attila and his
Huns doubtless believed themselves to be the-most

ivilized peop earth;-and if¯they had possessed
-our -edit-rial~corps, .tey ,would have proved it to -be
so. Weak an4a maies lu h/dÿs of ,their

youth have been charged by the other sex with an
extraordinary fondness for flattery, but, judging by
the constant specimens which are lavishIy adrminis-

tered and voraciously swallowed, the male appetite
for hyperboles of praise, is altogether superior. The
vain-glorious boastings of the American press excite

the risibility of all intelligent foreigners.
According to the learned and philosophic De De Toc-

Tocqueville, this is the country of all others where -q"*e
public opinion is tie most dictatorial and despotic.

Like a spoiled child it has beeiiindulged, flattered and
aressed by interested sycophants untilits capricious-

ness and.tyranny are boundless. ;When Americans

.boast of their cultivated minds and human feelings,
foreigners point them to the existence of Negro slave-
ry. When they claim the civic merit of unqualife,d
submission to the rules of social order, they are ne-

ferred to theftrequent exhibitions of duels and Lynch
law. When they insist upon the prevalence among

-27-
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B I aus of strict integrity, sound morals, and extensive

piety, they are shown an American newspaper which

probably contains the annunciation of half a dozen

thefts, irbries, embezzlements, horrid murders, and
appalling suicides.

"Burns, the eminent Scotch poet, seems to have

believed.that good would result,

-If Providence the gift would gie us,
' To see ourselves, as others see us.

'If we had-lhis-gift, much of our overweening vanity
would doubtless be repressed, and many would seri-
ously ponder on the means of reformation and im-

provement. But that any great improvement eau be
inade upon the moral propensities of the adults of the
present day is not to be expected. The raw material
of humanity, after being even partially neglected for
twenty years, generally bids dellance to every manu-

facturing process.
"The moral education, that is tMAe proper discipline

of the dispositions and afections of the mind,, by
which a reverence for the Supreme Being, a love of
justice, of benevolence,jand of truth, are expanded,-
strengthened, and directed, and the conscience en-
lightened and invigorated, must have its basis deeply
and surely laid in childhood.

"Truth, in the most important parts of moral
science, is most easily taught, and makes the most

indelible impressions in early life, before the infusion
of the poison of bad example ; before false notions'
and pernicious opinions have taken root: before the
understanding is blunted and distorted by habit, or

4heinind clouded by prejudice." *

* Lecture on Civilization.
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The Superintendent of Schools for Albany County, Pn~.
-the inetropolitan County, including the Capital, of TeStimo»y

the State of New York,-speaks still more definitely o the Su

if not forcibly, on the consequence of non-christiar ent or

Schools. il-e says: "We are suffering from the evils Sebools forthe CSantv
'of imperfect and neglected education". Want, vice- of Albaniy,

and crime in their myriad forms bear witness against *

_our Educational Institutions, and demand inquiry
whether they can prevent or remedy the evils which
-are sapping the foundations of society.

" That the Schools have not accomplished the object
of their creation, if that object were to nurture a vir-

tuous and intelligent peopie, unfortunateiy requires
no proof. Their moral influence has undoubtedly
-ameliorated our social condition; but it has failed to
give that energy to virtue which is essential to virtue
and happiness. It has been an accidental effect,
rather than a prominent and distinct object of School
Education-; and while by its agency intellect has ge-

nerally been developed, the moral sense has been
neglected, and the common mind, though quick and

schemeful, wants honesty and independence. Tli

popular'-virtues -are the prudential virtues, which-
-spring from selfishness, and lead on to wealth and

reputation, but not to well being and happiness.
Were their source moral feeeling, \and their object
duty, they would not only distingui l the individual
but bless society. Man has lost faith in man; for
successful knavery under the garb of hrewdness,
inblushingly-walks the streets, and claims the sanc-
-lion of society.

-" It is said that, the moral condition' of a people
imay be conjectured from the vices and virtues that
prevail, and the feelings with whichthey are regarded.

What must be the state qf publie sentiment where
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PARI. frauds, robberies, and even murders excite little more
than vague surprise, but lead to no earnest investiga-
tion of the general cause or possible remedy. And

the most alarming consideration is, not that crime is

so common as hardly to be a noticeable event in the
history of theaday, but that from this state of public
feeling must be engendered a still greater and more
fcarful harvest of social and public evils. If there is
any truth in those familiar miaxims, which in every
form, and in every tongue describe ;the child as the
' father to the man,' then much of this moral degra-
dation and social dlanger must be charged on the

neglected, or perverted,culture of the Schools. In-
deed, it is not unusual to refer in general terms the
vices and misery of society to this source, but it
exciteslittle more attention than the statement of the
philosophical fact,that the fall.of a pebble affects the
motion of the ,earth ; and many would as soon auti-
cipate the disturbance of physical order from the one
causé as of moral order from the other. Dissolute
company, gambling, intemperance, neglect of the'

- Sabbatb, are the popular, because the apparent, and
sometimes the proximate causes _of .moral degrada-
tion; but.to attribute to each or All these, is but put-
ting the elephant on the tortoise. For why was.the
gaming table resorted to,,the Sabbath .profaned, or
dissolute company loved? Because the ,early lin-
pressions, the embryo tastes, the incipient habits were

perveted by that false system of -education which
,severs knowledge from its relations to .duty.. And
this false education is found in many of-those Schools
which are the favorite theme of national eulogy, the
proud.answerofthepatiot and philantbropist to ail
*who doubt the permanence.of free,institu#ons or the
advancement of human happiness.
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" Were we not misled by the great and increasing PART I.

nuinber of.these primary institutions, and did we in-
quire more carefully into their actual condition, the
tone of confidence would be more discriminating, and
-less assttred."**

Such statements are as cohclusive ani as frec from
suspicion as they are painful and full of adinonition.

The praétical indifference whih has existed in res- Defects in

pet to the Christian character of/ our own system 'f cnadan

pyopular educatiofr is truly lamentable. The omission
of Christianity in respect both to Schools, and the
character and qualifications ofTeachers, has prevailed

to an extent fearful to contemplate. The country is
too young yet to witness the fiill effects of sucli an
omission,--such an abuse of that which should be the
primary eleinent of education, without which there

càn be no Christian, Education and without a Chris-

tian Education, tiiere will not lng be a Chistian
Contry.

An American writèr'whosè standara of religions Dr. Chan-

orthodoxy has been considiered as questioahble as his mag

falent's weiè etalted, has nevertheless said on this

subject: " The exaltation of talent, as it is called,
aböve virtue- and-rligioniis~~thé~curse of s age.-

Éducation is -now chiefly a stim-lns to l'earnWig, and
thus men acquire power without the principles whieh

àdi6Iè make it -a good. Talent is worshipped; but,
if diöireed ftdm •ectitude, it will prove more of a
derfíoù than a god."

Àn'6theí• Ábieric'an writerstátes, that " ùnbounded Dr. Potter.

pìàins arie how taern to ''enlighten a -chilin the first
prihcitles of science and -letters, and alsoin.regard to

the ri'sinÏes~f 4lfe. In the inentime, the'cnltere ôf

AnùiVeRp4rt of the Si~perintendent of 'Cômmon Schools for
the Statgof.ew York.-,Jan. 1844, pp. 127, 182.

si
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PArC . the heart and conscience is often sadly neglecte;:

and the child grows up a shrewd, intelligent, and in-
fluential man, perhaps, but yet a slave to his lower
propensities. Talents and knowledge are rarely
blessings either to the possessor or to the world, un-

less they are placed under the controul of the higher

sentiments and principles of our nature. Better that
men should remain in ignorance, thanlhat théy should
eat of the fruit of the tree of knowledge, only to be
made more subtle and powerful adversaries of God
and humanity." *

christiani- On a subject so vitally important, forming, as it

andcemsi does, the very basis of the future character and social
of a good state of this country-a subject too respecting which
sy1Stem of

bi there ,exists much error, and a great want of infor-
ducation, mation,-I feel it necessary to dwell at some length,

and to adduce the testimony of the most coinpetent
authorities, who, without distinction of sect or coun-
try, or form of Government, assert the absolte neces-

sity of making Christianity the basis and the cement of
the stdructure of public education.

Row its I propose to show also how the principles of Chris-
Pma e P tianity have been, and may be carried into effect
culcated in without any compromise of principle in any party

sehools. concerned, or any essential deficiency in any subject.
taught.

De Fellen. Mr. De Fellenberg says, " I call that Education.,
berg. which embraces the culture of the whole man,-with

ail his faculties,-subjecting his senses, his under-
standing, and his passions-to reason, to conscience
and to the evangelical laws of the-Christian Revela-
tion."¯lVIr. De Fëlle~nberg, a patrician by birth, a
statesman and a Christian pbilantbropist, has, during

* School and School Master. By Dr. Potter, late Profesaor ef
Union College.
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a quarter of a century, practically illustrated his own rART L

definition of education in a series of classical, agri-
cultural, and poor Schools, which were originally es-
tablished at Hofwyl, in Switzerland, and which haye
been maintained solely at the expense of the founder.
This establishment is perhaps the most celebrated in
Europe. It contains pupils not only from different
parts of Switzerland and Germany, but from England,
and from Hungary, from France and America,-of
different forms of religious faith, yet thoroughly edu-

cated in Mr. De Fellenberg's sense of the word, as I

have had the opportunity of satisfying myself by per-
sonal inspection and inquiry.

The sentiments of English Protestant writers, and

of all classes of British'Protestants, are too well known Protes-

to be adduced in this place; and the fact that the

principal objection- which has been made on the part
of the authorities and members of the-Roman Catholie

Church to certain Colleges proposed to be established

in Ireland, relates to an alleged deficiency in the pro-

-vision for Christian Instruction, evinces the prevail-

ing sentiment of that, section of our fellow subjects.

A few references will be sufficient. Thomas Wyse,
Esquire, a Roman Catholie Member of the British Wyse,Esq.

M. P -IL.
Parliament, in his work on Education Refon, already Catholic -

referred to, thus expresses himself on this point

"What is true of individuals, is still truer of socie-

ties. A reading and writing community may be a

very viclous community, if morality,(not merely its

theory, but its practice,) be not as much a portion of

education asreadingand *riting. Knowledge is only

a branch of education, but it has too often been taken

for the ' whole.'" "When I speak of moral educa-

Vion," (continues Mr. Wyse,) " I implly religIon; and

when I speak of religion, I speak of Christianity. It

33
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A J Is morality, it is conscience par excellence. Even lu
the most worldly sense it could easily be shown that
no other morality truly binds, no other education so
effectually secures even the coarse and material in-
terests of society. The economist himself would find
his gain in such a system. Even if it did not exist
ie should invent it. It--vorks his most sanguine spe-
culations of good into far surer and more rapid con-
clusions, than any system he could attempt to set up
in its place. No system of philosophy has better con-
sulted the mechanism of society, or joined it together
with a closer adapation of all its parts, than Christi-
anity. iNo Legislator who is truly wise,-no Christian
will for a moment think -for the interests of society
and religion,-which are indeed only one,-of sepa-
rating Christianity from moral education."*

HioIy Mr. Wyse observes again," In teaching religion
ser ptur. and morality, we naturally look for the best code of

both. Where is it to be found ? Where, but in the
Holy Scriptures ? Where, but in that speaking and
vivifying code, teaching by deed, and sealing its doc-
trines by death, are we to find that law of truth, of
justice, of love, which has been the thirst and hunger
of the humân heart in every vicissitude of its history.
From the mother to the dignitary, this ought to be
the Book of Books; it should be laid by the cradle
and the death-bed ; it should be the companion and
the counsellor, and the consoler, the Urim and
Thummim, the light and the perfection of, ll earthly
existence."t

]lecz The authorities of the French Government have
French most distinctly recognized the Holy Sc'iptures as the

°eu- basis and source of moral instruction in the Schools

*Lducation Reform. By Thomas Wyàe, Esq. M.P., pp. e9,62,63.
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and Colleges of France. In respect to the secondary PAItT 1.

Schools or Colleges, the law requires that " in the

two elementary classes, the pupils are to be taught
during the first year, the History of the Old Testa--
ment;. and the second year, the History of the New
Testament. .This lesson given by the elementary
Masters, is to be'taught during one hour every day,
and to conclude the study of the evening."* The'same
code makes moral and religious instruction an essen-
tial part of education in the primary Schools.t The

language of the late Minister of Public Instruction in

France is very decided and strong on this point.-

Mrs. Austin's translation of his Report on Publie

Instruction in Prussia is well known ; the untransla-

ted part of his Report on Education in other German

States is not less interesting. In his account of the M. Cousin.

Schools in the City of Frankfort-on-the-Maine, M
Cousin says, "instead of the first lesson book, the
more advanced children have as books of reading and

study, Luthér'stranslation of theBible,the Catechism,
and Biblical History. The Bible is not entire, as you,
might imagine,, except the New'Testament. These

three books constitute here the foundation of Public

Instruction; and every rational man will rejoice at

it, because religion is the only morality for the mass

of mankind. The great religious memorials of a
people are their school books; and I havq always
viewed it as a misfortune for France, that in the

sixteenth century or beginning of the seventeenth,
wheu the French language nas simple, flexible and

*Dans les deux Classes Elémentairès on fait apprendre aux

élèves, la première année, 'Histoire de l'Ancien Testament ; la

séconde année, l'Histoire du Nouveau. Cette leçon, donnée parles

Maitres Elémentaires, a lieu tous les jours pendant une heure, et

termine Pétude du soir.. Code universitaire, p. 571.
† L'instruction primaire élémentaire comprend néeessaircunent

l'instruction inorale et religieuse. Ibid p. 265.
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PAer I. popular, some great writer, Amiot, for example, did
not translate the Holy Scriptures. This would have
been an excellent book to put into the hands of the

young ; whilst De Sacy's translation, otherwise meri-
torious, wants energy and animation. That of
Luther, vigorous and lively, and circulated through-
oui Germany, has greatly contributed to develope the
moral ad religions spirit and education of the people.
The Holy Scriptures, with the History of the Bible
which explains them, and the Catechism which
embodies-a summary of them, ogliht to be the Library

How of childhood and of the Primary Schools."*
taught ln The mainer in which this branch of Education isPrussian
Schools, as taught in the Prussian Schools is worthy of special
attested by 

'notice. I cannot describe it better than in the words
of two American writers, Professor Stowe and the

*"Au lieu de ce Lesebrich, les enfans un peu plus âgés ont
pour livres de lecture et d'étude la Bible,-traduction de Luther, le
Catéchisme et l'Histoire Biblique. La Bible n'est pas entière, comme
vous supposez bien, excepté le Nouveaue Tëstament. Ces trois
livres composent ici le fond de l'instruction populaire; et tout
homme sage s'en réjouira, car il n'y a de morale pour les trois
quarts des hommes que dans la religion. Les grands inonumens
religieux'des peuples sont leurs vrais livres de lecture ; et j'ai tou-
jours regardé cômme une calamité pour la France, qu'au .seizième
siècle ou au commencement du dix-septième, quand la langue fran-
çaise était encore naïve, flexible et populaire, quelque grand -ecri-
vain, Amiot par exemple, n'ait pas traduit les Saintes Ecritures.
Ce serait un excellent livre à mettre entre les mains de la jeunesse,
tandis que la traduction de Sacy, d'ailleurs pleine de mérite, est
diffuse et sans couleur. Celle de Luther, mâle et naïve, répgndue
d'un bout à l'autre de l'Allemagne, y a beaucoup fait pour le déve-
loppement de l'esprit moral et religieux, et l'éducation du peuple.
Les Saintes Ecritures, avec l'Histoire Biblique qui les expliqué, et
le Catéchisme qui les résume, doivent faire la bibliothèque de l'en.
fance et des Ecoles Primaires." Rapport sur l'état de l'Instruction
Publique dans quelques pays de l'Allemagne, et particulièrement en
Prusse. Par M. V. Cousin, &c. p. 2&T

It may be observed that De Sacy's translation is now printed by
-the French University Press,-and chesply and extensively sold
throughont Yrance.
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lon.'Horace Mann. The former visited Europe in PARTI.L

1836-7. The General Assembly of the State of Ohio -

reiiested him during the progress of his tour " to
collect such facts and information as he may deem
useful to the State in relation to the various systems
of publie mstruction and education which have been
adoptedin-the-seraLcountries thro'úgh which he may
pass, and make report thereof, with such practical
observations as he may think prqper, to the next
Genera 1 fessor Stowe's Report was
printed by tié Legislature of Ohio, afterwards by
those-of Massachusetts and Pennsylvania, in English,
and in German; it has also been reprinted in several
other States. Mr. Mann, Secretary of the Board of
Education for the State of Massachusetts, obtained
the permission of the Government of that State to
make a similar tour-in Europe in 1843.

Professor Stowe, afer having referred to the results Proessor
of his enquiries-relativterto=the teaching of drawing Stowe, of

and music, makes the following important statement
on the subject of moral and biblcal instruction
" In regard to the -necessity of moral instruction, and

~beneficial influence of the Bible in Schools, the tes-
timony was no less explicit'and uniform. Iinquired
of all classes of Teachers,-and of men of every grade
of religious faith, instructors in-Common Schools,
High Schools, and SchooTs oi Art, and Professors in
Colleges, Universities, and prafessional'Seminaries,
in Cities and in the country; in places where there
was an uniformity, and in places where there was a
diversity of creeds, of believers and unbelievers, of

I neyer found-but,
one reply: indfihàt was, that to leave the morai
faculty uninstructed, was to leave the most important

part of the human mind undeveoped, and to strip edu-

37
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PÂM TL cation of almost everything that can make it falua-

ble ; and that the Bible, independently of the interest

attending it as containing the most ancient and in-
fluential writings ever recorded by human bands, and

comprising the religious system of almost the whole
of the civilized world, is In itself the best book that
eau be put into the hands of.children to interest, to
exercise, and to unfold their intellectual and moral
powers. Every Teacher whom I consulted repelled
with indignation the idea that moral instruction is
not proper for Schools; and spurned with contempt
qthe allegation, that the Bible cannot be introduced
into Common Schools without encouraging a sectarian
bias in the matter of teaching ; an indignation and
contempt which I believe will be fully participated
In by every high-mindedgeacher in Christendom."*

The flon. Mr. Mann observes î Nothing receives more at-
tention in the PsianýSéhools than the Bible. It

Boston. is taken up early and studied systematically. The

great events recorded in the Scriptures of the Old
and New Testament; the character and lives of those'
wonderful men who from age to ange were blrought
upon the stage of actioi, and through whose agency
the future history and destiny of the race were to be
so much môdified ; and especially, those sublime
views of duty axtd morality which are brought to
light in the Gospel;-these are topics of daily and ,
earnest inculcation in every School. To these in some
Schools, is added the History of the Christian Reli-.
gion, in connexion with contemporary Civil History.
So far as the Bible lessons are conceîned, I eau ratify
the strong statèments made by Professor Stowe, in
regard to the absence of sectarian instruction or en-
deavors at proselytism.

Report, &e., &e. pp. 22 and 23.
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" The Teacher being amply possessed of the know-- PAR I.

ledge of the whole chain of events, and of ail bio- ~
graphical incidents ; and bringing to the exercise a
heart glowing .with love to man, and with devotion,
to his duty, as a former of the character of children,
has no .necessity or occasion to fall back upon the

formulas of a creed. It is when a Teacher has no
knowledge of the wonderful works of God, and of
the benevolence of the design in which they were
created; when he has no, power of explaining and
applying the beautiful incidents in th# lives of the
prophets and apostles, and especially the perfect
example which is given to men in the life of Jesus
Christ; it is then, that, in attempting to give reli-
gious instruction, he is, at it were, constrained to
recur again an Sain to the few words or sentences
of his form of faith, w r that faith may be ; and
therefore when giving the sec lesson, it will be
little more than the repetition of eirst, and the
two hundredthl lesson, at the end of theèy'ar, will
differ from that at the beginning only in accum a d
wearisomeness and monotony."*

My own examination, not only of Prussian but of The Air-

German Schools generally, and conversations with th,,a.iob
Directors, Inspectors, and Teachers, throughout Ger-

many, Holland and France, enable me to corroborate
the statements of Professor Stowe and Mr. Mann.
The instruction is substantially the same under both
Roman Çatholie and Protestant- Governments,-the
same whether fwà> Teachers be Roman Catholies or
Protestants. The Frenchl Government itself avows
its position not to-be the headship of a sect, but that
of a supporter of Christianity, irrespective of sect. la
a work on Education which obtained the prize, ex-

Mr. Mann's Seventh Annual Report, &e. pages 144, 145.
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]?ART . traordinary from the Fr-ench Academy in 1840, it ist

said, "France has not proclair.ed a State Religion.
To have done so, would have been an absurdity under

a form of Government the component parts of which

are the direct representatives of public opinion. But

it has guaranteed protection and countenance to all

forms of Christian worship; and therefore in such a

relation to the various religious Communions, the

Governement takes its- stand simply upon the Truth.

It has avowed before the world, that the French Na.-

tion professes the Christian Faith, without any ex-

clusion of Cluirch or Sect. France, after having in

constitu- the Constitutional Charter declared itself Christian,

tnar o and after having stated as an important fact, that
France. the Catholie Religion is professed by a majority of

the French people, cannot consistently forget the fir

principle of its Charter in organizing a syste of'

public Education. In f ents which

-concern the mor education of the young, it cannot

disregard the moral principles which it professes

itself; but it forgets not the-supreme importance

which it attaches to liberty of conscience. The mem-

bers of all Christian Communions will therefore find

in its establishments of Public Education that cordial
reception which is assured to them in the Charter.

We rejoice to see that in the eyes of the State all

Christian Sects are sisters, and that they are objects

of equal solicitude in the administration of the great
family of the nation. In regard to those who desire
to educate their children in the systematie co4tempt
of every thing sacred, the State would leave that
impious work to themselves ; but never for the sake of

pleasing tkem, could it become unfaithful to its own

moral princzples."*

"Elle (la France) n'a pas proclamé une religion de l'Etat, ce
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Similar testimonies in respect both to the same PAr? L

and other countries might be indefinitely multiplied; o- ion

but those already adduced are suflicient to show, that

religious and moral instruction should be made an
essential part of publie education, and that such
instruction can be, and has been, communicated ex-
tensively and thoroughly, for all purposes of Christian
morality, without any bias of sectarianism, and with-
out any interference whatever with the peculiari-
ties of different Churches or Sects. Such are the
sentiments of enlightened writers, Roman Catholic
and Protestant, as well Republican as. Monarchical-

qui eût été mensonge, sous une forme du Gouvernement-où les

grands corps ae rEtat sont les représentans directs de ropinioiu-
blique; mais elle a assuré protection etsecours à tous les cultes chré-

tiens, et ainsi, sous ce rapport, elle s'est tenue dans le vrai. Elle a

constaté aux yeux du monde que les croyances chrétiennes, sans

exception d'Eglise ou de Secte, sont celles de la Nation Française.

La France, après s'être déclarée chrétienne dans la Charte, après

avoir constaté, comme un fait considérable, que la religion Catho-

lique est professée par la majorité des Français, ne peut pas, sous

peine d'inconséquenée, oublier ce point de départ quand ils'agit

pour elle d'organiser l'Education publique. Lorsqu'elle fonde des
établissement qui intéressent l'éducation morale de la jeunesse, elle

ne peut pas les placer en dehors du principe moral qu'elle affirine

elle-même; mais elle n'oublira pas non plus qu'elle est tolérante et
qu'elle aime par-dessus tout'la liberté de conscience; toutes les
Communions Chrétiennes trouveront donc, dans ses établissemens
d'éducation publique, l'accueil hospitalier qu'elle leur a promis dans
la Charte. Nous aimons à voir, qu'à ses yeux toutes les Sectes
Chrétiennes sont sours, et qu'elle leur accorde la même sollicitude

dans 'administration de la grande famille.-Quand aux hommes

qui veulent élever leur enfans dans le mépris systématique de tout

ce qui est saint, l'Etat pourrait leur laisser la charge de cette ouvre
impie; mais jamais pour leur complaire, il ne fut permis de man-
quer à ses croyances morales." De l'Education Populaire et des

Ecoles Normales Primaires, considêrées dans leurs Rapports avec la

Philosophie du Christianisme. Par M. P. Dumont. Ouvrage au-
quel l'Académie des Sciences morales et politiques a décerné un pri
e.traord,inaire en 1840,-pages 40, 41, 42, 43.
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FAT L. and such are the views and pratice of both Protestant
and Roman Catholic nations.

Ilere is neither laxity nor compromise of religious
principle ; here is the establishment and administra-
tion of a system on the part of Government which is
founded upon the fundamental principles of Christian
truth and morality, but which interferes not with the
dogmas and predilections of diversified sectarianism;
and here is a co-operation of members of. different
religious persuasions in matters which they hold and
value in common-in which they have a common
interest-and in whieh co-operation is in most instan-
ces even essential to existence,-the same as Legis-
lators or Merchants, Agriculturists or Soldiers co-
operate in measures and enterp.rises of common
agreement and necessity. The points of agreement
between the two great and most widely separated
divisions of Christendom,-Protestants and Roman
Catliolics,-are thus forcibly enumerated by the
Bishop of Worcester, England, in a late Charge to the
Clergy of his Diocese.

Points of " Conscientiously do I believe that n. no part of
aJrn ent Christendom is our 'religion observed in greater'pu--

Protes- rity than in this country; but believing this, I cannot
tants and
]Roman shut my eyes to the fact that we form but a smalU
Çathoelis. iinority of the Church of Christ; nor can I venture

to say that Christianity as professed by the great
majority, is so full of error as to make it a sin in a
Protestant State to contribute towards the education
of its Ministers. Let us see what are the doctrines
we hold in common with our Roman Catholie brethren.
We both believe in God the Father, the Author and
Maker of all things ; we both belie:e that man fell
from his -primeval state into sin; we both -believe
that to redeem mankind from this fallen state, it
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pleased this Almighty Being to send his only begotten ParT L
Son into the world to become a sacrifice for our sin;
that through His atonement we might be considered
as justified before God; we both believe that the
Son of-Ged who was sent into the world as a propi-
tiation for ýour sins, is co-equal and co-eternal with
the Father-; that having performed this office of love
and mercy he ascended into heaven, and that he
will come ai the last day to judge the quick and the

.dead ; we both believe that this Redeemer, to assist
us in the way of salvation, sends the Holy Spirit to

those that diligently seek him; and that the Holy
Spirit with the Father and the Son is one God, bless-

ed for ever ; we both believe that the Church was

originally founded by this Saviour, and that in her

the doctrines of the the Gospel have been handed

down by a regular succession of ordained Ministers,
Priests and Deacons; and we both believe that two

Sacraments are binding on Christians."

The proceedings of the National Board of Educa- Howar
Protes-

tion n Ir~eland present an illustration of the extent a
to which there may be a cordial co-operation between

even Roman Catholies and Protestants, in a countryea unite

as proverbial for the warmth and tenacity of the reli- i
Education.

gious differences, as for the generous hospitality of its

inhabitants. Several systems of public instruction

bad been tried ; and eah ini succession proved un-

successful, as a national system, and was abandoned

by the Government. In 1828, " a Committee of the

House of Commons to which were referred the va-

rions Reports of the Commissioners of Education, re-

commended a system to be adopted, which should af-

ford, if possible, a combined literary and separate reli-

gious education, and should be capable of being so fat

adpted to the views of the religiousperuasions which

48
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Peur . prevail in Ireland, as to render it, in truth, a systei

~~~ of National Education for the poorer classes of the

comUnity."*

rish Na- With aview of accomplishing this noble object, the
tional Government, in 1831, constituted a Board, consisting
]Board.

of distinguished members of the Churches of England,
Scotland and Rome.

The Board agreed upon and drew up some general

maxims of religion and morals which were to be
taught in every Sihool, agreed to " encourage the
Pastors of different denominations to give religious

instruction to the children of their respective flocks

out of School-hours," &c.; and in addition to provide
that one day in a week should be set apart for that

purpose.†

*Letter of Lord Stanley, Secretary of Ireland, to the Duke of
Leinster, Oct. 183l.

† The following is one of these "General Lessons," which are

hung up in every National School, and required to be taught and

explained to ail the children. IL relates to social duties. ";Cihris-

tans should endeavour, as the Apostl Paul commands them, ' to

ýive peaceably with all ien,'-(Romans, c. 12, v 18,) even, with

tihose of a different persuasion.

"Our Saviour, Christ, eommanded his Disciplesto 'love onéno-
ther.' He taught them to love even their enemies, to bless those
that cursed them, and to pray for those whopersecuted them. He
himself prayed for his murderers. Màny men hold erroneous do-

trines .but we ought not to hate or persecute them. We ought to

seek for the truth, and hold fast what we are convincedis the truth;
but not to treat harshly those who are in error. Jesus Christ did
not intend his Religion to be forced on men by violent me& ""Hë

would not allow his Disciplesto fight for him. If anypersons treat
us unindly we must not do the same to them; for Christ and his

Apostles have taught us not to return evil for evil. If we would
obey Christ, we must do to others, not as they do to us, but as we
would wish them to doto us.

"Quarrellingwith our neighbours and abusing them is not the
way to convince them that we are in the right, and they in the
wrong. It is more likely to convince them that we have not a
Christian spirit.
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The Board have also published a series of Biblical PA.RT I.
Histories, complete on the New Testament, and on Their Re-
the Old to the death of Moses. It is understood that ligious

the whole series in the Old Testament will soon, be oks.

completed.
These histories are more literal and more compre-

hensive than Watt's Scripture History, or any of the
many similar publications which have been most used o
in Schools. These histories are likewise prepared ac-
cording to the IrishNationalBoard'simproved methods
of teaching-useful as reading books, and as admira.
ble introductions to the study of the Holy Scriptures,
-being for the most part in the very words of the
Scriptures, and containing the chronological dates of
the principal epochs and events of Sacred History.

The Board has also published an excellent and
appropriate little book on the truth of Christianity.
I dare say the series of this kind of books will be

completed by one or more publications on our duties

to God, to the State, to our fellow men, &c.
On a certain day- ofthe week, Ministers of the dif- Religious

1 1 Instrue-
ferent persuasions catechise the children of their res- te
pective forms of faith.

Thus are:thiVjhildren in the Irish National Schools

not only taught the elements of a secular education,
but they are instructed in the fundamentai priciples
of Christian truth and morals ; and"facilities are af-

forded for their being taught the Catechism and Con-

fessions' of the religious persuasions to «which" they

severally belong.
Iar inclined to believe that there are few elemen- school in

tary Schools in Great Britain-those in Scotland ex- 1844.

" We ought to show ourselves followers of Christ, who, 'when he

was reviled, reviled not again,' (1 Pet. c. 2, v. 23,) by behaving

kindly and gently to every one."

45
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PLarT I. cepted,-in which so much religious knowledge is
- imparted as in the 3,150 Schools, containing 395,550

children, which have been established by the Board

of lational Education in Ireland. This great and

good work must, in the course of a few years, pro-
duce a marked change in the intellectual and social
condition of Ireland. Yet the Board does not pro-
fess to give a thorough religious education.

Biblical In Prussia, while provision is made, and Teachers
and Beli- are thoroughly trained, to Éive un extended course, or
structionin rather several courses of Biblical instruction, covering
Prussian
Sehoo. a period of eight years, (from six to fourteen) in re-

gard to even primary Schools, and children of the
poorest classes, and enibracing in succession an ele-
mentary view of the biography, kistory, cardinal doc-

trines, and morals, and in some instances evidences of
the autkenticity of the Bible : provision is also made
for teaching the Catechisms of the Protestant and Rom
man Catholic Churches. The Catechism, however, is
not generally, if eyer taught until after the pupil has
received Biblical instruction for five or six years. It is
usually taught the year, or the year before, the pupil
completes his elementary education; and during the
few months which are allotted to the teaching and
learning of the Catechism, the pupils receive separate
religious instruction from the Pastor or Clergyman
of the Church to which they belong.

-When there are separate Schéols,-as is the case
in those parts of Prussia where the whole population
is either Catholic or Protestant, or where each class
is very numerous,-the whole course of religious in-
structions in. harmony with the Church for whose
members the School is established.

This is likewise the case wherethe great body of
the population is of one religious community with only
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a few dissenting fron it. But even these Schools, es- PAR I

tablished for particular classes of society, aided by the

Government and subject to its inspectiôn, are not

permitted to violate the tolerant and catholic principles

and spirit of the National School system. " The Mas- Prussian

ters and Inspectors (says the law) must avoid with Lýaw.

the greatest care, everykind of constraint or annoyance

towards the children on the subject of their particular

form of worship." No School may be made abusively
subservient to any views of proselytism; and the chil-

dren of a different form of worship from that of the

Schools shall not be compelled against the will of

their parents, or against their own, to attend the reli-

gious instructions and exercises. Private Masters of

the same worship will be charged with their religious

instruction; and whenever it would be impossible to

have as many Masters as there are forms of worship,
the'parents ought to watch with so much the more

care, to fulful those duties themselves, if they do not

desire their chidren to attend the religious lessons of

the school."
The fundamental principle of public education in Religious

Prussia, and that which constitutes the key-stone of berus-
the mighty arch on whichhas been erected for an en,. sian sys-

tire population so proud, and as yet so unrivalled a

superstructure of moral intellect, is thus ezpressed in

the general law of Prussia: " The chief mission of

every school is to train the youth in such a manner

as to produce in them, with the knowledge of man's

relations to God, the strength and desire to regulate

his life according to the principles and spirit öf Chris-

tianity. Early shall the School form the children to ,

piety, and for that purpose will it seek to second and

perfect the instructions of the family. Thus in all

cases shall the labours of the day be commenced, and

47
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ln L concluded by a short prayer and pious reflections,
which the Master must be able so to conduct, that
this moral' exercise shall never degenerate into an
affair of habit. Furthermore the Master shall see
(in the case of Boarding-schools) that the children gt-
tend punctually at the services of the Church on Sab-
baths and Holydays. There shall be intermingled
with the solemnities of the School, songs of a religious,
character. Finally, the. period of the communion
should be as well for Pupils asfor Masters, an occa-
sion of strengthening the'bonds which ought'to unite
them, and to open their souls to the most generous
and elevated sentiments of religion*

* The following is the course of religious instruction pursued in

me Biblical the Dorothean City School in Berlin:
and Reli- Class 6th. (Lowést Class) Stories from the Old Testament.
gIous'in- Class 5th. Stories from the New Testament.

St ton- Class 4th. Bible History.
in the
Prussian Class 3rd. Reading and explanation of select portions from the
Schools. Seriptures. (Doctrinal and Practical.)

Class 2nd. The Evidences of Christianity. -a

There is at present no ]Šrst Ce4s in the School. Each class in-
cludes a period of from one to tij years. The Stories taught the
Elementary Classea (including ,ildren from six to eight years of
age) are, the most remarkable, Scripture Biographies,-narrate:
chiefly by the Teacher, with various practicalremarks and illustra-
tipns of the Geographical and Natural Bistory of the Bible. The
pupils thus familiarized with the Geography and incidents of the
Bible, are prepared in the following year (4th Class) to study and
appreciate its general history and beautiful simplicity of language.

The general history of the Bible taught in the third year (or 4th
Class) is an appropriate introduction to the study of those select
portions of the Scripture (in the fourth year) in which are stated and
explained the principal institutions, doctrines and morals of the Bi-
ble-the study of the Evidences of Christianity forming a natural
and proper conclusion of ,the whole course. About four hours per
week are devuted to religious instruction during the whole period
of six years. 'This School is common to both Roman Catholic and
Protestant children.

The Protestant Srminary Schdol of Berlin,-a burgher or mid-
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No one. an ponder upon the import of such a law PART I.
-a law carried out with all the thoroughness of the praeEai
German charater,---without feeling how far below observa-

such a standard we sink in our accustomed estimate ti°s'

of the character and attributes, the objects and duties

die School attaéhed to the Teacher's Seminary, and in which the
candidates for teaching practice,-has the following course of reli-
gious instruction. In Roman Catholie Schools of the same class,
subjects corresponding to the Church of Rome, take the place of
those subjects in the following programme which relate to the
Church of the Reformation.
Class 6th. (Lowest Class) Four hours per week. Narration by the

Techer of Stories from the Old Testament, nearly in
the wor's of the Bible, and repeated by the pupils.-
Easy verses learned by heart. -

Class 5th. Four hours per week. Stories from the Gospels taught
in the same way. Church Songs and Bible verses
learned.

Class 4th. Three hours per week. The Ol Testament in a more
connected form. The moral of the history is impressed
upon the minds of the childreZ The Ten Command-

ments'and Church Songs learned.
Class 3rd. Two hours per week. Life and Doctrines of Christ,

Four weeks set apart for learning the Geograghy of
Palestine. Church History.

Class 2nd. Two hours per week. The Protestant Catechism com-
mitted to memnory and explained. Church Songs and
verses committed.

Class 1st. Two hours per week. Compendium of the History of
the Christian Church, especially after the Apostolic
age. History of the Reformation. Review of the
Bible. Committing to memory Psalms and Hymns.

Dr. Diesterweg,--the Director of the Seminary, is one of the

,most celebrated Teachers in Germany.
I,witnessed exercises in both of the Schools above mentioned.- Author's

The teaching is for the moast part by lecture, mingled with ques- observa-
tions. The pupilis prompted to exertion ; his curiosity is excited; tions.

he-is taught to observe carefully, and to express himself clearly and
readily in his own language. The teacher is of course able to teach
withont a book, and to elicit the knowledge of the pupil by proper
questions. Thus the memory of the pupil is not overburthened ;
and it is at the same time enriched, and the perceptive, reflective

G
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Pr I. of Schools and Schoolmasters. Indeed-judging from
passages'already quoted,-how entirely must we

acknowledge the superiority of the moral standard of

School-Teachers and-Schoo:l-teaching which obtains-
in what some have been wont to term lax and scep-
tical France ! Yet France, like-Prussia, places reli-
gion and morals at the very foundation of her system
of public education.

The American authors heretofore quoted, present
in lively colours the consequences.of a total abandon-
ment of Christianity in many of -the United States
public Schools. Surely we cannot fail to profit by
such examples and warnings. A Government tlat
practically renounces Christianity in providing for the
educationof itsyouthfulpopulation,cannot be Christian.

Duty of The creed of our Government, as representing a
t e Christian people of various forms of religious worship,veaimentChsta e
of canada. is Christianity, in the broadest and most comprehensive

-sense oftle¯tefüï.- The practice Tttie-Government-

shouldcbrrespondwithitscreed. With tVeircumstan-
tials-ofsectarianism it has nothing to do ; theyformno-
article of its creed; they involve no one command.-
ment of the Moral Law, either of the 'Old or New
Testament; it is under no obligations to provide for
the teaching of them, vhatever importance individuals

may attach to them; its affording different parties
facilities for teaching them is the utmost that can be

andreasoning powers areconstantly exercise4. It may be observed
that, neirber i Protestant nor mixed Schools, and of course not in
the Boma Catholie Schools, did I see the Bible degraded and-
abused to the purposes of a common reading book. It was given
to man, not ta teach him how to reàd, but to teach him the charac-
ter, and goverument, and will of God, the duty of man and the Wsay
of salvation. -

To these iaered and important purposes should it he applied in
the Sch"ols.
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required or expected of it. The members dthe va- RmT I.

rious sects are alike its-subjects; tl'ey contribute

alike to its defence and support ; they are alike enti-
tled to its protection and countenance.

The inhabitants of the Province at large, profess-

ing Christianity, ançi being freely represented in the
Governmentby MembersoLa Responsible Council-
Christianity,Therefore upon-the most popular princi-
ples-ofLovernment' should be the basis of a Provin-
cial system of Edication. But that general principle

admits of considerable variety in its application.-

Such is the case intlie countries already referred to ;
such may and should be the case ïin Canada.
- The foregoingobserations and illustrations apply

for the most part to a population consisting of bóth

Protestants and Roman Catholics. The law provides

against interfering with the religious scruples of each

sth to religious books and the,means

of establishing separate Schools.

-I rSchool Districts where the whole populatio is-

either Protestant or Roman Catholic, and where con-

sequently the Schools come under the character of

Separate, there 'the principle of religious instruction

can be carried outinto as minute detail as may accord

with the views and wishes of either class of the po-

pulatioi¯;h-tough I arn persuaded all that is essential

to the moral interests of youth may be taught in what

are terned mixed Schools.

The great importance ofthis subject and the erro- Apology.
neous or imperfect view§ which prevail respecting it,
and the desire of explaining fully what I conceive-th

bihe-most-essential element of a judicions systein

of Public Instruction, are my apology foi- dwelling

upon it at so great length. Religious differences

g:inid divisions should rather be healed than inflamed;
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PART I. and the points of agreement and the means of mutual

co-operation on the part of different religious persua-

sions, should doubtless be studied and promoted by

a wise, and beneficent Government, while it sacrifices

neitherto religious bigotry nor infidelity the cardinal

and catholie principles of the Christian religion.
Fourth 4. With the proper cultivatipn of the moral feel-
cbarâcte'.
ristic of a ings, and the formation of moral habits, is intimately
sound sys- connected the corresponding developement of all the
tjem of
Publie In- other faculties both intelectual and physical. The
struction. great object of an efficient system of instruction sltould

be, not/ the communication of so much knowledge,
Superficial but the developement of the faculties. Much know-

tehdig ofledge may be acquired without any increase o..men-
depre- tal power; nay, with even an absolute diminution of
cated. it. Though it be admitted that "lknowledge is

power," it is not the knowledge which professes.to

be imparted and acquired at a rail-road speed; a

knowledge which penetrates little below thé surface,
either of the mind or of the natumof thinps-the-ae---

quisition of which involves the xefcise of no other
faculty than that f-the'memory, and that not
upon theprincipes of philosophical association, but
by the mere jingle of words ;-a mere word knowledge
learned by rote, which has no existence in the mind

apart from the words in which it is acquired, and
which vanishes as they are forgotten,-which often
spreads over a large surface, but bas neither depth
nor fertiity,-wich grows up as it were in a night
and disappear-in a day,-which adds nothing to the
vigour of the mmind, and very little that is valuable to
its treasures.

United This is the system of imparting, and acquiring
States
Schools. knowledge which notoriously obtains in many of the

Academies, Schools and other Educational Institu-
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tions in the neighbouring States, though it îi.lamented PART I.

and deprecated by ail the American huthors who -

have examined the educational Institutions of other
countries, and many others who are competent wit-
nesses of its defects and evils, and who have the vir-
tue and patriotism to expose them. The author of
the exçelent work heretofore quoted,-B&hool and
Schoolaster-remarks: "Thegrand erroris,that that
is called knowledge, which is, mere rote-learning and
word-monury. The child is said to be, educated,
because ittan repeat the text of this one's grammar,
and of that one's geography andliistory; because- a

certain number of facts, often without connexion or
-dependance,have-for-the time being been deposited
in its memory, though they have never been wrought
at all into the understanding, nor have ayakened in
truth one effort of the higher faculties.

" The soil, of the mind is left by such culture really-
as untouched and as little likely therefore to ,yield

-back valuabe fuitl as if these same facts ihad-been

-committed to memory in an unknown tongue. It is,
as if the husbandmau were to go forth and sow his
seedby ttie way side, or on the surface of a field which

bas been trodden down by the hoofs of innumerable

horses, and then when the cry of havest-home is

heard about him, expect to reap as abundant returns

as the most provident and industrious of his neigh-
boùrs. lie forgets that the same irreversible law

holds in mental as in material husbandry; ' whatso-

ever aman soweth, that shall he also reap.'"* •

The superficial and pernicious system of teaching u. s.
and learnfig thus exposed and deprecated, forms the Seh°klBooks.
basis on which a large portion of the American Ele-

*Se1hoo and Schoolmaster. By Dr. Potter, Union College, pp.
-32, 33.
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PART I. mentary School Books are composed,-professing to

- be so constructed as to require very little intellectual

labour on the part of either Teacher or upil. In the

old Cities, and oldest educational•stitutions in the

United States, this anti-intelleciual method of teach-

ing, and the books which appertain to it, are very

properly condemned.

Many of the most wealthy youth of that country

have gone to Europe, either for their education or to

finish it; and there is a gradual return there to the

more solid and practical system of Instruction.

Their per- Yet in' their second-rate Colleges and Village

' i Academies, and most of their country Schools, this
Canada. "word-mongery" system prevails; and many of the

books which are essential to its operations, and many

of the delusive opinions on which it is founded, have

been introduced into this Province, and have excited

a pernicious influence in some parts of it. It is with

a view of drawing attention to the evil, and its ap-

propriate remedy, that I make these remarks. The

Secretary of the Board of Education for the State of

Massachusetts, after a visit to Europe, contrasts this

sparkling and worthlessystmwt-hawié ý

tains in Prussia. He speaks with reference- to the

method of teaching some of the higher branches; but

his remarks are equally applicable to the method of

teaching Grammar, Geogrmphy,-Wstory, &c. The

principle and animus of the method are the -sme
all departments of instruction.

Mr. Mr. Mann says: "With us it too often happens

man~ that if a higher branch,-Geome~fry, Natural Philo-
spr sophy,Zoology,Botany,-isto be taught,bo'h Teacher

a;ilgn d and Class must have t 'tbooks. At~the- beginning
Iearmni- of these text-books, i the technical names, and defi-

nitions are set dQwn. Thsse, before the pupil has
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any practical idea of their meaning, must be commit- PaT I.
ted to memory. The book is then studied chapter -

by chapter. At the bottom of each page or at the
end of the sections, are questions printed at full
length. At the recitations the Teacher holds on to
these leading strings. ~ He introduces no collateral
knowledge. He exhibits no relation between what
is contained in the book, and other kindred subjects,
or the actual business of men and the affairs of life.
At length the day of examination comes. The pupils
rehearse from memory with a suspicious fluency; on
being asked for some useful application of theirknow-
ledge-some practical connexion between that know-
ledge and the concerns of life,-they are silent or

give some ridiculous answer, which at once disparages
science, and gratifies the ill-humour of some ignorant
satirist. But the Prussian Teacher has no book; he
needs none,. he teaches from a fuIl mind. He cum-
bers and darkens the subject with no technical phra-
'seology. He observes what proficiency the child has Thorough
made, and then adapts his instructions both'in qua- teaching.

lity and amount to the necessity of the case. He
answms dqusions ; he solves ail doubts. It is
one of his objects at every recitation so to present
ideas, that they shall start doubts and provoke ques-
tions. He connects the subjects of each lesson with

Sail kindred-and-collateral-ones; and-shows~its rela-
tions to the every-day duties and business of life;
and should the most ignorant man ask him of what

uch knowledge can be, be will prove to him in
a word, t e of bis own pleasures or means of

subsîstence are- depden n-iýt-; -or have-been
ereated-rimproved-by it

"Iu the mean time the children are ed. Its efect.

Their perceptive powers are exercised; their refec-,

55
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PART f. tive faculties are developed ; their moral sentiments
are cultivated. All the attributes of the mind within,
find answering qualities in the world without. In-
stead of any longer regarding the earth as a huge
mass of dead matter, without variety and without
life,-its beautiful and boundless diversities of sub-
stance,-its latent vitality and energies gradually
dawn forth, until at length they illuminate the whole
soul, chailenging its admiration for their utility, and
its homnage for the bounty of their Creator."*

Practical Thus the harmonious and proper developement of
remark all the faculties of the mind is involved in the very

method of teaching, as well as in the books used, and
even irrespective, to a great extent, of the subjects
taught. This system of instruction requires of course
more thorough culture on the part of the Teacher.
le must be able to walk in order to dispense with
his "leading strings," in relation to the most simple
exercise. It is not difficult to perceive,that although
passing over comparatively few books, and indeed
with a very subordinate use of books at all, except
the voluminous one of the Teacher's mnd, a child

Sîmder sueh a systvem if instruction win l the course
of a few years, acquire particularly and thoroughly a-
large amount of useful and various knowledge, witli
a corresponding exercise and improvement of the

ixigher-intellectual faculties; and.-thusbecome-fitted_
for the active dities of life. The mental symmetry, -
s preserved and developed; and the whole intellec-

ï tual man grows up into masculine maturity and
vigour. It cannot be too strongly impressed, that
Education-consists not in travelling over so much
intellectual ground, or the committing to memory so

* oonorble Horae Mann's Seventh Annual Report. (dIi'
taon in, Europe,) pp. 14s, 143.
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many books, but in the developement and cultivation P .RT L

of all our mental, moral, and physical powers. The -

learned Erasmus has long since said: " At the first
it is no great matter how rnuch you learn, but how
wellyou learn it." The philosophie and accomplished
Dugald Stewart observes, that " to instrut youth in Dagald

the languages and in the sciences is comparatively Stewart.

of little importance, if we are inattentive to thehabits
they acquire, and are not careful in giving to ail their
different faculties, and all their different principles of
action, a proper degree -of employment. The most
essential objects of Education are the two following:
first, to cultivate all the various principles of our
natures, both speculative and active, in such a man-

ner as to bring them to the greatest perfection of
which they are susceptible; and, secondly, by watch-

ing over the impressionso and associations which the

mind receives in early life,, to secure it against the

influence of preva iing errors, and, as faras possible

engage its prepóssessions on the side of truth.'
"lIt has been disputed (says Dr. Potter) whether Dr. oner.

it' be the primary object of Education to discipline
and dcckc he powmers of tlhe soiul, or tol comu-
nicate knowledge. Were these two objectsdistinct

and independent, it is not to be questioned, that the

first is unspeakably more important than the second;

but,--inttraththeyare inseparable. That training

which best disciplines and unfolds the faculties will,
at the same time, impart the greatest amount of real,
and effective knowledge ; while, on the other band,
that whieh imparts thoroughly and for permanent use

and possession, the greatest amount ofgowledge,
Il 'hest deeoe d eowers.

In proportion, however, as intellectual vigour and

activity are more important than mere rote-learning-
H
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PRT L in the same proportion ought we to attach more value

to an Education which, though it only teaches a child

to read, has, in doing so, taugthim also to think,
than we should to one- which, though it may have
bestowed on him the husks and the shels of half a

dozen, sciences, has never taught him to use with

pleasure and effect his reflective faculties. He who

can tkink, and loves to think, wilI become, if he has '

few good books, a wise man. He who knows not

how to think, or who hates the toil of doing it, will
remain imbeeile, though his mind be crowded with

the -contents of a library.
"This is at present perhaps the greatest fault in

intellectual Education. The new power with whiclr

the discoveries of the last three centuries have clothed
civilized man, renders knowledge an object of un-

bounded respect and desire ; whileit is forgotten that

that knowledge can be matured and appropriated
only by the vigorous exriean -oi a

ou ac téutics. If the mmnd of a child,

when learming, remains nearly passive, merely receiv--
ing knowledge as a vessel receives water which is

poured into it, little good can be expected to accrue.
It is as if food weré introduced infothe stomach which
there-is-no-room to digest or assimilate, and which
wili therefore -be rejected from the system, or like a
useless and oppressive load upon its energies."

nysical On the developement of the physicalpowers I need
say but a few words. A system of instruction ma-

king no'provision for those exercises which contri-
bute to health and vigour of body, and to agreeable-
ness of manners, must necessarily be imperfect. The
active pursuits of most of those pupils ivho attend the
publie Schools, require the exercise necessary to bodily
health; but the gymnasties, regularly taught as a re-
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creation, and with a view to the future pursuits of the rAnT 1.

pupil, and to which so much importance is attached -

in the best British Schools-änd in the Schools of Ger-
many and France, are advantageous in various res-
pects,-promote not only physical health and vigour,
but social cheerfulness, active, easy and graceful

movements. They strengthen and give the pupil a'
perfect command over all the members of his body.
Like the art 0'f wrîing, teyproceed from the simplest
movement, to the most .complex and difficult exer--
cises,-imparting a bodily activity and skill scarcely
credible to those ivho have not witnessed them.

To the cultue and command of all the faculties of its impor-
the mind, a corresponding exercise and controul of ail O"*

the mèmbershof the body is next in importance. It

was young men thus trahied that composed the van-

guard of Bluch the activity,
en siasm and energy whicha distinguished them,
was attributed to their gymnastic training at school.

A training which gives superiority in one depart-

ment of active life, must be beneficial in another.

It is well known, as lias been obsèrved'by physio-

logists, that "lthe muscles of any part of the b6dy
when worked by exercise, draw additional nourish-

ment from the blood, and by the repetition of thé sti-

mulus, if it be nÀ exercise, increase in size, strength

and freedom of action. The regular action of the

muscles promotes and preserves tie uniform circula-

tion of the blood, which is the prime condition of

health. The strength of the body or of a limb de-

pends upon the strength of the muscular system, or of,

the muscles ofthe limb; and as the consitutional muscn-

lar endowment of most people is tolerably good, the

diversities of muscular power, observable amongst

men, is chiefly attributable to exercise." The youth
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PaT I. of Canada are designed for active, and most of them

~~ for laborious occupations; exercises which strengthen
not one class of muscles, or the muscles of certain

members only, but which develope the whole physical

system, cannot fail to be beneficial.
The application of.these remarks to common day

Schools must be very limited. They are designed to

apply chiefly to boarding an'd-training, to Industrial

and Grammar Schools,-to those Schools to the mas-

ters of which the prolonged and thorough educational

instruction of youth is entrusted.
Opinionsof To h great importance has been
ancie
and mo- attached by the best educators in all ages and coun-
dern Edu- tries. Plato gave as many as a thousand precepts re-
Catiofit. specting it. It formed a promin e»Lfeatwure-irtl

best parts of-the-ediication of the Greeks and Romans.

It las been largely insisted upon by the most distin-
guished educationalwriters in Europe, from Charon

and Montaigne, down'to numerous living authors -in

France and Germany, England and America. It

occupies a conspicuous place in the codes of School
Regulations in France and Switzerland, and in many
places in Germany. The celebrated Pestalozzi and
De Fellenberg incorporated it as an essential part of
their systems of instruction, and even as necessary to
their success ; and experienced American writers and

physioligists attribute the want of physical develope-
ment and strength, and even health, in a dispropor-
tionally large number of educated Americans, to
the absence of proper provisions and encouragements
in respect to appropriate physical exercises in the
Schools, Academies and- Colleges 'of the United
States.

Subjects 5. Having thus stated that an efficient system of
for tch. Public Instruction should not nnly be commensurate
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vith the wants of the poorest classes of society, but PART I.

practical in its character, Christian in its foundation, which pro-
principles and spirit, and involving a proper develope- vision

piri W should be
ment of the intellectual and physical faculties of its made.
subjects, I come now to.consider the several branches

of knowledge which should be taught in the Schools,
and for the efficient teachingof which publie provision
should be made.

1. The subject of Chris as een Incidenta

xp amned and discussed; I will only add a

here, that in the opinion of the most competent judges Instruc-

--experiiiëd Teacheèrs ofdifferent countriesthatIhave t°

visited, and able authors-the-introduction of Biblical
-Instruction into Schools, se far from interfering with

other studies, actually facilitates them, as has been

shownbyreferences to numerous facts. Besides, it is

worthy of remark; that apart from the principles and
morals-perceptive and biographical-of the Bible, it

is the oldest, the most authentie of Ancient Histories.

Moses is not only by many ages the " Father of His-
tory," or as Bossuet in his Discours sur l'Histoire

Universelle, eloquently says, "-le plus ancien des his-
toriens, le plus sublime des philosophes, le plus

sage des législateursY; but the grand periods of the

Mosaie History form the great chronological epochs

of Universal History ; the standard indeed of general
Chronology,-one of the " two eyes of History."
Any one the least acquainted with Ancient His-

.tory knows, that as there are ne chronological data
só authentic and authoritative as those of Moses, so
there, are none so easily remembered-none which

associate in the mind events se remarkable, and im-
portant,-none which are fraught with se much

practical instruction. The Bible History reaches

back tO an antiquity two thousand years more remote
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PART . than the fabulous periods of other histories. It is

authentil and certain from the commencement ; it
contains the only genuine account of the origin and
early history of the world, as well as of the creation
and primitive history of man. Asthe best iltrodue-
tion to general history as well as the only -Divine

depository of truth and morals, the Bible is pre-emi-
nent. The London Encyclopedia justly observes:
" The most pure and most frnitful source of Ancient

History is doubtless to be found in the Bible. Let

is here for a moment cease to regard it as a Divine,
and presume to treat it only as a common history.
Now when we consider the writers of the books of
the Old Testament, sometimes as authors, sometimes
as occularwitnesses,and sometimesas respectable his-

torians, whether we reflect on the simplicity of the
narration, and the air of truth that is there cnstantly
visible, or whether we consider'the care that the
people, the governments, and the learnellmen of all
ages have taken to preserve the text, or hâve regard,
to the happy conformity of the Chronology of the
Scriptures with that of Profane History, as well as
with that of Josephus and other Jewish writers ; and
lastly, when we consider that the books of the Holy
Scripture alone furnish .us with an accurate history
of the world, from the Creation, through the line of
Patriarchs, Judges, Kings, and Princes of the He-
brews; and that we may, by its aid, form an almost
entire series of events down to the birth of Christ, or
the time of Augustus, which comprehends a space of
about four thousand years, some small interruptions,
excepted, which are easily supplied by profane his-
tory; when all these reflections are justly made, we
must allow that the Seriptures form a series of books
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which merit the first rank among all the sources of PART L

Ancient listory."*
In the course of Christian Biblical Instruction,

therefore, on which I have insisted, not only is the
foundation of true morality laid, but the essential.

elements and the nost entertaining and leadingfa

of chronology and history, are acquired.

lu the lowest elementary Schools, Beading, Spelling,

Writing and Arithnetic should, of course, be taught.

They constitute the staple instruction of our Com-

,-mou-Sools. Ià many instances, the elements of

English Grammar, and Elementary Geography are
taught, and in a ïew, B6ok-keeping, Algebra, Geo-

metry aird the elements of History.

1. Among the-subjects to be tauglht in the Common Reading

Schools, Reading and Spelling are doubtless the first aiid

in importance, and usually the first in order. Sentences

are composed of words, words of syllables, and sylla-

bies 'f letters. The letters of the alphabet then are,
according to common -opinion and practice, to be

taught first-ataskwhichisusually perfornedby point-

ing the letters out in succession, at eaci lesson, unil
they are learned. Nothing can be more tedious to the

Teaclier, and nothing more irksome and stupifying to

the little pupil, than this unnatural process. Theyoung Bad
prisoner is confined to his seat several hours in a day; e"d °o°

he must be.silent; he sees nothing to excite his curi- the AIpha-
'bet and

,osity; he hears and is required to do nothing to awa- Reading.
ken mental activity; the only variation in the duil
monotony of the sehool hours, is to be called up three

or four times a day to repeat the names of twenty-six

letters, of the use or application of eyery one of which

he is entirely ignorant.

* Article, Chronology.
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JRa I The operation becomes purely mechanical,-and is

often protracted for many months, before the unhappy

victim of it gets thoroughly from A to Z.~Aseond

edition of the same process is -produced in teaching

the child to spell syllables of two or three letters,-
syllables which convey to the mind of the learnér not

a single idea, in which the sounds of the letters have

no relation to those which have been applied to thefi

in the alphabet, and no relation to those which are

applied to the same syllables and spelt in the same

way when forming parts of words. For example, the

first two letters of the alphabet have both a different

sound wheï theyart which

they havé when forming the syllable ab; and what

resemblance is there between the sound of the sylla-

ble ble. taught in the three-letter less®ons, and ,the

same syllable in the word noble or able,-as tâught

in the two-syllable lessons. The second and third

steps of the child's learning contradict each the pre-

ceding.- Is this rational ? -Ca-it-be4aeerding to

' ýnature? Is it not calculated to deaden rather than

quicken the intellectual faculties ? Is not such irra-

tional drudgery calculated to disgust the subject of it

with the irery thoughts of learning ? And is it not

probable that it has done so to a fearful extent; and

that it would do so to a much greater extent, was

not the natural- tendency of it counteracted by the

child's fears, or emulation, or love of approbation.

A better Now suppose that instead of going through the me-
method. chanical- routine of repeating the alphabet some

hundreds of tilmes, the child is furnished with a slate

and pencil, (as is the case with every infant pupil ia

Germany,) and imitates~the forms of the letters (twc

or three at a time) either from the printing of then:

on a sheet, or on the blachL-board, or slate by tI
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master, how different are both bis progress, and bis Par L

feelinge. He learns the letters by forming them as
nature and experience dietate to 'lder students when
learning the alphabet of a nev language,-the love
of imitation peculiar to bis age.is gratified, and his
i''tative faculty is improved. His first. efforts at

'ng are associated with pleasurable feelings;
each lesson possesses the charm of novelty ; learning
is a pleasure, and the task an amusement; and the
young beginner thus cheerfully learns more in three,
or four days, than he would sorrowfully drudge
over in as many months according to the cotamon
repeating system.

Or, suppose that a mode of instruetion be adopted Anoth«
whiclrriowobta"is^more extensively than any other mnhod

in the estinatioù-of learned and experienced educa-. by aflo-
ton Tea-

tionists. It is maintained that " a better way of cher.
learning to- read; inwh and sueeessfully practised of

late, is to let childrealearn words first, and afterwards

the letters of the alphabet of which they are niade
up. , Thisis niture's method. A child learnsto know
bis mothers. face before he kneiws the severalfeatures
of whier it is compose&. Common significant words

should be selected, andrepeated in different arrangez
ments, until the child catdistinguish-them perfectly,

and put them together to make senseî He shouldat

the same time be taught to pronoimce the words
distingtly. He has- thus• the satisfaction of reading,
-of (eeing the use of bis learning fromthe beginning.
To make them still more familiar, he should 6e set
tol ook for the words in a page where they are to- be

found, ansd to copy them on bis slate. When he las
become- familiar vith a good number of words,-and
is sensible of the usefulness and pleasantness of-read-
ing, he may be set tô learn the letters. fThis he'will
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RT°. do with interest when he knows that by means of them
he will soon be able to learn by himself and without
help. He'shonld not yet, if ever, be set to -learn
words which he cannot understand, but only such asd
will occupy at the same time bis mind and his. eye.
If a child be never allowed to read what he cann t
understand, he will never form those bad habits of
réading, called school-reading, now so universal 'i
have known several children, taught to read by their
mothers on the prinèiple"of never reading what they
did not understand, who always, from the beginning,
read naturally and beautifully; for good reading
seems to be the natural habit, and bad the acquired."*

Fractice in It may be remarked that thé " First Book of Les-
Prussian

*hoola sons" published by the National Board of Education
in Ireland, is constructed upon the principle above
stated. The Secretary of the Board of Education for
the State of Massachusetts, makes the following state-
ment:, which I have reason to believe is perfectly cor-
rect. When I first began to visit -the Prussian
Schools; I uniformly inquired of the Teachers, whe-
ther, in teaching 'children to read, they began with
the names of the letters as giyen in the Alphabet.-
Being deÍighted with the prompt negative which I
invariablyreceived,Ilfersiverediamaking the'inquiry,
util I began to perceive a,- look and a tone on
partot very flattèring to my intellige n con-
sdering a point so clear aed so weli settled as this,
to be any longer a iubject for discussion or doubt.-
The uniform, statement as, that the Alphabet as
such had ceased to be taught as an exercise prelimi-
nary to reading, for the last fifteen or twenty years,
by-every Teacher in the Kingdom. . The practice of

* T7e Schootmaster., By Gee. B. Emerson, Boston, Mass., pp.
420, 4‡2, 423.
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beginning with the names of the letters is founded Pàxr I

upon the idea, that it facilitates the combination of

them into words. On the other hand, I believe that

if two children of equal quickness and capacity are

taken, one of whom eau name every letter in the

Alphabet, at sight, and the other ddes.not know them-

from Chinese characters, the latter can be most casily

taught to read,--in other words, that the learning

letters firt is an absolute hindrance."*

In reply to the objectio , that as the elements of a objectiob

Science or Art should be taught first, so ought the a

clements of -words, before words themselves ; it is

maintained, that the names of the letters aré not the

elements in the sounds of words, except in a conipara-

fively small number of instances; that, for example,

te six -- wels bave but six names, yet no less tlian

thirty-three different sounds; that the variety of

sounds of consonants into words is nearly as great in

proportion to their number, according to the simplest
accout ' of them ; but if critically anilyzed, would

probably amount to some hundreds. "Now," (says

the acute observer just quoted, "how can twenty-six

sounds be the elements of hundreds of sounds as ele-

asemeevées on r yspeéa-îiflg too,

before a child begins to learn bis letters, he is already

acquainted with the majority of elementary sounds

in thè language, and is in the daily habit of using

them in conversation. Learning his letters, therefore,

gives him no new sound ; it even restricts his atten-

tion to a small number of those which he abeady

knows. So far then, the learning of his letters con-

tracts his practice; and were it not for keeping up

his former habits of speaking at home, and in the

seventh Ann'al nerort, &c., p. 122.
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PAn I. play-ground, the Teaeber, during the six months or

year in which he confines him to the twentysix
sounds of the Alphabet, would pretty nearly deprive
'him of the faculty of speech."*

Hence, according to this reasoning; in pronouneing
in words a letter which having but one name, and
yet,-as most of the letters of the Alphabet have,-
has from two to six sounds, the young learner would
be wrong from two to six times, to being right once.
In a method of teaching which hivolves so many
anomalies and contradictions, and occasions so mucli
confusion to the learner in the very first steps of his

progress, there must be some defect. The order of
nature is more harmonious a1¿d less difficult. .

Great im- It is questionable whether there is any- stage of
Portancearnin at which more can~be doue and perhaps is
ject often unkappily done-to determine the future cha-

racter of the pupil, than that of which I am now
speaking. In illustration of this remark, and to show
the qualifications which are required to teach properly
the first element& of learning, I will introduce the
following-account of a Prussian School exercise on
the Alphabet. I had the pleasure of witnessing se-
veral exercises in German Schools similar to that
yrhich is here described, and one at Leipsic on the
same object and word, and of the same character

î h that which is thus narrated by Mr. Mann;
whose tes é be hereby added to my own.

PrSacticaï. " ir the case I am about o e I entered a
' tra- class-room of-about- sixty children of 'bout six

of age. The children were just taking their seats,
all smiling and expectation. They had been at
Sehool but a few weeks, but long enough- to have

SeYeth Annual Report, &c., pp. 121. 122.
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contracted a love for it. The Teacher took his sta- rai i.

tion before them, and after making a playful remark,
which excited a little titter around the room, and

effeetually arrested attention, he gave a signal for si-

lence. After waiting a moment, during w 9ch every

countenance was composed and every noise hushed,
he made a prayer consisting of a single sentence,
asking that as they had come together tolearn, lthey

might be good and diligent. He then spoke to them

of the beautiful day, asked what they knew about

the seasons, referred to the differeut kinds of fruit-trees
then in bearing, and questioned them upon the uses

of trees, in constructing houses, furniture, &c. The

manner of the Teacher was dignified though playful,
and the occasional jets of laughter which he cansed

the children occasiotally to throw ont (but without

ever producing, the sightest symptom of disorder,)
were more favourable to a receptive state of pind

than jets of tears. Here I must muke a preliminary

remark, in regard to the equipmehts of scholars and
and the furniture of the School-room. Every chikd

had a siate and pencil, and a little reading book of

letters, words, ,and. short sentences; Indeed, I never
saw a Prussian School above an Infant School, in
which-an3 child was unprovided with aslate ad encil.

By the Teacher's desk and in front ,of the. School
hung a blach-board.

" The Toacher first drew a house upon the black.

board; and here the value of drawing,-a power
universally possessed by Prussiar Teachers,-became
manifest. By the side of the drawing, and under iL,
hehe word house, in the Germau script hand,
and printed it in German"letter. Witl.a long point-
ing rod,-the end being painted white to make it

more visible,-he ran over .the letters,-the children
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L with their siates before them and th ir pencils in their
bands, looking.at the pointing rod, d tracing the
forms of the letters !n the air. In our od Schools,
ehildren are first taugbt to imitate the fo ofletters
on the slate beforé they write them on a pap ; here
--iey were first imitated on the air, then on the lates,
and subsequently, in older classes, on paper. The
next process was to cop3 the word house, bot in
script and in print, on their slates. Then follo ed
the formation of the soufd of the letters of which t e
word was composed, and the spelling of the wor
The names of the letters were not given as with
but only their powers, or the sounds which those le-
‡ers have in combination. Sometimes the last in
word was taken and sounded-after that the penult -

mate,-and so on until the word was completed. e
responses of the children wereesometimes individ ,
and sometimes simultancous, according to, a si al
given by the master.

"In every such School, also, there ae pr'jted
sheets, containing the letters, dipthongs, and whole
words. The children axe taught to sound a dipthong,
and then aslçed in what words the sound occurs. On
some of these cards theNr are words enough 1o make
severai short sentences ; and when the pupils are a
little advanced, the Teacher points to seveialisolated.
words in succession, which, when taken together,
make a familiar sentence, and thus he gives them an
agreeable surprise, and a pleasant initiation into
reading.

"After the word ' bouse,' was thus completely im-
prefsed upon the minds of .the chldren, the Teacher
drew bis pointing red over the lUnes whickformed theA

house ; and the children iniitated lhim,.firs in the air,
while they were looking at his motions.-then om
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their slates. In their drawings, there was of course a PÂ.r L

great variety as to taste and accuracy ; but each
seemed pleased with his own, for their first attempts

,adi-so'en riticised as te produce discourage-
ment. Several of them were then called to the black-
board, te draw a house with chalk. After this the
Teacher entered into a conversation about houses.
The first question was, what kind of a house was that
'on the black-board. Then the names of other kinds
of houses werelgiven. The materials of which houses
are built were mentioned,-stoue, brick, wood ; the
different kinds of wood ; nails, how they were made;
lime, whence it came, &c. &c. When the Teacher
touched upon pointswith which the children were sup-
-posed to be acquainted, he asked questions ; when he
passed to subjects beyond their sphere, he gave in-
formation, intermingling the whole withlivelyiremarks
:and pleasant anecdotes.,

" And here one important particular should not be
omitted. In this as well as- in all other Schoolsy a
-complete arswer was always required. For instance,
if the Teacher asks ' what are houses made of?'Jie
does not accept the answer,.' of wood' or - of stone;'
but Le requires a full, complete answer ; as 'a house
is made of wood.' The answer must always contain
an intelligible proposition, 'without reference to the
words of the question te complete it. And here also
the greatest care is taken that the answer shall
always begammatically correct, have the right termi-
-nations of the articles, adjectives, and nouns, and the
grammatical transpositions acccording te the idioms
and, structure of the language.

"This secures from the beginning precision in the
-expression of ideas; and if, as many philosophers
,suppose, the intellect could never carry forward its
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PAiT L processes of argument, or investigation to any great
- extent without using language as its instrument, then

these children, in their primary lessons, are not only
led to exercise the intellect, but the instrument is put
into their hands by which its operations are facilita.

ted. When the hour expired, I do not believe there
was a child in the room who knew or thought his
playtime hàd come.

"No observing person can be at a loss to under-
stand how suck a Teacher can arrest and retain the
attention of his Scholars.

"Now it is obvious that in the single exercise
above-described, there were the elements of reading,
spelling, writing, grammar and drawing, interspersed
with anecdotes, and- not a little general information;
and et there was no excessive variety, nor were'
ary meongruous subjects forcibly brought iogether.
There wasrnothing t' violate the rule of ' one thing

Common at a time.' C omnpare the above method iwith that of
method. calling up a class of Abecedarians, or, which is more

common, a single child, and while the Teacherholds
a, card or book before him, and with a pointer in bis
hand, says a, and the child echoes a; -then b, and
the child echoes b; and so on, until the vertical row
of lifeless and ill favoured characters is completed;
and then remanding him to his seat, to sit still and to
look at vacancy. If the child is bright, the time
whichx passes during this lesson, is the only part of
the day when he does not think. Not a single faculty

of -the, mind is occupied exeept that of -imitating
sounds; and even the number of these imitatinis
amounts only to twenty-six. A parrot, or an idiot
could do the sanje thing. And so of the organs and
members of the body. Theyare condemned to inac-
tivity; for the child who stands most like a post, is
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mosf approved; nay, he is rebuked if he does not PAtT .

stand like a post. - A head that does not turn'to the -

right or left, an eye that lies moveless in its socket,
hands hanging motionless at the side, and feet im-
moveable as those of a statue, are the points of ex-
cellence, while the child is echoing the senseless table

of a, b, c. As a general rule, six months are spent

before the twenty-six letters are masteréd ; though

the same child would learn the names of twenty-six

playmates or twenty-six playthings in one or two

days.

" All children are pleased with the idea of a house, Benefits of

a hat, a top, a ball, a bird, an egg, a flower, &c., and t!' Pru-

when their minds are led to see new relations or method.

qualities in these objects, or when their former notions

respecting them are brought ont more vividly, or are

more distinctly defined, their delight is even keener

than that of an adult would be in obtaining a new

fact in science, or in having the mist of some old -

doubt dispelled by a new discovery. Lessons on

faMiliar objects, given by a competent Teacher, never

fail to command attention, and thus a habit of mind

is induced of inestimable value in regard to all future

study.
" Again, the method I have deteribed necessarily

leads to conversation ; and conversation with an in-

telligent Teacher secures several important objects.

It communicates information. It brightens ideas

only before dimly apprehended. It addresses itself to

thevarous faculties of the mind, so that no one of

them ever tires or is cloyed. It teaches the child to

use language,-to frame sentences,-to select words

whieh convey lis whole meaning,-to avoid those

which convey either more or less than he intends to

express ; in fine, it teaches him to seek for thoughts
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ART I. upon a subject, and then to find appropriate language
in which to clothe them. A child trained in this way

awill never make those absurd and ludicrous mistakes
in which uneducated m.en of some sense not unfre-
quently fall, viz :-that of mis-matching their words
and ideas,--of hanging, as it were,,the garments of a
giant upon the body of a pigmy, or of forcing a
pigmy's dress upon the huge limbs of a giant. Ap-
propriatediction should clothe just ideas, as a taste-
ful and substantial garb fits a graceful and vigorous
form. The above-described exercise occupies the
eye and the hand, as well as the mind. The eye is
employed in tracing visible differences between dif-
ferent forms; and the hand in copying whatever is
presented with as little difference as possible. And
who ever saw a child that was not pleased with.pic-
tures and with an attempt to imitate them? Thus
the two general objects so strenuously insisted on by
writers, in regard to the later periods of education,
and the maturer process of thought, are attained:
viz, the power of recognizing analogies and dissi-
milarities."*

Common The above vivid déscription of an Abecedarian, and
to thp a't first reading exercise, applies substantially to all Ger-European
Sehools man and Swiss, and many French Schools; and to
generaly. the Model Schools in connexion with the Dublin

Normal School of the Irish National Board, and to the
best Schools in Scotland and in England. The
Secretary of -the British and Foreign School Society
observes that "at the Borough Road School, (the
great establishment, Normal and Modelof the Society,)
the principle of dispensing with Aiphabetic teaching
has long been adopted ; the Alphabet Class has

* Seventh Annual Report, &c., 1844, pp. 17, 120.
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merged into that of children of two letters ; and ail PÂir J.

unmeaning combinations have been utterly exclud-
ed."

I have thus adverted to 'this subject, not with a Objeet of

view of advocating any particular theory ; but to show goin re.

how much importance is involved in this first step of mares.

elementary teaching, and how much may be done,-
and has been done,-to convert this infant " bridge
of sighs" into a- charming passage, conducting
froin the prison of ignorance into the palace of
general knowledge and wisdom, and how much
may be done' at.this little noticed period of instruc-
tion, to introduce and develope. the chief elements of
intellectual excellence. Our s'enses are so many in-
lets of knowledge ; the more of them used in convey-
ing instruction to the mind the better ; the more of
them addressed, the deeper and more permanent the
impression produced. Of all the senses, that of see-
ing is the best organ of communication with the mind,
especially in childhood. " It has been said that " the
eye remembers. It is more attentive than the qar.
Its object are not confused. It takes in a single and
perfect image of what is placed before it, and trans-
fers the picture to the md.dà Hence, all illustrations
in our teaching which can possibly-be addressed to
this organ should be so applied."

From the foregoing observations it might naturally
be inferred, that reading ought. to be ught before
pelskng; but the reverse is generally the case ; and

the unnatural and. injurious practice of occupying
months- in teaching the young pupil to spell in order
t» read, is a second hindrance thrown in. the, way et
hio improvement, an& his love of learning. Mr. L. J. of
Paekhùrst wel obser-ves: "Reading. should invaiaT ach.ro

biy precede spelling. liotmeauthatachdhod '
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Pi . be kept a long time learning to read, before he com-

mences spelling; but that he should never be set to
spell a.word, until he has first become able readily to
read it. The reason is, that reading is much easier
than spelling, and that a person cannot spell by
thinking how a word sounds, but he must recollect
how it looks. The eye, therefore, as well as the ear,
must become familiar with a word before it can rea-
dily be spelled. One thingthat renders readingeasier
than spelling is, that perception is more vivid than
conception. Hence it is ea9ei- to distinguish two
familiar words, as cat, and rat, or eat and 'tea, when
the eye is fixed upon them in reading, than it is to
recollect the difference in their orthography, when
they are absent from the eye."
. Such is the prevalent opinion of the most distin-

guishèd Teachers both European and American. Their
commoni language is: " Time must not be wasted on

spelling,1 yet, as it is important, as early as practica-
ble, to let a child learn to read fluently that he may
be able to occupy himself with reading, and be pre-
pared for all the other parts of his' education."

Mechani- To teach reading properly, attention to three things
Cid Read- is requiiite,-the mechanical, the intellectual, the

theoretial exercise.
Thé- fii'st <consisthig of articulation, pronnciation

Taut by emphasis, pauses, tones, is taught by example rather
eiapO. tanr by rae-at least before teaching the ries.

Reading as well as singing, is, in the ,first instance,
a meebanical exercise; .and like other mechanical
exercisesacquiredby imitation.' Hence agoodreader
is as necessary to teach reading, as a good musiciQe
is to-teach music, or a good draughtsman to teac
drawing. To each of these arts belong rules, and
raies wbich are to be taught and -earned ; but skill
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in them is acquired more by imitation than by rule. PAR? I.
So in the early exercises of reading, example must be -

the principal teacher; and if the example be not
good, early bad habits in the pupil must be the inune-
diate and necessary consequence ; and that conse-
quence is often irremediable through lifk-whatever
may be the subsequent attainments and talents of the
unhappy victim of it. The author of "The Teacher
taught," insists that "the Common Sehool Teacher
must read, and require the pupils to imitate his tones,
emphasis, cadence, &c. Unless such an example be
daily hetdup before tie children, it ca not reasonably
be expected that they will read mee anically well.
Those Teachers, who hear a class read three or four
times in a day, and direct one or another to read
faster or slower, or to regard their pauses, but set
before them no example for their imitation, do not

teach them with any effect. It would be as well to
omit reading entirely, for they would be sure to ac-
quire(no bad habits.

Hence for the proper training of pupils in even the
mechanical art of reading, a skilful artist in the person
of the Teacher is indispensable ; and although an art
may be mechanically.acquired end practised without

a knowledge of the principles of it-such for exam-
pl as the 'use, f the pulley, the inclined plane, or the

wedge, or the speaking correctly without having been

taught the principles of mechanics or of language,-

yet no art cau be properly taught, unless the Teacher

understands both the principles and practice ofit.

But reading ought not to be regarded as a mere intenee-

mechanical exercise. jt is to be feared it is often

nothing more, and' that the length of its duration

though extending to years, is only a continued repe-
tition of the pùrely mechanical process. The intel-
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P1I. L'lectual part of teaching is the most important, though

the most neglected: It consists in teacbing children,
to understand what they read-and the meaning of

the words used, the facts narrated, the principles in-
volved, he lessons incuIcated.- This embraces the

derivations composition and import of the words, the

author, the occasion, the conne:ion of the narrative,
poem, speech, &.,-the places, arts and eustoms re-

ferred to ; in a'word, the developement of what has

been shown is taught inPrussianSchools while teach-

ing the 4lphabet itself.

This ié the essence of what was some years since

described as the intellectual system of the cel brated

Sessional School of Edinburgh, the account of whieh
by Mr. Wood, has pre-eminently contribute to in-

troduce a new era in the elementary school-t aching

system throughout the United Kingdom. It has

long since obtained in the German Schools. makes

the reading-book the text-book of gener know-

ledge. Under this intellectual proeess, t pupil
acquires a knowledge of language, men things ;

a desire to read is awakened and inerease , as- bi- .

skill in reading is improved by the practice
Effects of The knowledge of what is readis essenti te good
bad teach- reading, and to the cultivatiR of a taste fo it.,The

indifference and even aversion pof-mmafy rsos te

reading is no daubttribnufähe, in a gre t measure,
jøt-altogèt1ie, to the unintelleCtual manner in

which there were taught t read, espec y if they
never learned te read, dtuetIy The en emeries of
their attempts at learning te read is a d with
so mauny painful and so "dw pleasant ,
that they engage in if reluetane, onlyfrm
necessty. reutnedoyi m
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Mr. Edgeworth has remarked, that "learning to PART .

,ead is the most difficult of hmnan attainmen s." That
which is difficult in itself is rendered doubl bf
not imposible, by the absence of the essential req
sites for teaching it. "The great essential point is,"
(says Mr. Wyse) " understandig\pefealy what you

read. But this is the last thing thought of. Our
Teachers require the reading first, and promise the
meaning afterwards."

The Archbishop of Dublin in his admirable h É lints to

ments ofRhetoric," maintains, that the clear unedr- eachers.

standing of what is read is essential even to perspi-

cuity in reading. The reading lessons then should be
thoroughly taught and understood, and be made thel
vehicle of general information. "The well prep
Teacher" (remarks the author of the Boston e olp,

Master) "maynake them the occasion of much ef4
instruction by talking tohis pupils upon subjects lg-
gested by the reading-Iesson, and byinteresting t em,
may lead them to desire to read for themselves poui
the subject, and induce them to pay more atte tion

to the lessons. ' It would be well if the T
would daily looIfprward-to the reading exereiles of

his -elases, and ask himself what useful fact, or i-
teresting narrative or anecdote he can call up to ar-
rest their attention, or to sipp1yiin with material1¯ ~

for conimon thought. Our common-reading books
contain selections from orations. How much 'addi-
tional interest will the Teacher give, by telling so°me-
thing of the occasion on which one of them was de-
livered, and the effect it produced. Some -of the
selections are from histories. By a few introductory
WoLds, he may shew what was the state of things to
which the passage refers, and by putting theia into
the current of history, prevent it from being tO thiem
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rFAar . a mere isolated fact. Satan's Address to the Sun

- losses lalf its sublimity to one who has not read the

previou portions of the Paradise Lost; and .how
much ore moving doei the beautiful passage begin-
nin "Hail ! holy light !" become to the child who

k ws that they were uttered by one who had worn

t his eyes and-his health in noble exertions for

liberty and'truth."
Rhetori 1 The highest order of this exercise is Rketorical-
readi But -by rhetoricàl reading IEdo- not mean pompous

spouting, but natural ;eading-such as speaks the

language of nature. It involves a participation of

the spirit, and a reflection of the feelings of-tlie

author. It is absorbed in the subject; it forgets

manner; and therefore speaks according to nature.

Dr. Whàtely forcibly remarks, "A reader is sure

to pay too much attention to his voice, not only if he
pays any at all, but if he does not strenuously labour to
withdraw his attention from it altogether. This is not
a common attalnment. " Ilt requires" (observes the
elegant author of the Fireside Friend,) "not only
knowledge of language, of the derivation and signi-
fication of words, but anacquaintance with the pas-
sions of the human heart, ad with the different tones
inwhich these should be expressed. It requires also,
a quick perception, to seize upon the meaning of a
passage, so that, for a moment, the author's spirit
shill seem to be transferred to the breast of the read-

er. Ail this is necessary in order to read well ; is it
therefore wonderful that there are so few rod read-
ers? How common is it to hear a pathetic assagi
read with the coldness of indifference, a livelyrde-
cription without aimation, or an argumentative dis
course without either force or emphasis. Rhles may
do something-; examples may do much ; but after all,
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good reading must be the effect of feeling, taste and Anu f.

information."

In a former part of my remarks on this subject, I

have' given an account of the Prussian system of

teaching a commencing reading-class. l will quote

from the same author an-account of a more advanced

reading exercise in a- Prussian elementary School.

Mr. Mann says: "IHaving given an account of thè Exampe.
of teaching

reading lesson of a primary class just after they had reding,
commenced going to School, I will follow it with a ]russia.

brief account of a lesson given to a more advanced

dnass. The subjeet was a short piece'of po\otry des-

cribing a hunter's life in Missouri. It was firsti-eadf

-the reading being accompanied with appropriate

criticisms as to pronuniciation, tone, &c. It was

then taken up verse by verse,\and the pupils were

required to give equivalent expressions in prose. The

teacher then entered into an explanation of every part

of it, in a sort of oral lecture, accompauied with oc-

casional questions, ,TJhs-was done with the greatest

minute\iess. Wherc there was a geographical re-

ference,, he entered at large into geography ; where

a reference to a foreign custom, he compared it with

their customs at home ; and thus he explained every

part, and illustrated the illustrations themselves, until

after an entirehour spent upon six four-line verses,
he leftthem to write thefs.ëntiment and the story in

prose to -be, produced in 'school next morning. All

this was dofte withnout the slightest break or hesita-

tion, and evidently proceeded froni a mind fuiL of the

subjeet and having a ready_ eommand of all its re-
\ Ources.") - 0 %

Thes brief remarks and' statements-are suficient

to show ot'only the order and imnportance'of this

prîmary de tment of Cominon School instruction,
L

si
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'PART I. the various knowledge which it may be made the in-

strument of communiating,thezqialifications requisite
to teachit properly; but also the ingilgative necessity
and the great advaa age of establishing a'Seminar
for the trainig of rachers.

Spelling. Spellingis another essential depdrtment of the ele-
meu~ School an the commonmodesof teaçÉing it

liable to reark as those of teaching to read.
e child is'wholl?!còn'fined to the Spelling-book for

Un4fy mouths before he is taught to read ; -and the
spelling-book is'm de his companion as long as lie is

Common at school. The.order of nature has-been shewn to be
inethod of oh
teaching otherwise ; and the matured opinions of the most ex-

ping perienced educationists are dec iddy against this use
Con-
demned by of the spelling-book, and the common method of
e brst learning to speli. The 'mode of spelling orally co-

änd Ame- lumns of words, and in succession by-members of
e hers. classes is not ganctioned by the practice of the best

European and American Schools ; and is condemned
by the most approved Teachers. Mr. Simpson, a
distinguished Setch Teacher, strongly insists that
"the pupils ought not to.be tasked and annoyed with
the absurdity of that laborious and generally abortive
exercise, learning to spell."

The method advocated is, that soeiýng should ac-

company reading Jrom the commencement, and be taken
from the reading tessons, and that the Teacher should
a& a part o tke same exercises teach the sinds and
powers ofthe letters.

Better - - The author of the Schoolmaster,-a work sanction-

ot ed by the Boston Board of Education-observes:
"In every stage we should avoid as the.bane of good
habits of thought, the common use- of nonsense
columns of a spelling-book. Nothing more pernicious
could be contrivèd. The use of them prevents think-
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ing, without teaching them to spel1. Still there are PAR I.
numerous anomalies in EngishIvhich must be-learn- -

ed from a spelling-book. After the'ehild has learned
to read well and fluently, a spelling-book should be
placed in his hands, and his attention particularly
directed to the difficult combinationsJ The simple
words will havý become familiar, and time need neot
be wasted on them. The whole attention should be
given to the difficulties. What these are every

Teacher must judge for himself. It wil depend upon

the sikll with which pupils have been taughtto use
their sates in learning to read and write.

"When a lesson has béegassigned, a few minutes
may be appropriated fo' reading it over carefully. 2

Examination in it should be conducted in various
ways. One is putting out wordssuccessively to dif-
ferent individuals. When thisis practised,eareshould

be taken never to begin twice in succession with the

sanie individual, and to keep all on the look-out by
calling on those who are in different parts of the class,
leaving it alwaysuncertain who shah he called next.

*A. Book of the kind here referred to has been published (priee A substi-

71d.) by Professor Sullivan, Master of the Normal School *f the tute for

National Boar& of Education l Iream«L This book is intituled, co on

"The Spelling book Superseded; or a new and easy method ofteach- 1ooks.
Zng the elli, Meaning, Pronunciation, and Etymology of all the

difficult words in the English language, with exercises on verbal dis-

tinct(oàs, by Robert Suivan, Esq., A. M., T. C. D. Eigh edition

enlargtd-.Professoy Sullivan, after quoting several authorities,

concludes the, introductory observations of this littie work in the

followiingwords:-"That spelling may be learnedeffectuallywith.out

Spelling-books, must be evident from what we have said an&que&ed.

And that a person may leara to spell without- ever having had a

speliing.book la bishands, is eqaly eertain ; for in teaching Latin,

Freneh-or eany other foreign la»guage, there are no Spelling-books

used; nor is the want of such abook ever felt. Nor do we ever

hear that persons who letrn any of these languages find any diM-

culty in, writing or spelling the wWds." ,

83
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LAR . This mode, however practised, costs much timie. B

- agreeable mode of varying it will be to let the whole

class spell simultaneoùsly, in measured time. This
is good for the voice, and, if care be taken to detect
thôse who spell wrong, and such as depend oi the

rest, may be often very useful.
"A much better way is for .ach' child to have a

slgte before him, and write each word as it is put
out. When all the words are written, the slates
may be passed up, one of them to be examined by the
Teacher, and the othérs by the class, no one examin-

ing his own slate.
"A etill better way is to give out sentences to be

written containing the difficult words, or rather,\ to
give, out the words, and require the pupil to make
sentences lncluding them. They thus become fixed
in the memory so a's never to be erased.' The objec-
tion that iwill be made to this is, the time «hich it
takes.

" When, however, it is considered that by this exer-
eise, not only is spelling taught, but writing and
composition, and all of them in the way intwhich they
ought to be taught, that is, in the way in which they

ill be used, the objection loses its weight.
e o "As spelling is usually taughtit is of nô practical

ferent use; and every observer must ,have met with many
nethods1 instances of persons who have been drilled in spell-

contrasted..
ing nonsense -columns for years, who mis-spelt the
most common' words as ýsoon as they were set to-
write them; whereas a person taught in the way her
recommeided, may not i a given time, go over s
much ground, but he will be prepared to, apply every
thing he has learned to practice, and he wll have
gained -the inva1uable habits of always associating

wvery word with a thought, or an idea, or a thing."
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In "Wood's Account of the Edinburgh Sessional 1RTr .

School," the following is stated as the method of
teaching spelling in'that Institution: " In the Ses- lin is

sional School, the children are now taught to spell, tieaEdin-

from their ordinaryireading lessons, eiploying for bu rgh

this purpose both the short~and the lonôeords ass schohn

they occur. Under the former practice in the Scho1.
of selecting merely whàt are longer and apparently
more difficult words, we very frequently found the
pupils unable to 'spell the shorter and more common
ones, which we still find by no means uncommon -in
~those who come to us from some other Schools. By
making the pupil, too, spell the lesson, just as he
would write it, lhe is less liable to fall in future life
into the common error of substituting the word their

for there, and others of a similar kind."
The defectiveness and the absurdity of the coWi- Twn

mon mode of teaching spelling is thus pointed out method.
mon cornpared..

in Abbots Teacher,-a work which has been revised

and re-printed in London, by Dr. Mayo, late Fellow

of St..John's College,'Cambridge. I quote from the

London Edition. "One Teacher' (says that excel-

lent American Writer) for instance "has a spelling

lesson to hear, he begins at the head of the line,
and putting one wcrd to each boy, he goes regu-

larly downi,, each successive pupil calculating the

chances whether a word, which he can accidentally

spell, will or will not come to him. If he spells it,
the teachei cannot tell whether he is prepared or not.

That word is only onè among fifty, constituting the

lesson. If he misses it, the teacher cannot decide

that he was -unprepared. It might have been a

single accidental error.

"A ijother teacher, hearingthe same lesson requests

the boys to bring their slates, and -as lie dictates the
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rA L wórds, one after anôther, requires ail te write them.

After they are all written, he calis upon them to spell
aloud as tbey have written them, simultaneosly E
pausing a moment after each, to give those who are
wrong, an opportunity to indicate it by some mark
opposite- the words mis-spelk They all count the
number of errors ai-report-4hem

" He passes-down the èlass, glancinghis-ey' at the
-work-of-each one,. t see that all is right,. nticing.

partic'uIarly those siates, which, from the character
ofthe boys, need mûre careful irispeetion. A Teacher
who had never tried this experiment, would be sur-

prised-at the rapidity with whick such work will be
done by a class, after a little practice.

"Now, how differentare these two methods in their
actual results? In the latter ease, the'whole class,
are thoroughly examined. In the former, not a singlé
member of it is.- Let menotbe understood to recom-
mend exactly this method of teaching speilingas the
best that eau be adopted in ail cases. I only bring-
it forward as an illustration of the ideaithatreTo
machinery, a little ingenuity in eontriving ways of
acting on the whole, rather than on individuals, will

very much promote the Teacher's designs"
-Whatever diversity of opinion there may be as, to

tlie coimparative merits of the books besti adapted to,

teach spelling, it is agreed that wnting the words,
either on a slate or black-board, by dietation from the
Teacher, bas, in every respect, the advantage over
thecommon practice; and the above statements and
illustrations ar& sufficieut te show the irreparable
losses, both as ta time and opportunity, which are
inflicted upon the pupils in most ofour Shools in'

the ordinare mode of teaching speling as wd11 as
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3. Writing 'is another essential part of common PART I.

school instruction ; and the manner in which it is Writing.

usually taught, as illustrated in its reults, is suffi-

ciently evincive of the possibility aif4dneed of im-

provement in teaching this most desirable and impor-

tant accomplishment. . The negligene'e-even where,
there is no want of competency in-the teacher-often
indulged in, in this department, has inllicted irrepa-
rable wrongs and injuries on many youths in this Pro-

vince. Writing being a species of drawing, is a purely

imitative art. The attention as well as the skill of
-the--Teaeers therefore absolutely necessaiy to its

acquirement Lt is-true, that many persons having a
feebTe facuty ,rd-littrtaste for imitation, are as

unable to learn to write a.s to draw well. Hence

elegance in writing has come to be considered as no

atuf a learned education. But all can learn to

write legibly and decently ; and skill in it is indis-

pensable to succesint almost every department of

life. The following descripion of the process of common

teaching and learning to write in the Common Schools bad me
thods of

of the State of New York, quoted from the District teaching

&chool, by J.-O.' Taylorinay-be adpted in reference a'r ed

to many CoMmon Schools la Canada, and is perhaps,at length.

the bestmethod-oMirecting attention to its defecti,

-shewing at the same time, that, blame rests with

all 'parties, from the -builders of the achool-hoùses
toithe unfortunate pupils themselves. No work on

Common Schools has received more. praise from-the

highest quarters than Mr. Taylor's. Hesays; "it is

to be regrettedthf~ouf District Schools furnish so

small a number of good writers. But a very few

out of the great number wh are now practising

this Art in our District Schools will be able to exe-

cute a free, bold, am legible hand. The-greater

8'7
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T i I. part, including alnost the whole, will numberntheir
School days and still write with a stiff, measured,
ragged, scrawling, blotting hand;,scarcely legible to
the writers thenselves, and almost impossible for any

.one else to make out what is intended. The youth
are conscious'of their deficiencies with the pen, and
we seldom find them wifiugg to use it. The little,
imperfect as it is, that they have learned, is thus soon

forgotten ; and many, very mny of the labouring
classes by the- time they have numbered thirty or
thirty-five years, are unable to write in any manner
whatever. Others may write with some ease and
finish while in the School, and the copy befoie them,
but as soon as the rule and the plummet, the School-

desk and, the round copy-plate is taken away, they
have lost the art, and find that they are unable to
iwrite a straight line or a legible one.

" It is to be lamented that so much time is wasted
in learning, 'what they never "do lear, or what, at
best, they feel ashamed or- unable to make any use
of; or, with others, what is so soon forgotten. There
is, generally speaking, a sufficient quantity of time
appropriated to writing, suflreient care, (though fruit-
less) to provide materials, (anda great quantity of them
areused,-4o make all of the scholars good writers.
There is some fault -on the part of the Teacher , or

parent, or among the pupils themselves ; and we will
(from personal observation). describe the process of
learning to write in our Distict Schools. The causes
of so much imperfection may tis be developed.

" The child is (in most cases, for it is true that there
are some exception& to what I am about to say, I
wish there were more) provided with a single sheet
of foolscap paper, doubled- into four leaves, a quill
and an inkstand, w'hich probably has nothing in it
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but thick, muddy settlings, or dry, hard cotton, and PART .
thus duly equipped, sent to School. The thin small -

quantity of paper, s laid upon the hard desk, made
full of holes, ridges and furro»rs by the former occu-
pant's pen-knife. Thëriiting desk in many instan-
ces so high that the chin of the writer cannot, with-
out a.temporary elongation of the body, be projected
over the upper-surface ; this being done and- the feet
swinging six or eight iches from the floor, and half
of the weight of the body hanging by the chin, the
childiwith a horizontal view examines its copy of
afraight marks. It is then directed to take thé peu,
which is immediately spoiled by being thrust into the
dry -or muddy inkstand, and begin to write. The
pen is so held, that the feathered end, instead of being
pointed to.wards the shoulder, is pointed in'the oppo-
site direction, directly in front ;- the fingers doubled
in and squeezing the pen like a vice,the thumb thrown
out itraight and stiff, the forefinger enclosing the peu
near the second joint, and the inked end of the peu
passing over the first joint of the second finger in- a
perpendicular line to that made by the finger. In
this tiresome, uneasyunsteady attitude of body, and
the hand holding the pen with a twisted, cramping
gripe, the child completesJts first lesson in the art of
writing.

"After such a beginning4he more the child writes

the more confirmed wil it become in its bad habits.
k cannot improve ; it is only forming habits which
must be wholly discarded, if the child ever learns
anything. But in this wretched manner the pupil is

permitted to, use the pen day after day,'for two, or
four, or six years. The Teacher shows the scholar
how to hold tie pen perhaps, by placing it in his own

hand, correctly,'but does not see that the pupil takes
M
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Iand keeps the pen in the same position when writing.
~If the pen should' be held correctly for & moment,
while the Teacher is observing, the old habit will
immediately change it, when the -Teacher ha's turned
his back. 'Such practice and such instructions afford
an explanation of so much waste of time and'mate=
rials, of -such slow improvement, and of so much bad
penmanship.

"Another'pupil who commences writing'at a inore
advanced age, finds the desk too low, and from being
obliged to bend somewhat, soon lies down upon the
desk and paper.- I have seldoim entered a·District
School during the writing hour, without finding all
who were using the pen or neatly al, resting tlieir
heads and shoulders on the desk, looking-horizontally
àt their work, and the writing-book thrown half-
round, making its lines parallel with the axis of, the
eye. In this sTeepy,'hidden position, it is'impossible
to examine and criticise what .we are doing ; and yet
Teachers from careless or from having their at-
tention directed to soène. her part of the School
during the writing season, almosf universally allow
it.

" Teachers seldom prepare their pens previous to
therbeing called for, and are thus employed in mend
ing tlíÛg.while tbey shoold be directing the scholars
,whô are :writing.' They do not always specify, and
describe the frequently occurring faults in such a
manner as to assist the child in avoiding them, and
in împroviig the next time where he bas previously
faiIdd. The criticisms are too general, too indefinite
toprofit the pupil, and hé continues after this use-
less instiction to write in the same daieless way
that heAid:before. Teacherslikewise dofot preserve
-te wvriting-boroks which have been, $1çd? and tb-9
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they are not able to compare the one just ished PAr IL

Nwith others written a few months before. If they
should do this, the pupil would often be convinced of
that which the Teacher is unable temakehimbelieve,
viz: that he makes no improvement. Teachers fre-
quently set such copies as are very improper for the
particular attaiuments' or habits of the pupil: not
discriminating or knowing what is reqred."

-If the method of teaching the alphabet and reading, Writing
should Le

which bas been heretofore described, be adopted, the early
pupil will, from the very commencement of bis going tught-
to School, have occasion to write. It is universally should Le

agreed that tle child -should early begin to write,and used-

therefoe he should be taught as .early as practicable

the written characters. This task is soon accomplish-

ed where the slate and black-board are used, and

where the method heretofore recommenced is employ-

ed in teaching the alphabet. The use of the slate is

strongly and almost unanimonsly recominended. Mr.
Simpson observes, "Writing must be zealously prac-
tised according to the briefest and best system yet

adopted, and the pupil habituated graduall write

down words on his slate."

Lknow of no system so simple and so àdmirably Mulhaü-
seres me-

adapted-to our Common Schools as that which has aod of

been recently adopted in England under the-sanction temhig

-otthe Committee ofthe Privy Council on Education. adopt in

It is founded on "'Mulhaüser's' method of teaching sIer-

Writing?' To describe this method in detail would France
aand Eng-'

be irrelevant to my present purpose; but to give lad-
some account of it .may be appropriate and useful. notced

and re-
The following account is abridged from the Preface of commend-

the Manual to which I have referred., *d'

M. Mulhaüser is a resident of Geneva, in Switzer-

land. In 1827,7 he was appointed to inspect the
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.ART . Writing. Classes under the Superintendeèce of the
Genevese Commission of Prijary- Schoqjs. In the

discharge of bis duty, he observed that the Teacheis
of Writing were guided in their lessons by n6 rules,
but those of their own discretion, or caprice; and tis

- the children were required merely to aim at an exact
imitation of the specimens by an operati purely
mechanical. At the end of the year he presented a
Report to the Commission, and was thereupon di-
rected to prepare an improved plan for insttuction in
the art of writing.

M. Mulhaüser had in view the process by which-
nature developes the intêllect ; .at first the ,senses
merely of the infant are activè ; they are employed
in collecting facts; then the mind gradually puts forth
its powers; it compares, combines, and at lengtl-
analyzes the facta collected.

He therefore analyzes the complex forms of the
letters, and reduces them to their simplest elemen-
tary parts ; which he has decided to bXno more than

four !
The pupil is first taught these four elementary parts

of letters in the natural order of their simplicity:
after which he is taught to combine them into letteris,
and thenthe letters into words.

The èhild recognizes each separate simple form, as
well as the\name of it in the most difficult comâbina-
tions ; and if he err, he is immediately able to cor-
rect his error. The method enables the child to de-
termine with éase, the heigt, breadth, and: inclina-
tion of every part of every letter. To give him this
power by abstract rules would obviously be difficult;
they would! not easily be understood by the cbild,
and would not be remembeied without, much effort;
but by this inethod,he is led by practical expedients
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to the result required; and then such rales as are PAar I.
involved in the process eau be taught, and are easily -

remembered after having them thus preceded\by the
practical demonstrations. The style of writing is at
once easy of execution and very legible. It results
from- the observance of a few simple rules ; and its
clief merits are, Ist. The exact and well defined
nature of all its parts. 2ndly. The harmonious pro-
portions existing between them. 3rdly. Its conse-
qpent beauty and legibility. 4tbly.' The absence

óf oi-naments. Simple forms are placed before thýa
pupil, and he soon finds that any departure from them

leads to incovenience.
Mulhafiser's method, though apparently sa sfac-

tory i theory, was not sanctioned by the Commission
of Geneva, 'without submitting it to the test of prac-
tice ; when it was unanimously adopted. /Th Com- Effects of

mission in their subsequent Reports, speaks strongly **0 °P-
of the advantage wbich the Schools of the Canton lhad iswitzer-

derived from the use of this method, and give some lad.

extraordinary examples of itssuccess. It was soon
introduced into the fanous Normal School at Lau-

sanne, and was from thence transplanted into all the
Village Schools of the Canton de Vaud. Persons saw
with surprise the rude childreninthoseVillage Schools
learn to writeinafew months. In the Infant School

at Geneva, children five years old were found rea-

dily to comprehend and apply its principles, and one

of the best known Inspectors, surprised at the ease
with which they seemed to understand the system,
studied it himself for tie purpose ofapplyingit to the
instruction of bis own son.

The Parisian Soc' ty of Elementary Education ap- Howtested
pointed Commissio rs in 1834, to investigate and in Fzuce,

report onthe method. Their report fuliy confirmed
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r tIhat had been said in its favour. Subsequently the
French Minister of Public Instruction directed two
Inspectors of the Academy to make themselves ae-
quainted with the method of Mulhaüser, and report
to him the result of their inquiries. Their report was
so favourable that the author was immediately invited-
to make a trial of bis system in the great National

Normal School at Versailles, as also in one of the
Primary Schools connected with that ,establishment.
After- eleven days instruction, a public trial of its

effects >was made, in the presence of the Director ad
Professors. The children of the Prinary School
who could write tolerably well in the common way,
were found fully to have comprehended the most
difficult parts of the-method.

One boy in particular, eight years old, excited somë
surprise by dictating to the class the elerents of the

difficult word invariabemelt, to be formed mentally,
without the aid of slate or paper, when- the whole
class pronounced the word simultaneously. The Di-
rector of the Normal School reported on the experi-
ment as follows:

" TheArt of Writing presents two distinct parts:
first, theJtheoretical part, whièh consists in a rational
analysis .of the forms of written characters: and,
secondly,i the practical, which gives the means of
acquiring with rapidity, the habit, ofe forming the

characters readily. Generally, attention has been

almost entirely confined to the second part, under the

Impression that it is useless to reason with children,
and that they are to -be treated. as niachines, whose

office is to move and not to reffeet. _ The author of

this new method is guided by an entirely different-

principle, Nothing is more simple: or, easy to:com-,
prehend than bis analysis f writing. -The method-
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generally adopted presents a useless multiplication of RT I

elementary characters. One method that has been
introduced into several ýschools, has seventeen .such
characters. The author reduces them tofour, and
from these four elements, which are learnt -with the
utmost ease, are produced all the letters of the Alpha-
bet. The advantage of this, simplicity appears un-
questionable. The child, accustomed to draw the
elements of the letters with an exactness required by
the rule impressed on his memory, cannot write badly

if he has -paid attention to the instruction. The

Teacher does not dictate a letter which can leave the
pupil in doubt as to the precise thing that is required

of him, but pronounces-in succession each element of

the letter,,which the writer follows, without thinking

of the letter itself. Tbe enigmas both amuse the

cbildren and accustom them to reflect. I ani pecu-

iKarly pleased witb this -part of the system, which calls

ihto action the intelligence of the pupil by an allure-

ment resembling that of a game.

"-The sixty children whom I placed under the tu-

tion oftheré author,pe\fectly comprehended alihis rles

and precepts in less than twelve lessons. It is true

that they could previously write tolerably,' but the

intention of M. Muhaüser, who could remain only a

short time at the Scbool, wag not so much to piOve

the progress liat could be made in a given period, as

te enable us to understand and appreciate the method

he employed.
"Finally, I haveAto repoit tbat the trial we have

made has had the most successful)result, and the

methed Of M. Muibaüser appears to -me every .var

calculated to ensure and basten the progress Of alii-

- dren, while bis discipliñeo and arrangement ~f the

lasse5 show, in my opnion, gemarkab eknowledge
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PART i. of thequalities and faults-of infancy. Our Schools
cannot but profit by the entire adoption of the prin-
ciples recomniended by so experienced and able a
Teacher."

This, method of teaching writing was then recom-
mended by the Ministe;rýe Public Instruction in
France; and, after very -carýful inquiry, it has been
sanctioned ly the Edu en Committee of Her Ma-
jesty's Privy Council in En'gland.

It ha's been adopted in various countries on the
Continent; and the introduction of it into our Cana-
dian Schools will, I am persuaded, be productive of
the iost beneficial results.*

Advantage In the Gèrman Schools, drawing is taught simulta-
eachng neously ýwith writing; as is also the case -in the

drawing Schools of the Christian Brethren and other excellent
Simulta-
neously Schools in France. In all these Schools the writing
Witg of the pupils was superior to any writIng of pupils of

similar ages that I had ever witnessed. Some spe-
cimens of writing from several of these Schools I
broughtwith me,; and they have excited the admira-
tion and astonishment of every person to wŠom they
have been shown. I concur most fully in the follow-
ing statements of the Secretaryof the Board of Edu-
cation at Boston, and the great importance of the
subjects to which they refer, will be an ample apology
for their introduction in this place:. " Such excel-
lent hand-writing as I saw Mn- the Prussian Schools,
I never saw before. I can hardly express myself tòo
strongly on this point. In Great Britain, France, or'
our own country, I -have never seen any Schools
worthy of being compared with theirs in tbis.respect.

* The manual and models for teaching this system of -writing
have been imported, and are on sale at, the Wesleyan Book Boom,
Toronto.
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i have- before sai& that- I found all children provided PArm L

with a slate aid pencil, -They write or print letters,
and begin with the elements of drawing, either im-
mediatelyf or soon after they enter School. , This
furnishes-the greater part of the explanation of their

,excellent hand-writing, A part of it, I think, shodd
be'referred to the peculiarity of the German Script,
which seems to me to be easier than our own. But
after all due allowance-is made fo'r this advantage,.a
high degree of superiority over the Schools of other

-countries remains to be accounted for. This superior-r
ity' cannot be attributed in lny degree to a better
manner of holding the pen, for I never saw so great

a portion of cases in any Schools where the pen: was
e so awkwardly held. This excellence must be refer-

red in a great degree to the universalpractice of learn-

ing to draw contemporaneously with learning to write.
I believe a child wilf learn both to draw and 'to write

soonér and witrmore ease, than he will learn vriting
alone ; and for this reason, the figures or objects

eontemplated and copied in learning to draw, are

larger, more marked, more 'distinctive one from ano-

thr, and more sharply defined with projection, angle

or -curve, than 'the letters copied in writing. In

draNwing there is more variety, in writing more ,same-

ness. Now the objects contemplated in .drawing,
from thëir nature,.attract attention more -readily, in-

press the mind more deeply, and of course will be
more aecuratelteopied than those in writing. And

when the eye- libeen trained to- observe, to distin-

guigh, and te miitate, in the first exerciseý it applies

its habits witi, great -advantage to the secoid.-
"»Another:reasôn, is that the.childis taught to draw

tbingswith which:he is familiar, which have some

significance- and give him pleasing ideas.- But a
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M L hiId who :h made to ill page after page with rows
of straight marks that look so blank und dheerless
though done ever so well, has, and eau have -no
pleasing associations with 'is work. The practice
of begimning with making inexpressive marks, or
with writing unintelligible words, beurs some resein-
blance, in its lifelessness, to that of learning the Al-
phabet. Each exhales torper and stupidity to dead-
en the vivacity of the worker.

'"Again, I have found it an almostruniversal opinion
with teachers of the art of writing, that children
should commence with large hand rather than with
fine. The reason for this, I -spp'ose to be, that where
the letters themselvés are larger, their differences,
and peculiarities are proportionally large ; hence they
ean be more easily discriminated, and discrimination
must necessarily precede exact copying. So to speak,
the child becomes acquainted with the physiognomy
.of the large letters .more easily than with that of the
small, Besides, the fornìation ,ef the larger gives
more freedom of mo&tion to hie baud. Now, fin these
respets, there is irore:dfference betw«en the objects
usedin drawling and the letters4f a large handi than
between the latter and a' *ine haud ; :and therefore
the argument-in faveour df a birge hand applies with
stitl More forcè in favotir -of &awing,

4 In tie course of imy tour, I passed from thecoun-
tries where~abnost every pupil in every School could
draw with easer and mseat d them -wih -io- ionsid-
erable degree d, beauty- and expression, te those
where:ess andless attentionisas-paid te theaubject;
and,-at last, to &hiols wbure d<rawingws not i-ae-
tised at al; andafferimny trias, Iam to the con.-
elusion that,'with -uo -emerguide ithan a mr inspec-
tion f the copy-books of the.pupils,l tould tell whe-
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ther drawing were taught in School or not; sa uni- PMraL

formly superiorwas the hand-writing in those Schools
where drawing was taught in connexion 'with: it.-
On seeing this, I was reminded of that saying of
Pestalozzi,-somewhat too strong,-that ' without
drawing there eau be no writing.'

"But suppose it were otherwise, aid that learning
to draw retarded the acquisition of good penmanship,
how richly would tle learner be compensated for the
sacrifice. Drawing, of itself, is an expressive and
beautiful language. A few stiokes of the pen and
peneil will often represent to the eye what no amount
of words, however well chosen, can communiate, -

For the master architect, for the engraver, the engi-
neer, the pattern designer, the draughtsman, moulder>
machine-builder, or head mechanic of any kind, al
acknowledge that this art is essential and indispen.
sable. But there is no department of business or
condition of life, where the accomplishment would
not be of utility. Every man should: be able to plot
a field,. to sketch a road or rivýerto draw the.oulines
of a simple machine, a piece of household furniture
or a farming utensil, and to delineate the internai -

arrangement or construction of a house."

4. The. importance of Arithmet to -the common Aritheme-
interests of life can scarcely be wver-rated. As a tie.

means of mental discipline also, being the lowest and
simplest branch of mathematics, Educators -have at-
tached the iighest importance to the studyof it. It
was a saying- of Charles. XII. of Sweden, that he
who was ignorant of the arithmetical art, was but
half a man; and Lord Bacon has. said ".if aman's
wit :-bewandering let him study mathematics"--
Viewed either as ag instrument of mental discipline
or of practical utilty, Teachers of the greatest er-
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PRT I. perience agree thatit should be commenced early-as

~~ early as reading and writing.
Nay, it is held to be less difficuit for a child to learn

to conut than to learn to read, wh4ile it contributes

more than reading to strengthen and discipline the
mind. But the manner in which it is too often

taught, r.enderis the study of it an insupportable task,
and not unfrequently an object of bitter aversion,
without-imparting any useful knowledge.-

Bad ne- There are doubtless many exceptions; but the
thods of remarks of the Author of the District School; are
teachig

scarcely less applicable to Canada than to the State
of New York: " From this science very little is ob-
tained in our District Common, Schools, which is of
any practical use. There is much eompulsive,,uncer-

tain, andiaborious study of arithmetie; but it is often
in vain, from the manner in which it is taught since
thé scholar gets very little in return for his labour
that is valuable or practical. Those who have re-

ceived nothing more than a Common School education;
obtain their practical knowledge of the science of
mumbers, not from their instructions or stu'dy in the

School, but from their own invention and the rewards
of experience. There is in tik country but a small
part of arithmetic in usewhich canýe from the Schools ;
necessity has tanght the people what they ought to
have learned at School when young, and when,they-
were wasting so much time anil money to no purpose,
The pupil learns nothing thoroughly ; what he does

not understand h feels little or no interest in; he
sits with his slate before him most of the day, grop-
ing, guessing, doing nothing. Perhaps scarcely any
two pupils are studying the same rule, or using the
same- book, instead .of being formed i ,as few classes
as possible,"
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The Teacher bas not'time to hear each pupil sepa- PAUr T.
rately, and to explain and illustrate to each the nature -

of the rule or operation, even if he be competent and
disposed to do so. The consequence is that many
who have, as the phrase ig, " gone tbroughthe-Arith-
metic,". are unable to perform the simplest calcula-
tiens in the. transactions of businé ss 1-r~ de so
with lesitation and uncertainty.

" In Teaching Arithmetic;" observes the Secretary Sensible

of the British. and Foreigu School Society, in lis method,

much valued work on the ýPrinciples of Teachinq,
"nothing must be considered as doue, whkie uot -

thoroughly comprehended; a meaning and reason
must be attached to every step of the process Begin
therefore, first of all, by referring the pupil~to sés-i
ble objects, and teach him to compute "what lie an
sebeforeyou perplex li1nvithabstr ~Óonceptions,

A mère infànt may in this way be tauglit to add,
substfact, -multiply and divide, to a considerable
extent, Apparatus for this pwirpose, of varions kinds;
is already in use; but what need have you of appa-
ratu ? Everything around you and about you may
be made- subservient to this end. It will not do,
however, to stop here. The mind must before long be
accustomed to abstractions and therefore the sooner

you cau teach the child to convert this tangible arith,

metie into abstraction the better,"

The practice of the best Schools iu other countries Inutelee-
suggests that cbildren should first study Intlectua 'me-
arithmetic. Its influence in awakening the curiosity

of pupils, in exciting their mental energies, andtrain-

iug them -to devise means for performing more intri-
cate exercises on the slate, can scarcely be conceived
by those who have notwitnessed the results.- Inthe

Model Schools attached to the Dublin Normal School
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rr iL of the Irish National Board, I witnessed arithmetical
- operations performed by small boys and girls with

the rapidity of thought, in addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division, fractions, proportion, in-

terest, discount, 4c. I witnessed exercises equally
surprising in Scotland, France and Germany. I will
select two examples,-the one from Mr. Wood's ac,-

counl of the Edinburgh Sessional School; the other

from Mr. Mann's Report on Prussian Schools.

Houi . Mr. Wood .says: "1It as in arithmetic we first

Edin- succeeded in kindling tha$rdour, which bas since
burgh. diffused itself through every other department of the

Institution. Arithemetic, which had hitherto -been

one of their dullest occupations, now became to the

scholars a source of the highest interest and amuse-

ment. They, by degrees, obtained a rapidity of
movement in this Art) whieh -we should have preP

viously accounted quite incredible, and along with

that celerity a proportional accuracy in calculation.

But this was- not all. They obtained àt the sane
time, what l our opinion, is infinitely more valuable
than any arithmetical attainment,-that general
energy and activity of mind which we find of so much

service in the introduction of all our subsequent im-

provements, and which we doubt not has, in a, great -
measure formed the character of many of them for

-ife." " Those who have not had an opportunity of
witnessing the perfomance of our children in mriental
arithmetie, may form some estinate of it, -when they
are told, that on more than one oecasien, when three
or four of ýour best arithmetieians were, employed to

answer one question in every page of the '.Ready

Reckoner, and selected from every variety- of olrumn
in that page, (that is to say,4he fipst question being
13 yards at a farthing, the gectid 4, at a half-penny,
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tire third 95, at three-farthings, and so on to the last, Pm I
being perhaps 10,000 at 19s. 64.) tle whole ques-
tions, being 147 in number, were answYn'ed seriad».
within 20 minutes, including the time Tken by our-
selves in announcing the questions. Each boy was,
of course, according to custom, allowed to take the

method he found most easy for himself, Wè~after-
wards put the mental arithmetic in a more systematic

train, coimencing simultaneously with the State-

arithmetic; which improvement has been found of

the greatest advantage, and has clearly evirced that,
though in the-acquisition of this, as of everything

else, there is a variety of aptitude in children, all -may
arrive at- it to an extent whieh.could not naturally

be foreseen, and has been found highly beneficiaf.

Mr. Mann says,-referring to the Prussian Schools, Iarrussia.
"I shaRl never forget the impression which the reci-
tation of a, higher zlass of girls produced upon my

mind. It lasted an hour. Neither Teacher nor p«I-
pil had book or slate. Questions and answers were

extemporaneons. They consisted of -problems in

v9lgar fractions, simple and compoúnd ; in the rule

of three, practice, interest, discount, &e., &c. A few

of the first were simple, but they soon increased in

complication and diflficity, and in the amoutint of the

snms wanaged, until i could hardly credit the report

of my own senses-se difficult were the questions,
and :so promipt'and accurate were the replies.-A

great ,imany f thi exereises tonsisted in reducing the

eoing of oe Stateinto thMe-ofanothser.' In Germany

thereare aröm-st amany different eurrencies as there

at States; und (he exprresrsin 'f the vhslue%f 1ne

coini ËSether denmiuntions, is a xety osanbia exet-

eise. -, - -
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Pr L "Lê struck me that the main derences between

Pr their mède of teachifrg arithmet and ours,, consist in
and Ame- their beginning eariier, continuing the practice in the

oane . elements much longer, requiring a more thorough
pared. analysis of all questions, and in not separating the

process or ules- so much as we do from eaeh other.,
The pupils proceed lessyby rule, more by an under-
standing of thé subject.'] It ôften happens, to our
childrenl, that while engaged ia one rule, they- forget
a preceding. Ilence m ny of our best Teachers
have frequent reviews. But there, as I stated above,
the youngest classes-of children were taughtddition,
subtraetion, multiplication, and division, promiseious-
iy,in ffie same lessons. Aid-se it was iu the later
stages. The mind was cbnstantly carried along, and
the practice enlarged in more than one direction. It
is the difference which results from- teaching in the
one case from a book, ýind in the other fromi the
head. 'In the latter caseîthe Teacher sees what each
pupil most-needs- and-ifhe fiùds onehaitlng or fai-

ing in:a particular class f questions, plies him with
questions of that kind udtil his deficiencies are sup-

plied~
"In Algebra, Trigono etryrSurveying,Geometry,

.# &c., I invariably saw te--Teacher standing before
the black-board, drawing the diagrams, and expiain-
ing all the relations between their. several -parts,
while the pupils, in their seats, having a penI and a
small mnanuscript-book, copied the 'figures .and took
down brief heads of thesolution ; and:at the next:re-
citation they were requi-led to goto the blaek-board,
draw the figures, and solve.the problems themselves.
How«erent this mode of learning a lesson from
that of iolqing the text-book it the left hand, while
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the foreflnger of the right carefuily follows the print- Paur I.
ed demonstration, under penalty, should the place be
lost, of being obliged to recommence the solution."

I cannot omit observing in this place, that the Book-
great practical end of studying arithmetic in the Com- Keeping.

mon Schools, is the knowledge of accounts, and that
this end should be had in view not only in the mode
of teaching, but in the application of it. The know-
ledge of accounts is screely less necessarry for the
mechanie, and the farmer, than for the tradesman or
merchant. Every person, male or female, should bc
taught to keep personal accounts, and an 'account of
the expenses of a famiy ; the future farmer should be
taught to kcep accounts of a garden, particular field
or crop, as well vs of his whole operations; the in-
tended nüechanie should be taught to keep an acCount
of the expenses and income of his shop or trade ; and
the contemplated merchant or trader should be taugit
book-keeping-by double-entry. Personal-accounts
may be laught to a whole School on the black-board.
This neglected branch of Common Sichol instruction
is of the greatest importance to an agricultural popu-

lation, as it .is of course- essential to a commercill
community.

On visiting the celebrated Agricultural School of Farmers'

the philanthropist De Fellenberg,-;ra few miles from °c°"

Berne, in Switzerland,-I found that every papil was
required to keep an account of his work, receipts, and
expenses,.1-balancing and posting it at the end of
each week,-the Sùperintendent keeping a similar
account of the affairs of the whole establishment, the
expenses of cultivation, and even theproducts of each
field. A part of every Saturday was devoted to

teaching book-keeping, and to an examination of aUl
the accounts and the manner of keeping them. The
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I. head of that famous establishment expressedhis con-
viction, that he considered the habit of keeping ac-

counts, punctually, minutely, and correctly, to be the
primary element of a farmer's prosperity,--conducive

àlike to economy and industry, prudence and correct-
ness in his plans, labours and dealings. He assured
me, that to no part of the instruction of bis agricul-
tural pupils didhe attach more importance than to that
of teaching them a thorough system of keeping farm-
ing accounts; and he even stated, that he should hope
for little success from everything else which he
might teach, if they should -neglect to keep regular
accouiits. He could show from the books, not only
what related to every inmate of the establishment,
and its general transactions, but the expense and
profit of every kind of grain grown and stock raised
on the farm, and that in the minutest detail. I- doubt
not-butysuch¯aTsysteim of-&o1-keeping would be a-
source of profit, as ivel as of instruction and pleasure
to every farmer who might adopt it. Among the
School-books publish'ed by the Irish National Board,
there is- a convenient elementary treatise on Book-
keeping, with a section specially devoted to Farming
accounts.

Such are the observations which I have thought
proper to submit on the three cardinal subjects of
Common School instructio,-Reading (including
Spelling,) Writing and Arithmetic.

Why these Without entering into minute details or attempting

haveben to lay down rules as to methods of teaching them, I
treated at have dwelt longer on these subjects on account of
° geat their surpassing importance,-constituting as theydo,

in a great degrée, the roots of the tree of knowledge
and the prinary elements of intellectual power,-in-
volving so deeply the interests and character of every
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vhildin the land. The great object of our Common PAR I

Schools is to teach the whole population how to read, -

to write and to calculate,-to make a good reader,
writer and calculator of every boy and girl in Cana-
da; and, the other studies in the elementary Schools
are important, as they teach how to employ these arts-
upon proper principles -and in the most useful man-
-ner. Reading, Writing, and calculation are practicl,

4rts,-not so much knowledge as skill by which the'

practical resources of the mind, and fhe means of
acquiring knowledge are indefinitely multiplied.-
But the preceding observations,-brief and general:
as they necessarily are,-sui4ciently show how much

even of generaluseful knowledge may be impartedin
the judicious and intelligent teachig of these three
fundamental arts of social life. , To teach these

-thoroughly is-the chief object ofthe-CommonSchools,
and should be the ambition and effort of every

Teacher. Better to teach a few tbings wel than to
skim superficially over all the sciences. A .popular

writer quaintly remarks, that -" teaching a pupil to

read, before. he enters upon the active business of life,

is like giving a new -settier an axe, as he goes to

seek his new.home in the forest. Teaching -him a

lesson in l istory is, on the other band, only cutting

down a tree or two for him A knowledge of natural

bistory is like a few bushels of grain, gratuitously

placed in his barn, but the art of ready reckoningis>.

the plough, whieh wil remain by him for years, and
-helpto draw out from the soil aniannual treasure."

There -are, however, other subjects required to be

taught in the Common Schools, and ouly second in

importance to the three above mentioned.

Among the most conspicuousof these are Grammar

and G7eography,-the one acquainting us with the
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rr I- 'languago we speak, the other exhibiting to us the

- world we inhabit. In many of our Common Schools

they are not taught, at all; in others, very imperfectly;

in very fcw, well.

5. The practical grammar of our language should

be taught-in every School; every day, and to every

pupil, both by the example and corrections of the

Teache•. Language existed before Grammar.-

Language is not founded on rules of grammar, but
the rules arc founded on the usages of language.-

ar. Many persons both speak and write correctly who

have neyer studied a grammar, except that of living

cHow examples and of good authors. The rules oT gram-

practicaly mar will never make correct speakers or writers,
nthe* withòut the practice of writing and speaking correct-

ly.s It is thus practically taught in all good Schools;

it- is thus tanghti al the elementary ehools of

Germany. A recent traveller says : " The Prussian

Teachers, by their constant habit of conversing with

their pupils; by requiring a complete answer to be

given to every question; by never allowing a mis-

take in termination, or in the collocation of words or

clauses, to pass umcorrected, nor the sentence, as cor-

rected to pass unrepeated; by requiring the poetry

of 'the reading lessons to be changed into or'al or

vritten prose, and the prose to be paraphrased or

expressed in different words ; and by exacting a

general account or summary of the reading lessons,
are,-as we may almost literally say,-constantly

teaching grammar, or as théy niore comprehensively

cal it-the German langnage. It is easy to sec that

conposition is included under this head,-the writing
cf rogular 'essays' or ' themes' being only- a later

exercise."
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But grammar is taught theoretically es well as 'rPA I
practically in the- Prussian Schools. Another late How
traveller in Prussia thus describes the manner of taught
teadhing the differet parts of Speech: " Grammar
is taught directly and scientifically, yet by no means
in a dry and techuical manner. On the contrary,
technical terms are carefully avoided, till the child
has become familiar with the nature and use of the
things designated by them, and he is able to use
them as the nàmes of ideas which have a definite ex-
istence in his miïd, and not as awfal sounds, dimly
shadowing forth some mysteries of science into which
he has no power to penetrate.

" Thé first object is to illustrate the different parts
of speech, such as the noun, the verb, thé adjective,
theadverh4an4his is donc by engaging the. pupil
in conversation, and leading him to form sentences i
which the particular part.of speech to be learned shall
be the most important word, and directing his atten-
tion to the nature and use of the word, in, the place
where lie uses it. For example, let us suppose the
nature and use oF the adverb are to be taught. The
Teacher writes upon the black-board the .pvords,
'here' 'there' 'near,' &c. He then says, Childien,
we are all together in this room, by. which of the
words on the black-board can you express this ?'-
Children. 'We are all here.' Teacher. 'Now look
ont of the window and sec the Church; what can

you say of the Church with the second word on the

black-board ?-Children. 'The Church is' there.'-
Teacher. ' The distance between us and the Church
is not great; how will you express this by a word
on the black-board ?'-Children. ' The Churcis Î
near.' The fact that these words express the sanme
sort of relatio's is then explained, and, accordingiy,

109
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PART I. -that they belong to the same class,.or aré the same

part of speech.

"The variations of these words are next explained.
Teacher. 'Children, you say the Church is near, but'
there is a shop between us and the Church; what
will you say of the shop.?'-Children. 'The shop

is nearer.'. Teacher-+tth wei-aece-etween----
us and the shop. Now when you think of the dis-
tance between us, the shop, and the fence,-what vill

you say of the fence ?'-Chidren. ' The fence is
nearest.' So of other adverbs. ' The lark sings well.
Compare thesinging of the lark with that of the canary
bird. Compare the singing of the nigltingale with

- that of the canary bird.' After all-the different sorts
ofAadverbs and their variations have in this way been
illustrated, and the pupils understand that ail. words
of this kind are called adverbs, the definition of the
adverb is given as it stands in the grammar, and the
book is put into their hands to study the. chapter on
this topie. In this way the pupil understands what
he is doing at every step of his progress, and his me-
mory is never burthened with mere names, to which
he can attach no definite meaning."*

Different The, granmar of 'no language is perhaps shorter
modes of or more simple than that of the English language,teaching
English Scarcely- ahy branch of knowledge is more easily

a acquired ; yet none is rendered more tedious and diffi-
results. cuit by the manner in which it is too generaUly taught.

I have seen,chilidren- nine years of age, after only a
few months instruction, able, without hesitation, to
analyze difficult sentences, and to correct those that
were ungrammatical-giving the. reason in every in-
stance; and Ikhave -seenothers approaching to man-

4Professor Stowe's Report on Elementary' Publie Tnstnction,

pp. 44, 45.
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hood who had studied grammar for years,, and yet PAr I.

could not analyze a single sentence, or parse it cor- -

rectly. In some, cases I have seen persons'who could
fluently recite the definitionsand 'rues in the words
of the grammar, but who were ignorant of'theprinci-

pies of the language. The difference in these cases
-wasastn-Vith-capacity of the pupils, but in the man-
ner of teaching. Theone~pursued the simple order
of nature ; the other adhered to the letter of the book.

Thp one taught the nature of things, deducing the
definitions and rules as the result of the import and

relations of the words employed ; the other taught the

definitions- and rules as the lawts bywhich words are

governed. The one taught the principles and even

subtleties of the language tirough the medium of the

understanding; the other burdened the memory, but

never \reached the understanding. 'In the one case

the- pupil was delighted and instructed at every step,
as one of a new discovery; in the other case, the

progress was one of accuniulated weariness and dis-

gast.
In no department of elementary instruction has a Improve-

greater change for the better taken place in the best modes of
&ehools in Great Britain and Ireland, than in the teaching

method of teaching Énglish Grammar. It has

become a rational and intellectual exercise'; and ex-

perience has shewn that the acquisition,-at least in

its fundamental principles and general rules,-is as

easy and interesting as it is important and useful.

Though serious complaint is still made in the principal

School publications in the United St'ates of the preva-

lence of the dry, memoriter and useless system of

teachinggrammar,yet,there also, therearesome pleas-

ing indications of improvement. Few will question i
the correctness of the following remarks on this ;dm. -' -
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rm L., portant subject; "In Germany (sa'ys Mr. Mann of

Boston) I heard very little of the ding-dong and reci-
tative \of gender, number and case, of government
and agreement, which make up so great a portion of

grammatical exercises in our Schools; and whichthe

pupils are often required to repeat- until they really
lose all sense of theboriginaluse of the terms they use.
Of what service is it for children to reiterate and re-
assert fi4y times in a iingle recitation, the gender and'
number of nouns, about wyhich they never made a

mistake cven before a grammar book was put into

their hànds ? Jf the object of grammar is to teach

children to- speak and write their nativp language

with propriety, then they should be practised upo'n

expressing their own ideas with elegance, distinct-
ness' and force. For this purpose, their conimon

every-day phraseology is to be attended to. As their

speech becomes more coplous, tliey should be led to
recognize those slight shades of distinction which

exist between words almost synonymous ; to discri-

minate between the literal and the figurative, and

to frame sentences in which the main idea shall be

brought out ,conspicuously and prominently, ivhile
al the subordinate ones, Inere' inatters of circum-

stance or qualification, shall oceupy humbler or more

retired positions. Grammar should be taught in such

a way as to lead out into rhetoric as it regards the
form of expression, and into logic -as-it regards the

sequence and coherency of the thoughts. If this is so,
then no person is competent to teach grammar, who

is not familiarat Ieast with the leading principles of

rietorie and logic."
Qualfica- It is not, however, to be expected that Teachers of

f cr elementary Schools will be philologists; or that
1they hil ave occasion or opportunity to enter into

Grtirmar. wI
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those subtleties in the science of language which have ràT 1.
perplexed philosophers themselves. Like most other -

sciences; the elements of grammar and the practical,
uses of it, are easily comprehended ; but the philoso-
phy and refinements of it belong to the higher depart-
ments of learning and to matureq intellects.

But in respectto common School Teachers, and to
their teaching, I must observe, in the appropriate lan-
guage of the Fireside Friend: "IIn order to be a
grammarian, it is not sufficient that you can parse
sentences, ia that kind of parrot-like manner, which
is a'quired by those who study without much thoughit;
you must be able to perceive the meaning of an
author, the connection betweent the words of a sen-
tence, however distant, and to supply words, in ellip-
tical cases. Some of the English poets are peculiar,
for the great use of ellipses ; some, especially, in the
expression of sudden passion, le'aving not one woerd
merely, but several, to be supplied by the reader.
W¶hile employed in this study, you are giving exercise
to your intellectual powers, invigorating them for new
labours, and at the same time are gaining knowledre;
which will be called into use with evéry sentence
you speak or writc. It is very impoirtant that those
vho are preparing themselves for Teâchers, should
obtain a thorough knowledge of English Grammar.
lu correcting inaccuracies, in spoken and written
]anguage, aeacher should not only be able to peint
out defects, but the rules which are violuted."

I ill conclude my remarks on this subject with Mode of

Mr.Wood's account of the mode of teaching the ele- teaehing

ments of grammar in the Edinburgh Sessional School: in the

"While we saw the importance of introducing a esiona
knowledge of grammar to a certain extent into our Sbhool.

School,, we perceived at the same ti'ne the necessity
p 1- we
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PART i. of securing the attention of the pupils here, as in

every other department of their education, far more
to its principles, and their mode of application, than
to teaze them with any servile repetition of Its rules.
At first we coneeived tiat it would be sufficient for
our purpose, to make them aequainted merely with

some of its leading principles, and that this might
effectually be doue by an inductive method, that is
to say, by.illustration from the passages which they.
happened to read. If this method should succeed, the
Institution woùld be saved the expense of furnishing
the pupils with grammars ; while they, on the other
hand, would be relLeved from the irksomeness. of
prescribed and dry tasks, and have full time left them

at home- for the gratificatiou of that taste for useful
reading, which had now manifested itself among them.
It had the advantage also of being in accordance
with all the rest of our system. - The experiment
accordingly was tried, and succeeded-so far beyond
our expectation, that we, in a very short, time, made

the children in this manner acquainted not'only with
the fundamental ,principles, (which was all we ori-
rally intended) but with ail the principles and even
subtleties of the grammar of our language;. so that

Teachers, by no means friendly to the rest of our sys-
tem, have been heard most candidly to ackn°owledge,
that in acquaintance with grammar, they have never
seen our pupils surpassed by any chidren of their
years.

" As soon as we had ascertained by experience the

practicability of the method, we began, to put it in a

more systenatic form At first the grammar, like
most of our other improvements at their introduction,
was confined exclusively to the highest class- After-
wards, the method was rendered more progressive,
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and extended by degrees so low as the eighth class. PART 1.

lu the bommencement, nothing more is done than -

explaining the nature of a noun, and calling upon the
pupil to pick out all thé nouns, which occur in any

passage he has been reading. le is next taught to
distinguish their genders and numbers; but cases are

reserved, till he'has learnt the -verb-and preposition,
and can thus be rendered acquainted with theirobject >

and use. If the technical names of singular andplu-
rai, &c., at first puzzle him, he is still made acquainted

with the grammatical distinction, by varying the form

of the question. Then in place of asking the number

of the word boys, we may ask why it is boys, and not

boy; and, on being told that it is because there are

more than one, we may then, till the word becomes

familiar; tell him that this is calledplural. As soon

as he can distinguish nouns tolerably well, the papil

is next instructed in the nature of arteles, and called

npon to 'illustrate what he has been taught, by its

application to the passage before him. He is next in

a similar manner taught, by means of examining the

nature of adjecives, their application and theirmodes

of coiparison. Then, i like manner, pronouns, and

afterwards verbs ;-leading him gradually by examples

to understand their differences in point of mood, time,

numbehand person. Then prepositions ; after which

the distinctions of cases in nouns are explained. Then

adverbs, with the distinction between them and adjec-

tives. Then'conjunctions, and lastly interjections."

6. "Geography," said the great Burke, "though Geoga-

an earthly subject, is a heavenly study." Yet it is Phy.

only within the last few years that it has been intro-

duced to any considerable extent into the elementart

Schools, or been made other than a fruitless drudgery

to the pupils. The face of nature basbeen concealed
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PrART I. from them; and -without even a map, they have been

Bad me- sent to the cheerless catalogue of hard names to learn
thod of the features of the globe. As if this were not enough,
teaching it. the order of nature has been inverted. Insteadof

proceeding from theý easy to the difficult, from the

known to the unknown; pupils have been, at the

outset, introduced to the elements of astronomy,-
the mathematics of geographyr-as a preliminary.

step to learning the place of their abode. Some of

the Geographies- which are still used in many Schools

are constructed upon this principle.*

* Some American writers of elementary School Geographies have

gone to the opposite extreme. The author of the Teacher l'aught

says, " Most of the text books now used niake this study too easy.

It seems as if the authors of- them did ,not intend to exercise any

faculty of the child's mind save the memory. The object of teach-

ing the child is not merely to impart knowledge; education does

not consist in distending and cramming the memory, but in dél -

loping every faculty and especially reason, wbose ecomparing
balance' is designed by the Creator to hold the most promixnent

place. Geographies have become scarcely anything else but a

volume of ques ons, to be asked by the teacb nd answered by

4hncoai. When these canbe answ ed fluently, the study of

grography is finishe . n e-the scholar to skim over

the earth's surface with great rapidity without perplexing the

Teacher, the initials to the answer to each question are given.

if the plan of such a book is undeviating1ÿ followed, the inemory
of the child is exercised, but reason, the noblest faculty of the soul,

remains untouched."

What is thus taught and1ëarned, is also soon forgotten. Within

a few months after going throughsuch'a text book in this manner,

a pupil will know very little more about geography Pali" be bad
never studiedit. Travelling is doubtless the m orough method

of studying geography, but as this cannot be adopted-at least to

ary great extent,-the next best method is that which most nearly

resembles travelling,-narhely, drgwi~ng maps of the countries

studied,-distinguishing theirnatural'and political divisions, marking
the courses of their rivers, sketching their mountains, determining

their chief cities and towns,-delineating with greaterminuteness our
own and other countries with which we are most intimately con-

nected, and which are pf the greatest historical importance.-.
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But in this, as vell as the.otlier departments of cle- PAR I

nentary instruction, nature has been allowed to sug-

gest the method of teaching -and learning ; and that
which was before difficuit for men, is now an amuse-
ment for children ; and-what was formaerly the labo-
riousý study of years, is now the recreation f a few
months. The earliest inhabitants of the world-and Trde me-

the earliest geographers-did not learn the physical thod oteaching

history of the globe by first investigating the laws of and learn-

thc universe,-then surveying the vast continents pr pGe

and oceans which cover the earth's surface,-finally
the physical aspect of their own country. They
advanced by a process directly the reverse. Their

attention was directed first to the hills and valeys,
mountains and plains, lakes and rivers, productions
and climate of their native place and country,-then

to those of other lands, and to the phenomena on

which the theory of the solar sytem is founded.

This natural and inductik>sethod of studying geo-
graphy is now generallyladmitJtted to be the truc one;
it has obtained in all thé best lhools in Europe, and'
has been adopted in many school-trTihRe United

States,-though complaints are still niade by their
best School writers of the prevalence there of the old

system, or trifling modifications of it. In all the

Normal and Model Schools that I visitedin Europe,
the ?,fap and the Globe are, in the first instance, the
o4e eography; the pupil commences his geogra-

phical tour from the very School-house in which he.

is.learning,-makes a map of every country and

ocean over which he travels, learns much of their

naturai angso'mething of their civil history as he pro-

cceds, and is made acquainted with the'priiciples

upon which their relative extent, distances, &c., may -

be determined, and their peculiar phenomena ae-
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/ rar I. coùuted for,-anl is-at length enabled t6'cntemplate

- the laws of the Universe itself. He is thus by a pro-
cess of induction, led oh without either burdening
the memory, or fatiguing the attention, from the
simplest objects of every day observation to the most

interesting and instructive facts in the history of the
physical, intellectual and moral world.

How Geo- In illustration and confirmation of these remarks, I
graphy 'igli no o may
tau A might not only -quote man authorities, but detail
the Pirus- examinations which I have, had the pleasure of wit-
e oos. nessing -in several countries of Europe. But les \e

most moderate decription that I could give should

be suspected of extravagance, I wil. avail myself
again of the following statements by the Secretary of
the Boston Board of Education: "The practice

seemed to be (says Mr. Mann,) of beginning with
objects perfectly familiar to the child,-the School-
house with the grounds aroïmd it, the home with its
yards or gardens, (which each child is taught to
draw,) and the street leading from the one to the
other.

"First of all, the children were initiated into -the,
jdeas of åpace, without which we can know no more

f Geography that we can of history without ideas
of timé. Mr -Carl Ritter, of Berlin, probably the
greatest geographer now living, expressed a decided
opinion to me, that this was the true mode of begin-
nmg.

" Children, too, commence this study very early,-
soon after entering School,-but no notions are ;given
them which they are not perfectly -able to compre-
hend, reproduce and express.

" I found Geography taught almost who1y from
large maps suspended against the walls, and bIy de-
lineati6ns on the black-board. And here, the skill
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of pupils and teachers in drawing did admirable r aR I.

service. The teacher traced the outlines of a coun-
try on the suspendednap, or drew one upon the
black-board, accompanying the exhibition with an
oral lecture; and, at thé next recitation, the pupils
were expected to repeat what they had seen and
heard. And, in regard to the natural divisions of
the earth, or the political boundaries of countries, a

pupil Was not -considered as having given any proof
that he had a correct image in his mind, until he
could go to the blaek-board, and reproduce it from
the ends of his fingers. I witnessed no lesson unac-
companied by these tests.

" I will describe, as exactly as I am able, a lesson,
which1heard given to a class a little advanced beyond
the elements,-remàrking that though I heard many
lessons given on the same plan, none of them were
signalized by the rapidity and effect of the one I am

to describe. The Teacher stood by the black-board,
with the chalk in his hand. After casting bis eye

over the class to see that all were ready, he struck

at the middle of the board. With a rapidity of hand

which my eye could hardly folow, he made a series
of those short divergent lines or shadings, employed
by map engravers to represent a chain of mountains.
He had scarcely turned an angle, or shot off a spur,

when the scholars began to cry out, Carpathian
Mountains, Hungary ; Black Forest Mountains,
Wurtemburg, Giants' Mountains (Riesen Geberge),
Silesia; Metallie Mountains, (Erz-Giberge), Pine
Mountains, (Sichtel Giberge) ;-Central Mountains,
(Mittel Giberge), Bohemia, &c. &c. In less than

half a minute, the ridge of that grand central eleva-
tion which separates the waters that flow North-
West into the German Ocean, from those tbat flow
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rAR 1. North into the Baltic, and'South-East into the Black

Sea, was presented to view,-executedalmost as

beautifully as an engraving. A7 dozen crinkling
strokes, made in the twinkling of an èye, represented

the head waters of the great rivers whieh flow in dif-

forent directionsfrom that-mountainous range ; while

the children, almost as eager and excited as though
they had actually seen the torrents dashing down the

mountain sides, cried out Danube, Elbe, Vistula,
Oder, &c. -

" The next moment I heard a succession of small

strokes or taps, so rapid as to be almost indistinguish-

able,.and hardly had my eye time to discern a large
number of dots made along the margins of rivers,
when the shout of Lintz, Vienna, Prague, Dresden,
Berlin, &c., struck my ear. At this point in the

exercise, the spot which had been occupied on the
black-board -was nearly a circ1e, of which the starting
point or place where the Teacher first began, was
the centre; but now a few additional strokes around

the circumference of the incipent continent, extended

the mountain ranges outwards towards the plains,-
the children responding the names of the countries
in which they respectively lay. With a few more

strokes the rivers flowed onwards towards their

several terminations, and by another succession of

dots, new cities -sprang up along their banks.
"By this time the children had become as much ex-

cited as though they had been present at a world na-
king. . They rose in their seats, they flung ont both

hands, their 'yes kindled, and-téimr voices became al-

most vociferous. as they- cried out the names of the
different ~ places,'which, under the magie of the
Teacher's crayon, rose into view. Witin-ten minutes
from the commencement of the lesson, there stood
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upon the black-hoard à beautiful map of Germany, r-T I.

with its mountains, principal rivers and cities, the ~
coast of the Çermau Oceari; cf the Baltie and Biack
Seas ; and alf so accurately proportioned that I think
slight errors only would have been found badit been
subjected to the test of a seale of miles. A part of
this time was taken up in correcting a few mistakes
of the pupils; for the Teacher's mind seemed to be
in his car as well as inhis bandlamn withstanding
the astonishing celerity of bis movements,be detected
erroneous answers, and turned roundto correet them.

" Compare Lhe effeet of such a lesson as this both
to the amount of knowledge comuicated, and the
vividness and of course permnence of the ideas Ob-
tained, with a less'on where the scholars look out a
few names of places on a lifeless Atlas, but never

snd their imaginations abroad over the earth; and
whbere the Teacher sits listlessly down before them to
inteiTo(rate them from a bok, in which a the ques-
tions are printed at fN length, to supersede on his

part all necessity of knowledge.
" Thoroughly and beautifully as I saw some depart-

ment of Geography taught inthe Common Schools of
Prassia, traced out into their connections-with com- ·

merce, inanuft'etures, and historyI found but few of
this elass of.Schoolsa 'Ch u(icersa Geography
could with an'-ropriety, be considered as a par -of

the-course. The Geograpby of their own country
was minutely investigated. That of the western

hemisphere wàs very little uderstood. Bat this
should besaid-7tbat as far as they professed to teach.,
they taught thoroughly and well."

There are several other subje-ts whil come legiti- Other

mately within the range cf Common Scehool Educa- A
tion,-which have as yet been iutroduced into verY
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PART L few if any of our Common Sehools, but whieh, I con-

ceive, ought to be taught in all the Model Schools,
and to as great an extent as possible, in at least every
Village Common School. Nor do I despairof seeing
them occupying an important plae in many of the
country Schools,

Linear 7. The first of these is, Linear .Drawing. What
Drawing. ha. been incidentally said on this subject, when

speaking of writing and geogiaphy, shows its impor-

tance, and the facility with which it may be taught
and learned. Itis a delightful amusement for chil-

dren; it contributes to good writing; it is essential
to the proper study of Geography; it is an introduc-
tion to Geometry ; it quickens the important faculty
of observation; ft teaches the eye to jndge correctly-
of the dimensions of magnitude, and the mind to ap-
preciate the beauty of form,-an element of cultivated
taste; it gives skill to the hand, strengthens ihe
memory, improves invention; enables one at once to
understand all drawings of tools, utensils, furniture,
machinery, plans, sections, views of buildings and
the'power of representjng them, as well bility to
execute all the drawings -of the Surveyor and En-
gineer, Al this may belÔone by lines, or linear
drawing.

Beyond tbis Common Schools cannotbe expected
in general to advance.

But from outlines of perspective, many pupils will
doubtless be disposed and enabled to advance to lights
and shades, and colours.*

Course of *Mr. Wyse,inhis Education Reform, remarks that "at Fribourg
drawing in Switzerland, the course of drawing forms three distinct series.
taught m The first is called the Mathematico-Mechanical. It consists of les-

tcho oss sons ofright lines, curves, planes; then copies of the cube, prism,
' cone, sphere, &c, &ç., finally of ikstruments of general use,
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Mr. David Stow, in his account ofthe training sys- PART I.
tem established in Glasgow Training Seminaryr-n

1 ow
observes that " Linear Drawing and Sketching is taugitin

done on slates and on paper, and may pecupy half g  TU r, -
an hour twice or thrice a week, in an ordinary Eng- ing Sem&:
lish School. Drawing simple lines, and outlines of nal7
the forms of objects, natiral and artificial,especially
of buildings and articles of furniture, exercises the
eye, improves the taste, and gives correctness of ob-
servation, which may, in future life, greatly aid'the
meclianic in his particular trade or calling. Several
boys have been apprenticed to calico-printers, in con-
sequence of their sketching powers having been deve-
loped in the Model School of the Senior Department
of this Institution."

The following important facts are stated by Pro-
sor Stowe, in his Report on Prussian Schools, to the
State of Ohio Legislature, and will supersede the
necessity of any further remarks from me on this
subject :

" The- universal succes and very-beneficial results,
with which the arts of drawing and designing, vocal
and instrumental music, have been introduced into
the Schools, was another fact peculiarly interesting
to me.: I asked all the Teachers with whom I con-

machinéès, orders of Architecture., 2nd. The Vegetable.-It eom-
prises the most simple and interesting plants, eithee indigenous or
exotie, beginning with the parts most easy to copy, and gradually

'advancing to the more complicated. 3rd. The Zoolgical.-It pre-
sents the animals in a series analogous to the preceding. At the
bottom of the scale is the caterpillar;; at the head, man; these

three are subsequently combined; the caterpillar or butterfly with
the flower; man with Architecture,-&c.

" Accompanied with a text, they are material assistants in the
study of Geography, Naturai History,-&c. &c.

" They pursue these three courses both after models or copies,
and after nature."
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PART I versed, whether they did not sometimes find chillren
who were incapable of learning to draw or sing. I
have had but one reply; and that w s, that they
found the same diversity of natural talent in regard
to those, as in regard to reading, writing, and the
other branches of education; but they had never seen
a child who was capable qf learning to-read and write,
who could not be taught to sing well, and draw neatly,
and that, too, without taking .any time whic would at
all interfertwith, indeedwkhi would not actuallypro-

How mote kisprorgss in other studies. The first exercises

are in drawing lipes, and the most simple mathema-
Schools- tical figurés, such as the square, the cube, the trian-

gle, the parallelogram; generally from wooden
models, placed at some little distance on the shelf
before the class. From this they proceed to archi-
tectural figures, such as doors, windows, columns, and
façades.« Thenthe figures of animals, such as a horse,
a cow, an elephant,-first from other pictures, then
from nature. A plant, a rose, or some flower is
placed vpon the shelf, and the class make a picture
of it. From this they proceed to landscape painting,
historical paintings, and the higher branches of the
art, accordling -o their time and capacity. All learn
enough of drawing to-use it in the'common business
Of life, such as plotting a field, laying out a canal, or
drawing a plan of a building ; and many attain to a
high degree of excellenee.*

Pre- , It may. be worth While to add the following programme of the
gramme of course of-drawing taught in the Briths and Foreign school Socié-
the ou s Boroug oad School, where great numbers of the children ofof drawing-
taught in the labouring classes are instructed. -
the Nor- "1st. Geometrieal drawing with instruments, intended to teach
mal and the boys the construedôn of such problems as are most requied
Model - sc rbeaa r otrqie

famong carpenters, masons ad handicrafts-men, i general.

the Brit-, "2nd. Lineal drawing, executed by hand alone. Here two oh-
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8. Music is another department of instruction PÂràn i.

which I think, ought to find a place in every Coni- Ma-ie
mon School. My own inquiries ii Europe have con- capacity
firmed in my own mind, the correctness of the fore- musoca

going statement by Professor Stowe, that the ability universak

to learn to sing is universal, and that teaching sing-
ing in the School facilitates rather than impedes the
pupils in their other studies.

, In answer to my inquiries, the same facts were
. stated to me by the Teachers of Normal and Model

Schools in London,. Dabli4, Edinburgh and Glasgow;
and in the greater part of the Elementary Schools

throughout the Kingdom, vocal music forms a part of
the daily exercises.

Mr. David Stow, referring to the Glasgow Semi-
nary,-remarks, that, " As the training or natural
system has been applied to every branch of education
taught in the Normal Seminaiy, it might be supposed

jetts are specially aimed at, (1) the training of the eye; and (2) ish and
the training of the hand. The first is accomplished by questions Fore

from the monitdr, as to the length of lines, the size of figures, and Sc
by requiring the boys to divide lines into halves, thirds and quar- Society.

ters. The second is of course secured by the practice of the boy in

drawing any assigned copy. The monitor is furnished with a pair

of compasses and a graduated ruler, and corrects the attempts of

the boys with perfect accuracy.

"g3rd. Botanical, animal, map, and general drawing from copies

and specimens.

" 4th. Drawlhg frou objects, with the illustration of the main

principles of perspective.

"5th.Architectural and plan drawing, including the various parts

of a common building, such as stair-cases, closets, &c., as well as

the different styles and orders of architecture.

"No 1 is practisedl with siate and pencil, and the others, in the

firat instance, on the black-board ývith ehalk, and afterwards on

paper with pencil and crayon. Ia connection with thcse, and espe-

cially with Nos. 2 and 4, mensuration, and some of the simpler

elements ofnathematics are taught, and when known subnjtted to>

apractical application."
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raT I. that music would not be overlooked. We believc
this Institution was the first to introduce-singing, as
a distinct branch of popular education, which is now
becoming all but universal throughout the country.

Why Three great objects were in view: lst. To train the

tanas- child to worship God Ïi the family. 2nd. In the
wTrin- public sanctuary; and-3rdly, by furnishing theyounginig Seui-

nary. with interesting moral songs, to displace in their
social amusements, nany of at least a questionable
characeer. These great objects have been fully at-
tained by the children attending the Model Schools.
Without vocal music, the initiatory or infant depart-
ment would be a failure ; and both in it and in the
other departments it proves a powerful instrument of
moral culture. It is a fact that nearly every child
learns- to- sing. No one, we believe, is entirely desti-
tute of the natural power, and the frequent exercise
of it in the initiatory department,--athe variety and
the social and pleasurabhl feelings if engenders, cer-
ainly-call up lu almost a taste for music. Music

tends to refine and h lãñize the-pupils-whether in.
the infant or juvenile department, and we are sur-
prised that this powerful instrument for good (as well
as for evil) has been permitted- so long to- be unused
in the public Schools."

Proceed- The Committee of~the Privy-Council on Educ4ion

pings of the in ondon directed, several years ago, their serions

"oun' tee attention to this subject ; they became deeply impress-
of Educ- ed with lts importance as a braneh of.elementary edu-
tion. cation, and at length determined to introduce it into

the Schools for the labouring classes. The want of a
snitable method of instruction was felt as a serions
impediment.' Their Lordships state in their Minute
(1840) on this subject, " as a prelininary to the pre:-
paration of such a method,their Lordships had directed
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their Secretary to collect or procure from the various PART I.

parts of Europe where music has been cultivated in
the elementary Sehools, the books in most general
use in Normal Schools, and in the Schools of the
Conmnes,and of the Towns. The manuals of local
music were accordingly collected in Switzerland,
Holland, the German States, Prussia, Austria and
Franea.

"These works were carefully examined in order
that their characteristic differences maight be ascer-
tained, as well as' the general tendency of the me-
thods adopted in these countries.

"The cômmon characteristic of the works is, that
they are generally formed in the synthetic order, and
proceed from the simplest elements, with more or less
skil, to those which are more difficult and complet.
The synthetie method appeared to be developed with
the greatest skill iu the work published by M. Wilhem,
under the sanction of the Minister of Public Instruc-

tion at Paris.
• " The accounts which their Lordships received of

the snccess of this method at Paris, induced ther to

direct their Secretary to procure for them the assis-

tance of Mr. Hullah, who was known to have given

much attention -to the subject, and to have been.

already 'engaged in making trials of the metlrod.

They were directed to proceed to Paris to examine

in detail the expedients resorted to in the practical

appliestion of this method to elementary Schools,
and also'to communicate with the Minister of Tablic

-Instruction, and with M. Wilhem, previously to the

preparation of this method for the use. of elementary

Schools in England. The method ofsM. Wilhem Wilhem's

has been practised many years in Paris, and has System
b adopte an

been introdiiced mbt the Normal and Elementary France.
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PAT L Schools of France under the authority of the Minis-

ter of Public Instruction. Every lesson is adapted
to the capacity of children, and so arranged as to
enable a monitor of ordinary skill, with the aid of

previous instruction, to conduct a class 'through the
whole course.

An"cize The Committee of Council on Education have

ed P. -E-charged Mr. Hullah with the duty of preparing for
la-d. the use of Elementary Schools and for publication

under the authority of their Lordships, a course of
instruction in vocal music, founded upon and embra-
eing all the practical points of the method of Wilhem.

This method is at once simple and scientific,-it con-
tains no new or startling theories ; makes no attempt
at the very questionable advantage of new musical
characters ; and rests its only cluaims to novelty upon

a careful analysis of the theory and practice of vocal -
music, from which the arrangements of the lessons
result, and which ascend from lessons of the simplest
character, on matters adapted to the comprehension,
of a child, through a series of steps, until those sub-
jects which it might otherwise be difficult to under-
stand, are introduced in a natural and logical order,
so as te appear as simple and easy as the earliest

,steps of the method. These are the characteristics
of all the processes in Elementary Education which
deserve the, name of method. This is the character-
istie to which the method of' Wilhem lays claim, as
well as to i few very' simple and ingenious mechani-
cal contrivances.

" Methods are, however, of little use, Unless put

in operation by skilful and zealous teachers; and
little progress can be made in the diffusion of aknow-
ledge of-music in Elementary Schools,untilthe School-
m.asters and Selicolmistresses themselves possess
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at least knowledge sufficient not only to second the PMA I

efforts of occasional instructors, where their assis-

tance can be obtained, but also to supply the want

of that assistance wherever it is not accessible."

Such 'are the sentiments and proceedings of the

Education Committee of Her Majesty's Privy Coun-

cil on this subject.
The system of Wilhem, so tested and approved, is

now used by common consent in all the Normal and

Elementary Schools throughout Great Britain and

Ireland.

The leading educationists in the United States, Opinions

following in this as well as in other respects, e tice of

example of the most enlightened nations -of Europe, American

in their patriotic endeavours to improve their sys- tionis i
tems.of public education, have strongly advocated ® a
the introduction of vocal music as a branch of Com- branch of

mon School instruction, and music is now regularly seho

taught in a large proportion of their Schools in the Educa-

New York and New England States. The Rev. Dr. tion.

Potter, of New York, in the Prize Essay already

quoted--School and Schoolmaster-observes, that,
All men have been endowed with susceptibility to

the influence of music. The child is no sooner born

than the nurse begins to soothe it to repose by music.

Thriough life music is employed to animate the de-

pressed, to inspire the timid with courage, to lend

new wings to devotion, and to give utterance to joy

and sorrow. The number of schools among us, in

,which'music is made one of the branches of elemen-

tary instruction, is already great, and is constantly

increasing, and I have heard of no case in wbich

with proper training, every child has not been fonnd

capable of learning.
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PART L Vocal music, as a.branch of Common School Edu-

Reportof cation, 'is thus alluded to in a late Report of the
the Boston School Committee of the City of Boston: "If vocal
School
commit. music were generally adopted as a branch of instrue-
tee. tion in the eighty thousand Common Schools in this

country, it might be reasonably expected, that in at -

least two generations, we should be changed into a
musical people. The great point to be considered
in reference to the introduction of vocal music into

popular elementary insfruction, is, that thereby you
set in motion a miqty power which silently it surely
in the end, will humanize, reßne and elèvate a whole

community. Music is one of the fine arts; it, there-
fore, deals with abstract beauty, and so lifts man to
the source of -all beauty,-from fuite to infinite, and
fromthe world of matter to the world of spirits, and
to God. Whence came those traditions of rev'ered
antiquity-sèditions quelled, cures wrought, fleets'

and armies governed by the force of song,-whencc

that responding of rocks, woods, and trees, to the

harp of Orpheus,-whence a City's walls uprising

beneath the wonder vorking touches of Apollo's
Lyre? These, it is true, are fables; yet they sha-

dow forth beneath the -veil of allegory, a profound

truth. They beautifully proclaim the mysterious

union, between music as an instrument of man's civi-

lization, and the soul of man. ' Prophets, and wise

men, large-minded l'wgivers of olden timê, under-

stood and acted on -this truth. The ancient oracles

were uttered in song. The laws of the Twelve

Tables wereput to music, and got by heart at School.

Mihsìržl and sage are in some languages convertible

terms. Music is allied to the highest sentiments of

man's moral nature: love of God, love of country,

love of friends. Wo to the nation in whlch these
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sentiments are allowed to go to decay ! What FART L
tongue can tell the unutterable energies that reside in
those three engines-UChurch music,-nationaairs,-
andfßreside snelodies !"

As to the beneficial results already realized from feneficial
the introduction of vocal music into Common Schools, ffects of

the most ample testinony might be adduced. Two .°caI mu-
sin Cern-

or three statements will suffice. - ler Majesty's Privy mon

Council Committee on Education, 'state: " In this Sehools.

country of late years, the importance of teaching
vocal music in Elementary Schools is generally ac-
knowledged. The important and useful influence of -

vocal music on the manners and habits of individuals,
îid on the character of communities, few will be pre-
pared to dispute. It is, however, satisfactory to

know that the degrading habits of intoxication which,

-at one time characterized the poorer classes of -Ger-

many, are most remarkably diminished (as every-

traveller in Germany can testify) since the art of
singing has become almost as common in that coun-
try as the power of speech,-a humaniziMs -result in Ger-

attributable to the excellent Elementary Schools of many.

so many States in Germany."

A recent American traveller in Switzerland, states in swit-
the following interesting facts :-(I We have listened zerland.

to the peasant children's songs, asthey went out to

their morning occupations, and saw their hearts en-

kindled to the highest tones of music and poetry,'by

the rising sun, or the familiar objects of nature, each

of which was made to eçho some truth, or point to

some duty, by an appropriate song. We have hèard

them sing the'harvest hymn' as they went forth

before day-light to gather the grain. We have seen

them assemble in-groups at night, chanting a hymn

of praise for the glpries of the heavens, or joining in
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.PAnT I. some patriotic chorus, or some social melody, instead

of the frivolous and corrupting conversation which so

often renders such meetings the scene of evil. In

addition to this, we visited communities where the

youth had been trained from their childhood to exer-

cise in vocal niusic, of such a character as to clevate

instead of debasing the mind, and have found that it

served in the saric manner to cheer their social as-

semblies, in place of the noise of folly, or the poison-

cd cup of intoxication. We bave' seen the young

men of such community assembled to tbe number of
\several hundreds, from a circuit of twenty miles; and,
in place of spending a day of festivity in rioting and

drunkehess, pass thc iahole time, with the exception
of thateniployed in a frugal repast and social meet-

ing, in conceDts of social, moral and religious hymns,
and to dèvote the proceeds of the exhibition to some

object of benevolence.
" We could not but look at the contrast presented

on similar occasions in oua own country, with a blush

of shame. We have visited a village whose whole

moral aspect was changed in a few years by the in-
troduction of music of this character, even among

adults, and where the aged were copipelled to cx-

press their astonishment at seeing the young abandon
their corrupting and riotous amusements, for this

delightful and improving exercise."

Ilistory. (9.) History is another branch of knowledge which
should be taught in every Common School.

Hisfory is in close alliance -with Geography, and

often forms a branch'of it, under the head of Cii
and Statistical Geography. An acq.uaintance with
the surface of the gloe is the preface to the study of

the human nature, manneris and'institutionse which
-have figured upon it. The empire of Geography is
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place: that of History is time-the one fixing the PART I.

scene, the ot'ler delineating the events which have its order
marked the progress of mankind. He that knows a impr-

history adds the experience of former ages to his te.

own. .1He lives the life of the world. Especially he .
learns the origin and character of his country's Iaws
and institutions, the sources of its prosperity, and

therefore tlie means and duties required for te ad-
vancement of its interests. Lord Bacon has thêre-
fore well said: " Histories make men wise." But
it is to be feared that the remark of the Author of
the ew York District &ehool ins too applicable to

Canada; "There is scarcely a prirnary School where
history is taught, and but few of the higlier Schools

make it an'important study." The importance of it,
however, is universally acknowledged; and it now
forms a branch of instruction in the Eleme4tary

Schools of the most enlightened countries.

Comparatively little of history can be expected to Remarks

be'taught in a Common School. The principal object ?n t®i
should be to show liow-it ought to be studied, and to tory.

excite a taste and interest for the studv of it. Coi-
pends, or Catechisms of History, with-printed ques-
tions, are not adapted for this purpose. They-are
little more than dry digests of general events, which

do not interest the pupil, and which he cannot appre-
ciate; 'and learning the answers to the questions is a

mere work of memory, without any exercise of discri-

mination, judgment, taste or language,-forgotten

almost as soon as learned. The synthetie method

of teaching is as applicable- to history as to every

other branch of clementary instruction. Individuals

preceded nations. The picture of the former is more

casily comprehended than that of the latter, and is

better adapted to awaken the curiosity, and interet
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P'AnTI. the feelings of the child. Biography should therefore
- forai the principal topic of elementary history; and

the great periods into which it is' naturally and for-

mally divided,-and which must be distinetly mark-

ed,-should be associated with the names of some

distinguished individual or individuals. The life of

an individual often forms the leading feature of the

age la which lie lived,andwill form the best nucleus
around which to collect in the youthful mind the

events of an age or the history of a period. Both
sacred and profane history abound in examples.

Though text-books are used in connexion with the
study of history, the best instructors teach it without

them. Their examples illustrate, the following re-

marks of an experieneed Teacher:

" History is best taught withont a text-book, the

Teacher himself making the whole preparation. The
pupils should be furnished with maps, or a large map
should be suspended before them by the side of the
black-board. If the pupils have no suitable maps,
an4that of the Teacher be on too small a scale for
exhibition to a class, be should draw on the black-
board a magnified outline of the seat of the event.

" Care should.be first taken to give an idea of the
remoteness of the event to be described, by tracing a
line on the black-board, to represent two or more
years, and shewing how long it would be necessary
to draw it, to represent the period which has elapsed
since the, event occurred.

" The date nìay be given on the black-board, and

the place may be pointed out upon the map or men-
tioned, and the pupil allowed to find it for himself.
Tie Teacher may then read, or, wbat is better, nar-
rate in familiar language, and in the manner of con-
versation, the event, or series of events, which he
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intends to make the subject of the lesson. If his PAnT I.
pupils are beginners, he should not speak long before

asking questions, as to what lhe bas been telling. If
these are made frequent, the pupil will be encouraged
to give his attention to the end. The questions,
Who ? and Where ? and What? should be asked.
When the Teacher's narrative is finsished, le should
ask if some one will not undertake to tell the w'ihole
story inshis own language. These who bave the best
talent for narrative will b ready to do tis, and after
some little practice nearly the whole class. Or the
Teacher may say,_ 'I wish you all to -write upon vour
slate or paper, and bring to me to-morrmw, 'what you
eau remember of the story I have just told you.'
Questions should be asked as to the moral right or
wrong of the characters of the aciors of tihe eyents.

"Let not the Teacherbe discouragedat the skow pro-
gress he seems to make. In the usual mode of teasch-
ing history, two or three heurs are often spentl by the

pupil out of School, and half an hour or an hour at the
récitation in School, upon a single lesson cf six or
cight pages; and, after ail, very little is learned ex-
cept mere facts, and these perhaps distinct and bar-
ren; while in this way, in hal an hour, two or three
pages at first, and afterwards fire or six or even ten,
will be learned; 'and at the sane time tie attention
will be improved, the moral taste elevated, tie power
of narration exercised, and the connexion between

historj, and Chronology and Geograplq will be

shown."*
(10.) Naturalistory is now as generally taught in xatura

European elementary Schools as Gieography. Indeeduîory.

it is taught to some extent in connexion with geo-

*Te School Master.' By the Rer. ïG. B- Emerson, (Bostn,
Mass.) pp. 481, 483.
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PART I. graphy, as well as with drawing. It imparts a know-

- ledge of the vegetable and animal kingdoms, and in

many elementary Schools forms a most entertaining
and useful series of instructions, under the title of
Object Lessons; in the teaching of which pictures of
flowers, trees, birds, quadrupeds, fishes, reptiles,-&c.,
are used. The objects of Natural History are class-

ified, and are taught in a manner perfectly compre-
hensible by the youngest pupil. The child' is then
made acquainted with the elements of otany, and

Zoology,-studies as delightful as tlrey are instructive
to Children and young people. To know the pro-
dctions of the garden, the field and the Forest,-to

be\made acquainted with the characteristics and
habits of the different species of animals, creates and
gratifies curiosity, improves the taste, and prepares
the mind and heart to contemplate, admire and adore
the wisdom and beneficence of the Creator.

In many Schools that I have visited, this fascinating
and useful std3y is extended-aided by illustrations,
-to the lea"ling principles an'd phenomena of Veye-

tàble and Arnnal Physiology on the one hand, and of
Mineralogy iad. .Geology on the other. la some in-
stances I have seen tolerable collections ofspecimeus
procured and presented by the pupils themselves, in
different branches of Natural History, forming an in-
terestingcabinet. Upper Canada is not barren in
materials for such collections; and in connexion with
eadh School thére might be not only a School Library,
but a School Museum. Te acquisition of such
knowledge is of great practical ntility, and the col-
Iecting of such specimens would often afford salutary

and agreeable recreation. It is worthy of remark,
that in the Schools where the elements of Natural
Ilistory are taught, one part of the exercise consists

136
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in sketchings or outline drawings of the objects PART I.

studied.-
(11.) The elements of Natural Philosophy have long Natural

formned a branch of instruction in the elementary phy.
Schools in Germany ; and they are now being intro-
duced into the National clementary Schools in Eng-
land. It was remarked by Lord Bacon, "that there
was more true philosophy in the work--shops than in
the Schools,"--the former being practical, and the
latter speculative; but even the elementary Schools
are now acquiring their true character of gymnasia
of instruction and discipline for the arena of practical
life. Man from the beginningto the end of his earthly
existence, has to do with the Laws of Nature, the in-
vestigation of which is the province of Natural Philo-
sophy.

It is, however, only the simpler-and more common
application of physical science tÔ the purposes of every
day life that can be expected to betaught in elemen-
tary Schools,--such as the principles of Mechanics,
and the leading phenomena of Chemistry and Astro-
nomy. The last mentioned is indeed included in the
study of Geography, and has long had a place in the
Common School.

Descriptive Astronomy is as easily comprehended Eements

-as-4descriptiVe Geography, and is not less interesting, of Astro-

--whi1e4t more strongly impresses the imagination and
expands the mid.

The properties of bodies,-which are only ascer- Elemen-

tained by experiments,-are no more difficult of tary Che-

comprehension than their colours. The words usu-

ally employed to express them are less common, and

therefore more difficult ; but chemical - properties

themselves, are the simples of which every thing
around us is composed. The ^exemplification of the
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ART I. more obvious of them to the youtkful mind is like

the discovery of new worlds, and the presentation of
even a few of their infinitely varied combinations,
exhibits .phenomena still more wonderful. And
when it is eonsidered that chemical processes are
involved in the preparation of every meal, and the
baking of every loaf of bread, and in every brandh
of manufactures as well as ir, the changes of the
world within, beneath, and above' us, some know-
ledge of them must be both interesting and highly
important; and they should be understood by those
with whose pursuits ana employments in life they
are inseparably connected. To no classes -of.the
commùnity is this knowledge of so much practical
importance as to the agriculturists, the manufactu-
rers, and the mechanics. It should therefore be
brought within their reach.

Elemen- The sa e remàrks applr t gln peaps_

charn Me more ob ous force, to another branch of physical
science- eckan'es,-including the laws of motion,
the mechan cal powers, ,and the mechanical proper-
ties of fluids. Ijor is the science of vision or optics,

less interest' g.or simple in its laws and phenomena;
and the ins ents.to which it has given birth, and
the many p oses to which it is applied, are of the
greatest practical utility.

lu a system of practical education, then, these de-
partments of natural philosophy ought not to be over-

Their use looked. Their vaue upon the three great branches

great de- of industry,-agriéuture, commerce, and the mecha-
partments nie arts, cannot be overrated. They make known
of humais
indnryn the sources of wealth, and the best means of attaining

it ; they point out surrounding dangers, and suggest
the remedies against thém. " The whole circle of
the arts (to use the words of a practical writer,) fur-
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nishes ilhtitrations of these remarks. We might PART 1.

begin with the preventatives against lightning, by -

which the shafts of heaven are averted from our dwel-
'iings; the safety lamp whichenables the miner fo pene-
trate the bowels of the earth in safety, and bring up its
'treasures; the, compass, the life-boat, and the light-
hoise, that guide the töilW-onisailor in safety to the
destined port; the steam-engine that propels the car
across the land, the steam-boat along the river or-
the lake, or that bears the proud ship across the
ocean; and descend to the various natural and arti-
ficial powers, to the moving of machinery through all

the mechanic arts, down to the manufacture of a pin
-one of the most beautiful-of- them all-and shew

the economy and simplicity by .which the greatest as

well as the'least results are attained, as the legiti-

mate effort of the study of the natural sciences. In

fine-by the skilful application of natural powers to

the mechanic arts, we are eiabled to diffuse over the

whole earth the productions of every part ; to'fill

every corner of the habitable globe, with miracles of

art and labour, in exchange for its peculiar produc-

tions.
"''l o;gifve the pole the produce of the sun;' to

concentrate arolind us in ourdwellings all that luxury

or necessity can desire, in the apparel, the utensils,
the commodities which the skill of the present or past

generations have wrought, or which any clime ipro-

duces."
But apart from these directly practical objects, as The study

a means of mental discipline and developement, which cf them

is the foundation of success in life, this element mental de-

study of nature is of great practicàl i ance. n and

"The objects of nature (says anot ter) are pre- discipin
ar aci.

adapted to the developem, o the intellet,,as the cl ife.
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ART I. tempers, dispositions and manners of a family are to

~~ develope the moral powers. The objects of Natural

History, the descriptions of beasts, birds, fishes,
ièëts,-treesq-flowersand unorganized substances,
should form the subjects of the'earliest intellectual

lessons. A knowledge of these facts.lays the foun-
dation for thé knowledge of principles or sciences
which respectively grow out of them. We are phy-
sically connected with the earth, air, water, light.

We are dependant for health and comfort upon a
-- -le4ge-of-their rties and uses and many of

the vastest structures of the intellect are reared upon

these foundations. Lineally related to them is the
whole family, of the useful arts. These classes of
subjects are not only best calculated to foster the
early growth of the perceptive, inventive and reason-
ing pôwers, but the language appropriate to them
excludes vagueness and ambiguity, and compels
every mistake to betray itself.

"The constant habit of observing natural objects,
begun in youth, will prepare the mind for observation
on every other subject. The pupil will carry this
habit with him into every department of knowledge,
aid in the common business of life. Life is so short,
and so many objects press upon our attention, that
any considerable progress cannot be made without
this habit. They who have become distinguished in
any department, have cultivated it in an eminent
degree. They have derived their knowledge from
every source. The most trival occurrence has been
carefully noted, andhence they have been constant
learners. It is this habit which distinguishes the
Philosopher and the Statesman from common minds.
They gather their wonderful discrimination, not from
booksalone, but from close observations of the actual
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physical, mental and moral changes which are going arT I.

on around them,-tracing the sources of human actiçn

and the operations of civil government. But the

natural sciences are peculiarly fitted to cherish this

habit during the ~whole course of education; whilst
the constant practice of contemplating. metaphysical
subjects often destroys that balance of the reflective
faculties, which is a necessary pre-requisite to success -
in any department, and of which learned men are so

often ignorant."*

(12.) Agriculture-the most important departient Agrieul-
of human industry-has not as yet been introduced in tUre.

any form whatever as a branch of elementary Educa-

tion in our Schools.
The Legislature has given some pecuniary assis-

tance, and Societies have been formed with a view

to encourage experiments and promote improvements

in Canadian Agriculture; but experiments without a

knowledge of principles will be of little benefit ; and

improvements in the practice of agriculture must be

very limited until the science of it is studied.

There is reason to believe that the remarks of a

Boston writer are too applicable to Canada: " How

many farmers in Massachusetts know anything of the

nature of their soils, so as to be able to apply the

proper mode of tillage? Scarcely one, perhaps a

few, but the great majority know absolutely nothing

scientifically about the subject. Astounding as the

fact is, they do not knowv the names and properties

of a single ingredient of the soil from which they gain

~al their wealth.' The title which Boyle has given to

One of his Essays, applies with great foree to. this

subject, 'Of man's great ignorance of the natural

' things.' This I regard as the most glaring defect

* American Institute of Instruction,, 141.
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raRT L in our system of popular instruction, and one which

demands, from the magnitude of the interests'involv-

ed, the immediate and earpest attention of all the

friends of education."
The agricultural pupil should be made acquainted

with the different kinds of soils, and their character-

istic qualities ; the modes of qualifying aud improv-

ing each ;adifferent kinds of manure and other .im-

proving substances ; the effects of different soils on

different crops ; rotation of crops, and the best me-

thods'of producing and securing them; agricultural

implements and the machines which have been in-

v-trted to save labour; different kinds of stock, the

various modes of feeding tlein, with the economical

advaníages of each; the method of keeping full and

acéurate accounts, so that he maybe able to ascer-
tain precisely not only his gross profits and losses,
but the profit and loss in each detail of the system,
andfrom each field of his farm. Of course specimens,
imodels, picturesor drawings, should be used in teach-

ing these elements of Agriculture. Lavoisier, the

celebrated Çhemist, (says the Bibliotheque du Che-

miste) is a remarkable example of the advantages
which may be derived from the application of science

to Agriculture, even without a minute knowledge of
the art of farming. By following an'enlightened

system, he is said to have doubled in nine years the

produce in grain of his lands, whilst he quintupled

the number of his flocks."
numan (13.) iffuman Physiology is a bran h of Natural His-

°i tory, and, with the assistance of a -few pictures, can
be taught to children as easily as to théir seniors.-
Some knowledge of the structure of a being so, ' fear-

fuly and wonderfully made,' as man, is not only be-
'coming in itself, but is now admitted to be an appro-
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priate subject of elementary instru'ction and of great Pa-T I.

practical use, as a preventative of injurious practices -

and exposures, and a means of health and comfort.
The constitution'of the mind, as well as the structure yental
of the body, is also considered by many educationists °hiloso-

phy.
as coming within the limits of eleimentary instruction.
As the mind is the subject on which the Teacher
operates, he oughtundoubtedlytobeacquaintedwithits
powers and the means of developing them, as much as
a mechanie should know not only the tools he uses, but-
the materials on which he employs them. In child-
hood the child is disposed to look without on sensible
objects, and is scarcely capable of looking-within and
analyzing its own operations. Early, however, may
the child be made acquainted withthe different char-
acters and destinations of the material and imma-
terial parfs of his nature-of the superior value of
the one in comparison of the other-of the extent of
bis intellectual powers, and his obligations to improve
and rightly employ them. And a judicious and qua-
lified Teacher will not find it difficult ere long to pre-
sent to the pupil, in a -simple and practical mann'er, a
map of his mental and moral constitution, as well as
of his physical structure-his faculties of perceiving,
judging, reasoning and remembering-some of the
phenomena of their exercisesand the niethods of their
cultivation; thé quality of moral actions, and the pro-
per regulation of the desires and passions. 'The
Archbishop of Dublin has written an admirable Ele-

mentary work on the Art of Reasoning, which has

been published by the Irish National Board, and is

now used in the Irish Schools.
(14.) Civil Governmentis a branch of moral science. Civu Go-

Every pupil should know something of the Govern-
ment, and Institutions, and Laws under which he
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PART . lives, and with wlich his rights and interests are so

closely connected. Provision should be made to

teach in our Common Schools an outline of the prin-
ciples and constitution of our Government ; the
nature of our institutions; the duties which they re-
quire; the manner of fulfilling them; some notions
of our Civil, and especially Criminal Code.

'olitical (15.) Political Economy is the science of national
Economy. wealth, or I the means by which the indust-y ofman

may be rendered most productive of those neces-
saries, comforts and enjoyments, which constitute
wealth." It is therefore connected with the duties
and wants of social life, and involves our relations to
most of the objects-of our-desires and pursuits. Its

elementary and fundamental principles-like thoAe of
most other sciences-are simple, and its generaliza-
tions extensive ; thouglh its depths and its details
have exhausted the most profound intellects. To
treat formally of production, exchange, distribution,
and consumption, would exceed the province of the
Common Schools and the capacity of their pupils.
But the simple elements of what is comprehended
under the terms, value, capital, division of labour,
exchange, wages, rent, taxes, &c., may be taught
with ease and advantage in every School. An ex-
cellent little book on this subject, entitle.d, "Easy
Lessons on money matters," has been prepared by the
Archbishop of Dublin, and sanctioned by the Irish
National Board.

These are the topics which I think should be em-
braced in a system of Common School instruction,

and for the teaching of which provision should be
----- made. Tie instruction should be universal-accessi-

e vt every child-in the land.

144
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The Christian Religion shoul-lie the basis, and all PnT I.
pervading prinéiple of it. It should include Reading, r.capitu-
»riting, Drawing, Afitlumetic, the English language, oitioù and

Music, Geography, Elements of General History, of anato-

Natural History, of Physiology, and Mental Philoso- narks.

phy, of Chemistry, Natural Philosophy, Agriculture,
Civil Government, and Political Economy. The
m&ther fougue alone is taught. Every topic is prao-
tical-connected with the objects, duties, -relations
and interests of common life. The object of educa-
tion is to prepare men for ~their duties, and- the pre-

paration and disciplining of the mind for the per-

formance of them. What the child needs in tlie
world he should doubtless be taught in the School.
On this subject we should judge, not by what has
been, or is, but by what ought to be and what must

be, if we are not to be distanced by other countries
in thegce -of civilîzation.

On.everal of the foregoing topics I have dwelt at

some length. QI have done so in respect to Reading,
Writing, Arithmetic, Geograpby and Ilistory, with a

view of correcting erroneous and pernicious modes

of teaching them; and in respect to Drawing and

Music, in order to show the utility and importance of

introducingthemuniversally into the Common Schools

as soon as, possible. The prominence which has been

given to the subject of religion requires no further ·

exylanation.
Xehe suminary statement of the other subjects re-

feried to, bas appeared to me sufficien, without ny

arguientation, to evince their vast importance, and

secure-to them proper attention in a system of publie

instruction. It is notsupposed, that they will all be

taught formally, and separately, in every or in any

elementary School; but that the simpleandessential
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RT I. elemients, of them should be taught substantially-
- being distinctly and practically understood by the

Teacher. In the County Model Schools these sub-
jects may be expected to be taught more formally
and extensively than in the Elementary Sehools;
while in the higher Seminaries they sbould of course
receive a liberal developement, in connexion with
other departments of a liberal education.

Objection The only objection which I can conceive may be
s to the made to the preceding view of a system of Commoncomre-

ve- School Instruction is, that itis too extensive and there-
ness of this
course of fore chimerical. -To this objection I answer:
nsron st. All the subjects enumerated are connected

-witr the pursuits and well-being of the community,
and should therefore be made accessible to them in
the Common Schools. If the higher classes are to be
provided by public endowments.with the means of a
University Education; the common people,-the boue
and sinew of the country, the source of its wealth
and strength-should be prgvided by the State with
the means of a Common School Education.

2ndly. The apparatus and machinery necessary to
teach all the subjects mentioned, are surprizingly
simple and inexpensive; and by means of properly
qualifie& Teachers, and judicious modes of-teaehing,
every- one of those subjects may be taught in little
more time thari is now wasted in imperfectly learn-
ing in many instances next to nothing at ail.

3rdly. All theé,subjects above enumerated, have
been anid are taught in the Elementary Schools of
othercouttries-in the mountainsand valleys of Swit-
zerland-in the interior, and not fertile and wealthy
countries of Germany-4n many parts of France-and
lu many of the' Schools of Great Britain andIreland
and in a considerable number of Schools in the East-
ern and Middle States of America,
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What has been done, and-is doing in other coun- PAuT I.
tries in respect to Elementary Instruction may and -
ought to be dône in Canada.* Intellect is not want-
ing, means are not wanting; the wants of the people
at large are commensûrate with the subjects enu-
merated; they ~ougli to be supplied. They are
nearly all anticipated in the series of School-books
published under the direction of fle National Board
ôf Education in Ireland.

I will therefore sum up and conclade thiis part of concluien

my Report in the appropriate and nervous language °'% e.Fust

of the London Westminster Review:-" The educa-
tion required for the people is that which will give

*Professor Stowe-after describing the subjects taught in the The same -

Elementary Schools of Prussis, and recommending a similareourse objection

of instruction to the consideration of the Ohio State Legistaur, answered
hy an

thus answers the objection to its comprehensiveness:-"But per- American
haps some will be ready to say, the scheme is indeed an excellent writer.
one, provided-only it ivere practicable ; but the idea of introducing
so extensive 'and complete a course of study into our Conimon

Schools is entirety visionary, and can never be realized. I answer,
it is no theory which I have been exhibiting, but a matter of fact, a
copy of actual practice. The above system is no visionary sehemne,
einanating from the closet of a recluse, but e sketch of thé course of

instruction now- ctually-pursued-j thousands of Schoolmasters, in
-the- bestrict Schools that have ever been organized. Itean be ,

done; for it has deen done,-it is now done; and it ought to be
done. If it can be done in Europe, I believe it can he done in the

United States; if it can be donc in Prussia, I know it eau be doue
in Ohio. The people have but to say the.word, nd provide the
means, and'the thing is accomplished ; for the word of the people

here is even more powerful than th.e word ofthe King there; and the

imeans of the people here are altogether more abundant for such an

object than the means of the Sovereign there. Shaln this object,
then, so desirable in itself, so entirely practicable, so easily within
our reach, fail of accomplishment ? For the honour and welfare of

our State, for the safety of our whole nation, I trust it willnot fail;

but that we shall soon witness, in this commonwealth, the introduce
tion of a system of Coinmon School instruction, ftlly adequate to

all the.wnts of our population."
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PART!. them the full command of every faculty, both of mind

and of body; which will call into play their powers
of observation, and refdection ; which will make
thinking and reasonable beings of the mere creatures
of impulse, prejudice and passion; that which in a
mordl sense will give them objects of pursuits and
habits of conduct favourable to their own happiness,
and to that of the community of which they will form
a p ;nhich, by-ixultiplying the means of rational
and in4ellectual enjoyment, will diminish the temp-
tations of vice and sensuality; which, in the social

-relations of life, and as connected with objects of
Legislation, will teach them the identity of the indi-
vidual with the general interest ; that which ' e
physical sciences,-especially those o mistry and
mechanies,-will make the sters of thé secrets
of nature, and give t owers which even now e d
to elevate the erns to a higher rank than that of

the '-gods of...antiquity. Al this, and more,
nid be embraced in that scheme of education which

would be worthy of statesmen to give, or of a great
nation to receive ; and the time is near at hand when
the attainment of an object thus comprehensive in its
character, and leading tò results, the practical bene-

fits of which it is impossible for even the imagination
to exaggerate, will not be considered a Utopian
scheme.",
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PART I. PemI.

Having explained the nature of the Education Machinery
which I think should be given in an efficient system sf ten

of Common School Instruction, the extent to, which Instre-

it ought to be difiused, and the principles upon

which it should be founded; I now proceed to con-

sider the mackinery necessary to establish and perpe-

tuate such a system. This will be most conveniently

presented'under the several I;eads of Schools, Teach-

ers, Text-books, Controul and Inspection, and Indivi-

dual efforts.
lst. Schools: Ofthese there should be agradation; schools.

and to supply them with proper Teachers, Normal

School training is requisite.

As to the gradation of Schools, the outline is par- Gradation

tially drawn in the Statutes which 'provide for theof °hs
establishment of Elementary, Model, Grammar illustrted

Schools, and Colleges. A NormalSehoolisrequired, yac rf

as well as the adaptation of the Sehools already es- thoseofanFranceand

tablished for specifie and approprate purposes. Prussia.

To illustrate what I would- respecffly submit on

this point, I will briefly advert to the gradationof

Schools existing in France and Prussia.

I shall not burden this Report with any account of

them, but merely allude to them so far as may le

useful to my present purpose. ln both .hese great
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rART IL Countries, Public Instruction is sRbstantially divided
intô three departments,-Primary, Secondary, Supe-

into three riour.
dpart- Primary Instruction includes the Elementary

Classifica- 'and Normal Schools. Secondary Instruction in Prus-
tio. sia includes the Real and Trade Schools, and the

Gymnasia ; in France it includes the Communal, and
Royal Colleges, Industrial and Polytechnic Schools
and Normal Semenaries, to prepare Teachers for
the Colleges. Superior Instruction includes the
Universities in Prussia, and the.Academies in France,
together with a Normal Schôol for the training of
Professors, and to which noue but those who have
taken a degree in Letters or Science are admitted.

Division of The Courses of Instruction in eadi of these classes
labour. .,of Institutions is prescribed by law, as also the quali-

fications for the -admission of pupils or students.-
There is ther ore a systematic and complete division
of 1 , Each School has its own province; there

are no two classes of Schools supported by the Go-
vernment teachtng one and the saine thing, or the
sane class of pupils. - This is economy both in regard

- to labour and pecuniary expeiditure.

what In France, Primary Schools are of two sses,
taughlin Primary Elementary, and Prim uperior. Thethe Prima-adPrm
ry Schools former comprehends. ,eligios trction,
of France. reading, writinoe ements 'of the mother tongue,

arith and the legal systein of weights and

measures. The latter comprehends, in addition-to a
continuatiop6f the subjects taught in the former, the
element§of geometry and its common applications,
particularly to linear drawing and land measurement,

elements of the physical sciences and natural history

applicable to the uses of life, singing,the elements f
geography and history, and especially of the Geo-

graphy and history of France.
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Thîis two-fold division of primary instruction in PAar IL.

Prussia is ineluded under the heads of Priniary and In ~rusia.
Middle Burgher Schools,--the term burgher signify-
ing a citizen who pays taxes. The same sûbjects
are taught in the Primary Schools of Prussia which
are taught in those of France, but more èxtensively_
and thoroughly.

l the elementary Seools of both countries small Cabinet3
and Appa-

cabinets of mineralogy and natural history-are com- ratus.
mon ; and black-boards, maps, globes, models and en-
gravings are universally used, though not in all cases,
of course, to the same extent.

in Prussia, however, the system -is so complete, Pr nung
practically as well as theoretically, and all the Teach- more equat
ers being trained up to the saine standard and after and thor-

the. same methods, the country village Primary Prubsia

Sehools are little if at all inferiour tO those of the cities, tan ni

In France the systemtivey new, havingra

received its principal developement since 1830.
In the Secondary Department of Public Instruction Secondary

in Prussia we have the Higher Burgher Schools, the mrSehoul
]Real and Trade Schools, and the Gymnasia. The nsruc.
Bigher Burgher ýSchools teach the elements of the Difference

uages Mbetwee:iancient and modern langlages, mathenaties, pre- "

paratory to the introduction of the pipils in the Gym- nental and
eac1 fr Uc nivrsiya English or

nasia, where they are prepared for the University- "n

which is not merely literary as in E4gland and Aie- Universi-

rica, but profesàîona4-where every student enters

one of the Faculties and studies his profession.
In the higher Burgher Seliools, the shop-keepers, Who

6 taught in
&c i liesusally fin4ah their edacation,- te Sga

adding an acquaintance with- French, sometimes a y

English, and some knowledge of the mathematics, to

that îfth-e comm:onTbranches Of educatio Here

also pupils prepare for the Trade Schools. higher
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PArT L Biirgher Schools a'e therefore, the connecting link
- ' between the Primary and Secondary Schools in

Three Prussia, It will be seen also, that the Higher Bur-
classes of gher Schools include three classes of pupils-those

who go from thence into the shop, counting house,-
&c.,-those who proceed .tothe gymnasia with a
view of entering the'tniversity,-and those who go

from thence into the Real or Trade Sehools, with the
view of becoming architects engineers, manufactu-
rers, or of preparing themseIves for the different bran-
ches of Commerce. \

Real and Real Schools received their peculiar designation,

TSe from professing to teach realities instead of words-
the practical sciences instead of dead languages.
The Trade Schools are the highest class of Real
Schools established in the principal Cities of Prussia,
and analagous to the great Polytechnic Schools of
Vienna and Paris, though on a less magnificent

scale. The Industrial and Polytechnic Schools of
France are the counterpart of the Real and .Trade
Sehools of Prussia.

A detailed account of thèse invaluable institutions
and their influence upon the social and public intèt-
ests of society, as connected with all kinds of manu-
factures, buildings, roads, railways, agid other inter--
nal improvements, would be èxtremely interesting,
but does not fall within the prescribed limits of this
Report.

]ieginmnin The introduction of -Coûrses for Civil Engineers,
to bentro- into the University of Durham, and into the King's

the En- and University Colleges of the London University,
linofi- 0'and also into the Dublin University, is a commence-

struction. ment of the same description of Schools by Govern-

ment in Great Britain and Ireland.
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To the Superior, or Uniiersity Institutions of PAir l.

Prussia and France, I need not further allude; I

pass unnoticed various ecclesiastical, private,'and ties&c.not

partially public establishments, as well as Schools n°tic°°

of the Fine Arts, Sciences, &c.
It is thus that in tho-se contiies an appropriate An appro.

education for the commercial, manufacturing, and Êdlateion
mechanical classes of the community is provided, as thuprovi.

ded for al
well as for the labouring and professional classes. classes.

Iu many of the Schools, lessons and exercises are Agriei-

given in agriculture ; and this important branch of turc

instruction is receiving increased attention, especially

in France and England. The Agriciltural Institute,
and Model Farm, connected with the Dublin National

Normal School, is an admirable establishment; and

when I visited it, in November last, the master (a

scientific and practical farmer,) was preparing a book

on the subject of agriculture for the use of Schools,

to be published under the direction of the National

Board, as one of their excellent series of School

Books.*
Now, in the application of the foregoing remarks to Appliea-

this Province, in illustration of what I nennu by the torfeg ig

gradation of Schools, and the importance of it, I would remarks to
a grada-

observe that our Common Schools should answerto tion or

the Primary Schools of F-ance and Prussia; that our"S1 e of

District Model Schools should be made our country's Canada.

Indu 1ial, or Real or Trade Schools ; that our Dis-

trict Grammar Schools should be made to occupy the

position and fulfil the functions of the French Com-

munal and Royal Colleges, and the Prussian Higher

The Book riffrred to has since been published, and sanctioned,

as one of the Scihool Books of the Irish National 3oard.

U5
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FAUT IH. Burgher Sehools and Gymnasia: a Provincial Uni-

- versity or Universities completing the series. la the
course of a few years, the population of the principal,
if not all the Districts mi;ght each be sufficiently large
to sustain and require three Model or Real Schools,
instead of one ; when another division of labour could

be advantageously introduced-providing oie School
for the instruction of intended mechanics-a second

for agricultural pupils-a third for those who might

be preparing to -become manufacturers and mer-

chants.
Connexion Lnder this view the same principles and spirit

an'à n- would pervade the entire system, from the Primary
of the Schools up to the University ; the basis of education
system. in the Elementary Schools would be the same for the

whole community-at least so far as public or govern-

mental provisions and regulations are concerned-not

interfêring with private Schools or taking them into

the account ; but as soon as the pupils would advance

to the lmits of the instruction provided' for all, then

those whose parents or guardians could no longer

dispense with their services, would enter life with a
sound elementary education ; those whose parents

might be able and disposed would proceed, some to

the RealSchoolto prepare for the business of a farmer,
an architect, an engineer, a manufacturer, or me-

ehanic, and others to the Grammar School to prepare

for the University, and the Profession.

Division In the carrying out and completion of such a sys-
f Lbur tem, the courses of instruction in each elass of Schools

portance would be prescribed, as also thequalfications for ad2

and
advantage. * The University Bills introduced into the Provincial Legisla-

ture, July, 1847, propose to unite the District Grammar and Agri-
cultural Schoois under one management.
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mission into eachof thei, above the Primary Schools; PJ I.

each School would occupy its. appropriate place, and
each Teacher would have his appropriate work; and
no one man in one and the same School, and on one
and the same day, would b found making the absurd
end abortive attempts of teaching the a, b, c',
reading, spelling, writing, arithmetic,, grammar, geo- .
graphy, (in all their gradations,) together with Latin,
Greek, and mat.ematics.

I think it is true in the business of teaching, as
well as in every other department of human industry,
that where there is a suitable division oî labour, cach
labourer is more likely to become more thoroughly

master of his work, and imbned with the spirit of it,

tjhan wihere his time and attention and energies are

divided among a nameless variety of objects ; and as

thz example of England may be appealed to in proof

of the -almost miracles whieh may be performed in

regard both to the amount and qualities of manufac-

tures, by a skilful division and applieation of labour,
sa may the examples of other countries of Europe b

adduced in illustration of what may be achieved as

to both the cheapness, the thoroughness, the various

practical character, and the general diffusion of edu-

cation, by a proper classification of Schools and

Teachsers, their appropriate training and selection hy

competition, together with an efficient system of in-

spection over every class of Schools,-the latter

being the chief instrument-of the wonderful improve-

megt and success in the Holland system of Public

Instructiop.
The fulldevelopement of such a system of Schools, Time ne-

is not the work- of a day ; but I hope the day is not te "
distant when its essential features will be seen ln ur plete deve-

. lopement
own systein of public instruction, and when its un- o such a
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PA uIL numbered advantages will begin to be enjoyed by
system of the Canadian people. The Schools wlith which this
school. - Report has immediately to do, being viewed as parts

of a general system, I have considered this brief
epitome and illustration of it necessary, in orderto

place in a proper light the mutual dependence and
relations of all its parts in the gradation of public
Schools.

Teachers 2nd, Teachers. There cannot be good Schools
-mt b' without good Teachers; nor can there be, as a gene-

ral rate, good Teachers, any more than, goód Me-
chanies, or Lawyers, or Physicians, unless persons

M. Guizot _are trainiedfor the profession, M. Guizot, the pre-
°a the sent Prime Miniister of France, said, on introducingqualfica- .1
tions of the Law of Primary Instruction to the Chamber of

Schol- Deputies In 1833: "All the provisions hitherto de.
Master scribed would be of none efect, if we took no pains toand the
impor- procure for the public School thus constituted an
N orma able Master, and worthy of the high vocation of in-
School structing the people. It cannot be too often repeat-

ed, that it is the Master that makes the Sckool. What
a well-assorted union of qualities is required to con-
stitute a good Master! A good Master 'ught to be
a man who knows much more than he Is called upon
to teacb, that he may teachi with intelligence and
with taste; who is to live in an humble sphere; and
yet have a noble and elevated spirit; that he may
preserve that dignity of mind and of deportment,
without which he will never obtain the respect and
confidence of families; whopossesses a rare mixture of
gentleness and firmness ; for, inferior though he be,
in station, to many-individuals in the Communes, he
ought to be the obsequious servant of none; a man
not ignorant of his rights, but thinking much more
of his duties; shewing to all a good example and
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serving to all as a counsellor; not given to change PaT I[.
bis condition, but satisfied*with his situation, because
it gives him the power of doing gool; and who bas
made up his mind to live and to die in the service of
Primary Instruction, which to him is the service of
God and his fellow creatures. To rear up Masters
approaching to such a model is a difficult task, and
yet we must succeed izit, or we' have -done nothing for
elementary instruction. 4 Abad Schoolmaster, like a
bad Priest, is a scourge to a Commune; and though
we are often obliged to be contented with indifferent
ones, we must do our best to improve the average
quality."

The French Government has nobly carried ont Normal
Sehools ia

these benevolent and statesmanlike suggestions, and Fse.

France is rapidly approaching Prussia -rthe-charae------

ter and number of her Normal Schools, and the coin-
pleteness and efficiency of her whole system of Public

Instruction.
It is now universally admitted that Seinaries for European

the training of Teachers are absolutely necessary to ane.
efficient system of publie instruction,-nay, as an in- îons and

tegral partas the vital principle of it ; this sentiment exampas.

is maintained by the Peri;odical 'Publications in Eng-
land, from the great Quarterlies to the Daily Papers,

by Educational Writers and Societies with one con-'

sent-is forcibly and voluminously embodied in Re-

port' of the Privy Council Committee-on Education,

and is efficiently acted upon by Her Majesty's Go-

vernment in each of the three Kingdoms.- The same

sentiment is now generally admitted in the United

States; and several 6f them have already established

Normal Schools. The excellence of the German

Schools is chiefly ascribed by German Educationists

to their system of training Teachers. The science of
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rAR IL. School-teaching forams-a part of theii University

course,-an essential part of the education of every

Clergyman-as well as the work of more than eighty

Normial Schools in Prussia alone.
. Cousin . M. Cousin-, in his Report on Publie Instruction in

S rs-Prassia, bas given an intcrestin4 aâd elaborate ac-
Normal count of the principal N Ta .eicots in that coun-

- tryjustlyobserving, in accordance withiisditinguish-

ed colleague, M. Guizot, that, " the best plans of in-
struction cannotbe executed except bythc instrumen-

tality of good Teachers; and the Statcbas done nothing
for popular education, ifit does nova.tch that tkose who

devote themselves to teaching be wellprepared."

Three years after visiting Prussia, M. Cousin made
a tour in Holland witli a view of iuvestigating the

On Nor- eddcational system of that eûuntry. The result of bis

Sehools i further inquiries on this subject is contained in the
Liollan . following words: "I attach thc greatest importance

to Normal'Primary Schools, and i consider that all
future success in. the education of the pecple depends

crfcting her (Holland) system of
Primary Schools, NQrmal Schools were introduced

for the better training of Masters. Al the School
Inspectors with whoeh 1 met in the course of my
journey, assured me that they had brought %bout au
entire change~in the condition of the Schoolmaster,
a d that they had given the young Teachers a feel-
hug of dgnity in their profession, and Wad thereby
introduced an improved toge and style of manners."*

Dr. Bache, * Dr. Bache, of Philadelphia, U, S., in his able Repert on Edu-
on the cation i Europe, makes the following impressive renmari:
linpor- "e When education is to be rapidly advanced, Seminaries for

nce or ers offer tie means of-securing this resuilt.' A n eminent

schloo Teacher is selected as Director of the Seminary; and by the aid
Training. of competent assistants, and %hile benefiting the community by

the in'truction given in the ScbooTs atteebed te the Scminary.

158
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1 deen it superfluous to add any laboured argu- PART Il.

ments on the necessity of a Normal School in this -

Province. -The Legislature lias virtually recognized
it in several e-nactments ; and the importance of it is

generally felt and acknowledged.
What I have stated in the former part of this Re- Advan-

port, on the proper subjects and modes of teaching, tna.

is sufficient to evince the néed and importance of the from tie
regular

regular. training of Teachers. Some of the advan- training of

tages ivhich I anticipate from the traîning of Tea- Teachers.

chers are the following:

lst. The elevation of Scliool-teaching into a pro- wiln ele-

fession.. Those w-ho are educated for it in other %ate the

countriesVregard~it as their vocation,-become at-

tached to it as do men to other professions,-and pur-

sue it during life. In no country where Teachei-s

have been regularly trained, has there been any

trains, yearly, from thirty to Ibrty youths in the enlightened prac-

tice ofhis methods; tiese, intheirturn, become Teachers of Schools,

which tihey are fit at once to conduct, withou( ie failures and nis-

takes usuat with novices ; for though beginàers in .name, they have

acquired in the course of tise tno or three yegrs spent at the

Semninary, an experience equivalent to many yars of unguided

effortq. This result las been fully realized in the success of the

attempts to spread the methods of Pestalozzi and others thronge

Prussia. The plaü bas been 'adopted, and is 3 ielding its appro-

priate fruits in IIoland, Franco and Saxony; iihile

in,£ustria, where the ~method of preparing Teachers by their atten-

dance oa the Primary Schcols is stil adhsered to, the Schools are

stationary, and behind those of Northern and Middle Gersnany.

"These Seminaries produce a strong esper ae corps among

Teachers,which tends powerfully tointerest in in their professione

to attach them to it, to elevate it in their eyes, andto stimulate

them to improve constantly upon the attainments; vith whichs they

may have commenced its exercise. By their aid a standard of

exrgmination in the theory and practice of instruction is furnished,

whsich may be fairly exacted of candidates who have chosen a dif-

ferent way to obtain access to the profession."
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rPar Ir. complaint that they have shown an inclination to

~~~ leave the profession of School-eaching for ottier em-

ployments. In all countries where School Teachers

are regularly trained, the profession of teaching holds

a high rank in public estimation, so that ignoraqt and

worthless persons could no more find employment as

Schoolmasters, than.they could as Professors, or Phy-
sicians, or Lawyers. Thus the infant and youthful

mind of a country, by the law of public opinion itself,
is rescued fronM the nameless evils arising from the

ignorance and pernicious examples of incornpetent

and immoral Teachers.

''Such characters, and men who have failed in other

employnents will have no encouragement to look

to School-teabing as a last resort, to " get a living

some-how -as the- last means of wronging their

fellow-men. The all-iiportant and noble vocation

of School-tcat hiug ivill be honoured ;., and School-

Teachers -will respèct tbemselves, and be 'respected

. as ôther profeîsional men.

The fullowing admirable remarks on this subject are cor.tained

in the Circular L tter wbich M. Guizot addressed to the Primary

Teachers of France, in transmitting to each of thein a copy of tie

School Law of 18*3 :'t

f. Gui- . Do not undervalue the importance of yqur Mission. Although
zot's excel- the career of a Primary Teacher' is without éclat-although his
lentadvire ca'rec are co4fined ta, and his days spent in, the narrow circle of a
to Teach- country pariah, his labours interest society at large, and his profes-

sion participates in the importance and dignity-of a great public

duty. It is not for the sake of a parish'ouly, nor for mere local in-

terests, that the lare wills that evéry nativr of'France shall acquire

the knowledge necessary to social and civilized'life, without-which

human intelligence sinks into stupidity, and often into brutality. It

is for the sal'e of the te also, and for the intereste of the publie

at lerge. It is be se liberty can never be certain andl complete,

unless amorg a people sufilciently eulightened to listen on every

emergency to the voice of reason.

Universal education is bencoforth one of î9ls guarantees of

160'
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2nd. The pecuniary interests of Teachers will be PaRT If.

greàtly-advanced. The value of systenmatic School-. wij.
teaching above that of the untaught and the aceiden- mote th

pecumaero
tal Teacher, will become apparent, and, the demand interest;,r

for it will proportionally increase. It is true n Teac-em.

School-teaching as in every otier means of know-

ledge, or in any article of merchandize, that it will

command the price of its estimated value. Iucrease

its value by rendering it more attractive and usefal,
and the offered remuneration for it wiil advance in a

cofresponding ratio. It is true there is much popu-

lar ignorance and error existing on th s subject, and

many parents look more to the sal -, than ta the

character and qualifications of the Sch olmaster. But

these are exceptions rather than th general rile-

and the exceptions will diminish as intelligence ad-

vances. In a large proportion cf neighbourhoods

there is a suflicient number of intel gent persons to

secure a-proper selection, who know that the labours

of a good Teacher are twice the v ne of those of a

poof/one.
/Wherever Normal Schools have cen established, hbemand

it lias been found thus far that the emand for rega- lari n-

larly trained Teachers has exceeded the supply which ed Teaicli-

the-Normal Schools have been able to-provide. -Itis,

soin the United States; it is so, p to thé present'

time, hy France ; it is most pressin ly and painflly so

in England, Ireland' and Scotlant. -1 ,as told by

the Head Masters of the great ýornal Schools in,

liberty, order, and social btability. -As very princip1e in our

Government is founded on justice and re n, to diffluse education

among the people, to develope their underÎ dings, and enlighten

their mindi, is to strengthen our Cons4ntionai Monarchy and

secarç its stabiiity. Be penetrated then with the importance of

your ission; lot its utility be ever pent to your mind in the

discharge of the difficult duties which it iip.a) upon yon."
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Ju IL London, in Dublin, in Glasgow, and in Edinburgh,
that such was the demand for the pupils of the Nor-
mal Schools as Teachers, that in many instances they
found it impossible toretainthemin the Normal School
during the prescribed course-even when it was
limited to a year. I doubt not but the demfnd in
this Province for regularly trained Teachers would
exceed the ability of any one Normal School to sup-
ply it;

As soon as examples of the advantages of trained
Teachers can be given, I believe the ratio of demand
vill increase faster than that of supply, and -that

additional Normal Schools would soon be fequired in
each of the most populous Districts. Teachers pro-
perly trained will receive a better remuneration, and-
find more permanent places, of residence, than they
can now, for the most part, comrmand.

Wil cause 3rd. There will be a great saving of time on the
a part of the pupils, and of expense on the part of the

i Pu- parent or guardian. The testimony of eiperience
plas, and
expense gnd observation on this subject is, that a trained

Teacher will, as a general rale, by the superior ore-~anua-
diane. nization and classification of his School, an y his

better methodand greater ability or teae g, impart
at least twice as eh instruction i ny given time,
as an u ed one. Suppose w that the salary of

ormer should exceed iat of the latter in thc
same proportion, the would still remain a clear
saving of half the 'me of the pupil, with the addi-
tional advanta of good habits, and accurate vie
of what he d learned. Hence, in the sa - eriod
during w ich pupils usually attend C a Schools,
they woullI acquire at the low jWoowed estimate,
twice the amount of kno geF(nd that correetly

and tloiougbly, whieh ßref are now imperfectly

f ang'ht.
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The time thus mved,-" athe additional knowledge Pm IL

and inproved-moà1es of study and habits of explana-
tion thus'acquired, are indefinitely-enhanced invaluç
from their prospective advantages, ejive of
present benefits. The1-H'n.3g, Super-

intendent of Coum6fwn in the State of New
York, brought-this subject formally under the notice

of the Legislature of thatStateinbis Reports of 1843
and 1844. In the latter he remarks:

"That a Teacher of proper capacity and acquire-

ments, thoroughly educated ina Normal School, can
conirunicatemore learaing to his pupils insixmo ,,

than is usually communicated unadert-etd system
of teaching in double that peri , fully believed.
If it were affirmed th- mechanie who had been

carefullyinstru 'm the theoretical and'practical

-depart of his trade, could do twice as much

and do it twice as well, as one who should

assume that, without previous discipline, he was pos-.

sessed of the trade by instinct, the affirmation co
hardly fail to be credited. And is it not ually
apparent thîat the Educator, whose ns embrace

in an eminent degree both .. d science; who is

required, to study e understand the different

dispositionsa ropensities of the children commit-

ted t care; to whose 'culture is confided

míbryo blossoms of the mind; who is yto

watch their daily growth, and te aid accelerate

their expansion,'so that they ma, eld rich fruit in

beauty and abundance ; in sh ,who,intheincipient

stage of its existence, o attune the delicate and

complicated chords the hnman soul into the moral

and intelleet onies of social life; is it not

equally app eut that such a mission cannot be wor-

thilyperf yçed.without carefil preparation."
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rParMI. The Legisiature of the State of New. York has

New ork granted the sum of rine thoisand dollars to-establish
State, a State Normal School at Albany, and ten thousand
Normal
Soo~~l dollars per annum to support it,-judging, according

to the recommendation of-the Superintendent, that a
portign of the School Fund could not be -so advan-
tageously approprated as- for the establishment and

-suppóirt of such an Institution.*
-- The characteristies of School-teaching as furnished
by the examples of Teachers properly trained-of

Profesor * To the objection, " We have had good Teachers without Nor-
Stow 's mal Seminaries, and may have good Teachers still," Professor
"""q Stowe, of Ohio, from whose Report on Education in Gyrmùny sev-
answet' to

te m" eral statements bave been quotec, makes the following character~stie
mon o »jec- and graphic re]y~: " This is thI old stereotypedobjection against
tion every attempt pt improvement in every age. When the bold e'peri-
againt the ment was first made of nailing iron upon a horse's hoof, the bjez-

trainig of tion was probably urged that borse-shoes were entirely tnne-
Teachers. cessary.-'We have had excellent horses without them, and shalh

probably continue to have themz The Greeks and Romans never

used iron horse-shoes; and ýdùidtey not have the bpst of horses,
which could travel thousandi of miles, and lear on their baeks

the conq^rors of the world?' So when chimneys and winâows

were first introduced, the same objection would still hold, god:-

We have had very comfortable houses without these expensive

additions. Our fåthers never had them, and why should we ?
And at this day if we wereto attempt, in certain' parts of the

Scottiish Highlands, to introduce the practice of wearing pantaloons,

-we-should probably be mnet with the same'objeçtion. We have had
very good men iyithout pantaloons, and no doubt we shal continue

to have them. la fact, we seldôm know the inconveniences of an

old thing until we have taken a new and a better one in its stead.

It is scarcely a year since the New York and European Sailing

Packets were supposed to be the ne plus ultra of a comfortable an
speedy passage across the Atlantic; but now in com ' with

the newly established Steam Packets, they ar y regarded as a
slow, uncertain and tedious mode of eyance. The human race

ia progressive, and it often ens that the greatest conveniences
of one generation echoned among the clunsiest waste lumber
of the ne ompare the best printing press at which Dr. Franklin
e worked, with those splendid machines which now tbrow off
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/which several instances have been given in the for- iE=r Il.
mer part of this Report-are suficient to evince the E~~n
vast superlority of such a~class of iistructors, over of sehool
those who pursue Scool-teaching without any previous ty traÊed
preparation. .' Ger-

In the following summiry and important state- many, &c.
ments on this subjectiby the able Secretary of the
Boston Board of Educ tion, I fully concur, nith two
slight exceptions. I one instance L did see a boy in ,
tears (in Berlin) wh n removed to q lower class on
account of negligence in his School preparations. I
did see one or two old men sittiug occasianally in
School. With these exceptions my own similar in-
quiries and experience of nearly three months in
Southern and Western, as yell as Northern and Mid-
dle Germany, and I migyt add a longer period oflike

investigations in Switzerland, Holland, Belgium, and

France-enable me not only to subscribe to the state-

ments of the Hon. Mr. Mann, but vould enable me,
were it necessariy, to illustrate them by various de-

tails of visits to individual Schools.
" On reviewing a periôd of six weeks, the gseater

part of which I spent in ‡isiting Schools in the North

and Middle of Prussia and Saxony, (except of course

the time occupied in going from place to place,) en-

tering the Schools to hear the first recitation in the

rthousansheets awhour ; and who will put these downt by

repeating, t Dr. Franklin was a #ery good printer, and made

very good books, and became quite rich without them ?" -

"I know that we have good Teachers already; and I hononr the

minen who have made themselves good Teachers, with so little

encouragement, and so little opportunity of study. ]But I also know

that such Teachers are very few,-nImost none, ia comparison with

th* publie wants; and that a supply never can be ecxpeeted without

the.increased fateilities which a good Teachers' Seminary would,
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J>ART IL tnorning, and remaining until the last was completed

at night, I call to mind three things about which I

cannot be mistaken. la some of my opinions and

inferences I may have erred, but of the following
facts there can be no doubt:

"Ist. During ail this time, I never saw a Teaeher,
hearing a lesson of any Ikind, (excepting a reading

or spelling lesson) with a book in his hand.

's 2nd. I never saw a teacher sitting while hearing

a recitation.
3rd. Though I saw hundreds of Schools, and

thousands-I think I may say, within bounds, tens

of thousands of pupilI,--l never saw one child under-

going punishment, or arraigned for miseonduct. I

never saw one child in tears from having been

punished or from fear of being punished.
"During the above period, I witnessed exercises

in Geôgraphy, ancient and inodem, in the German

language,-from the explanation of the sinplest

words up to belles-lettres disqpisitions, with rles

for speaking and writing; in Arithmetic, Algebra,
Geometry, Surveying and' Trigonometry; in Book-
keeping, in Civil History, ancient and modern; in

Natural Philosophy; I' Botany and Zoology; in

Mineralogy,'where there were hundreds of speci-

mens; in the endless-variety of thé exercises in

thinking, knowledge of nature of the world, and

of society; in Bible history and Bible knowledge;
and, as I before said, in no one of these cases did I
see a Teacher with a bookin his hand. His book,-
his books,-his library, was in his head. Promptly,
without pause, without hesitation, from the rich
resources of his own mind, he brought forth whatever'
the occasion demanded.
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"I, have said that I saw no Teacher sitting in his PA I.

School. Aged or voung, all stood. Nor.did they -

stand apart and aloof in sullen dignity. They
-pingled with their pupils, lassing rapidly from one
side of the class to the other, animating, encourag-
ing, sympathizing, breathing life into less active
natures, assuring the timid, distributing eneourage-
ment and endearment to alh

" These incitements and endearmerits of the Teach-
er, this personal ubiquity ,as it were among all the
pupils in the class, prevailed much more as the pupils
were younger Before the older classes the Teach-
er's manner 'came calm and didactic. The habit
of attention being once formed, 'nothing was left for
subsequent years ore Teachers, but the easy task of
maintaining it. Was there ever such a comment as
this on the practice of having cheap Teachers because
the School is young, or incompetent ones because it
is backward !

" In Prussia and In Saxony as well as in Scotland,
the power -of comnanding and retaining the atten-
tion of a clasS is leld to be a sine qua non in a
Teacher's qualiýîcations. if he has not talent, skill,
vivacity, or resources of anecdote, and ivit siifficient
to arouse and retain the attention of his pupils
during the accustomed period -of recitation, lie is
deemed to have mistaken his calling, and receives a

significant hint to change his vocation.

" The third circumstance I mentioned above was,
the beautiful relation of- larniony aud affection
which subsisted between Teacher and pupils. I cani

not say, that the extraordinary circumstance I have

mentioned was not the res It of chance or accident.

Of the probability of that, others must judgè. I

crn only say that, during a 1 the time imentioned,
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~ ART i nver sawa blow -struck, I never heard a sharp
- ebuke given, 1 never saw a child in tears, -or

irraigned at the, Teacher bar fk any alteged'
misceduct. On the contrary, the elation seemed
to be one of duty grst, and then affection, on the part
,of the Teaches,-4 affection first, and then duty
aD the part of the scholar. -The Teacher's manner
vas better than parental) fer It had a parentis

tenderness and vigilance, without the foolishi doat-
fpgs or indulgences, te whieh parental affection ls

-ne. I beard n'child ridiculed, sneeredr at, or
séelded, for making a miatake. On the egntrary,
whenever a -inistake was inade, or there was a
want of piromptness in giving a reply, the expres-
sion of the Teamher was that of grief-and disappoint-
ment, as thoagh there had been a fallure nt rmerely
to answer the question of -a imaster, but te éem-
ply with the expectations of a friend. No ehild was
disconcerted, disabkd, or bereft of his senses, through
fear. - Nay, generally at the end of the answers, the
Teacher's practice is te eneonrage him, witb the ex-
clamation, " good," "right," " wholly rigt," &c.,
or to ebeck him witb his slowly an(painfuily artidu-
lated ""o;"' and this is done with a tone ef ivoike,
that marks every degree of ptus and minus in- the
scale. of approbation and regret. When a diffeclt
question bas been put te a -young ehild, which tasks
all bis encrgiés, the Teacher approaches hin with
a mingled look of concera and enceurageinent; he
stands before hlm, the light and shade-of hope and
fear alternately erssing his countenarce ; and if the
little wrestler which diffieulty triumphs, the Teacher
felicitates him uþon bis àsceess; perhaps selies, an-d
shakes him by the band inrtoken of eongrmtulation;
ànd-, whien the dilflelty bas beeirreay fiormidabI;
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and the effort triumphanti I have seen the Teacher ParT I.
catch up the child in his arms, and embrace him 'a
though he %vere not able to contain his joy. -At
another tiihe I have seen a Teacher actually clap Mis
hands with delight at, a bright reply; and all this
has been done so naturally and so unaffectedly as to
excite no other feeling in the residue of the children
tian a desire, by the sarne means to win the saie
caresses. What person worthy of being called by
the name, or of sustaining the -sacred relation of a
parent, would not give any thing, bear any thing,
sacrifice any thing, to have his children, during eight
or ten years of the' period of their childhood, sur-
rounded by circumstances, and breathed upon by
sweet and humanizing influences like thesel

" Still, in almost every German School into which-
I entered, I enquired whether corporeal punisbment
were allowed or used, and.J was uniformly answer-
ed in the affirmative. But it was further said, that,
though all Teachers had liberty to use it, yet cases
of its occurrence were very rare, and these cises
were confined almost wholly to young seholars.
Ulntil the Teacher had time -to establish the relation
of affection between himself and the new comer into
his SchoQl, until he had time to create that attach-
ment which children always .feel towards any one,
who, day after day, supplies them with novel and
pleasing ideas, it was occasionally necessary to re-
strain and punish them. But after a short time
love of the Teacher and a love of knowledge e-
come a substitute,-lhow admirable a one! or pu-
nishment. When I asked my common-question of
Dr. Vogel* of Leipsic, he answered, 'that it was

*It may not be improper for me to add here, that to Dr. Vogel,
mentioned by Mr. Mann, I am more deeply indebted than to any

w
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raur I. still used in the Schools of which he had the super-
intendence. But,' added he, 'thank God, it is used
less and less, and when we Teachers become fully
competent to our work, it will cease altogether.' -

" To the above I may add, that I found all the
Teachers whom I visited, alive to the subject of im-
provement. They had libraries of the standardyorks
on Education,-works of which there'àre such great
numbers in the German language. Every new book
of any promise was eagerly sought after; and I uni-
formly found the educational periodicals of the day
upon the tables of the Teagchers.

"The extensive range and higLh grade of instrue-
tion which so many of the German youth are enjoy-
ing, and these noble qualifications on the part of the
instructors, are the natural and legitimate result of
their Seminaries for Teachers. > Without the latter,
the former never could have been, any more than an
effect without its cause."

other individualin Germany. He is the author of improved School
maps, and several works on Education. He is the Superintendent

of Sphools in the City of Leipsic,-the book-shopof all Germany,

the central mart of Europe, and the seat of the richest and most
celebrated University in all Germany. The system of Schools under
his sqperintendençe is the most' complete for a city of any that I

have seen, and would furnish materials for an interesting volume.

Not only did Dr. Vogel accompany me to the several classes of
Schools under his care, and explain the peculiar features and modes
of instruction adopted in each, -and his improved School maps (a
copy of which he kindly presented to me) and Geography, but gave
me letters of introduction to Directors of Schools and School authors

in various parts of Northern' and Western Germany and, Switzer-
]and; letters which I found in several instances exceedingly ser-
viceable. What added to the value of Dr. Vogel's personal atten.

tions was, that ho is an excellent English scholar, and speaks En-

g1ish as fluetly as hp does his native tongue; and is perfectly

faeilia with both English and American Institutions.

170
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3rd. TextBooks.--The variety of text-books in 1'a.11.

the Schools, and the objectionable character of many Text

of them, is a subject of serious and general com- Books.

plaints. All classification of the pupils is thereby
prevented ; the exertions of tuie best Teacher are in
a great measure paralyzed ; the time of the scholars

is almost wasted ; and improper sentiments are often
inculcated. This is a subject of loud complaint in Evils of a

the neighbouring States. In a late Report it is vet or

mentioned, that the returns, although incomplete, se

shewed that no less than two hundred and four diffe- deprecated

rent kinds of School-books were used in the Schools i

of the State of Connecticut alone., Dr. .Potter, of States.

New York, says: " No evil connected with the pre-

sent condition of our Schools calls more loudly for

immediate correctioh than this. It is a subject of

earnest and continued complaint on the part of both

Teachèes and parents, and seems to prevail through-

out the whole country. It is a subject of hearty

congratulation, that the people are beginning to

aïvake to a proper sense of this evil, and that they

are'demanding a reform. On this account, as well

as on several others, the present seeins a most auspi-

cioustime, for devising some plan, whiiëh maiy prove

reasonably permanent, and which will gradually dis-

place the almost endless variety of School-books, by

as much uniformity as can be expected in our coun-

try.
Any interference on the part of the Government

in a subject of this kind was formerly thought to be

incompatible with individual right and liberty; -but

experience has taught the fallacy of this, and many

hundred theories, and efforts are now making to

correct the evils which such speculations have

produced.
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ART IL The followi g extract from a County Report, pnb-
lished in the tate Superintende?t's Annual Report

te of 1844, will hew how the selection of School-books
NewYork, is now manag d in the State of New York:

"The selec *on of books for th.gommon School
libraries, is g ven to the Trustees or~School' Dis-
tricts; but th State Superintendent, and by the
provisions of t e Act of 1843, the Counfy Superin-
tendents hav power to- decide against -books re-
maining in aries which are deemed improper.
Although it n torious that the State Superinten-
dent has often ercised this power, and althougl in
the.case of this ounty at least, it is one, the neces-
sary exercise of hich has never been " k from,
I never yet heard th propriety of its being so vested,
in a single instance, called in question. The good
sense of our people has not failedto shew them that
to prevent frequent abuses, a supervisory jurisdiction
of this kind must exist somewhere; and they have
seemed content to leave it in the hands of a class of
officers, chosen especially to administer the laws ge-
nerally in relation to our Common Schools. -Trus-
trees who purchase books for Districts, are frequently
men who, notwithstanding the good sense and public
spirit which may belong to them as men, and as
School Officers, possess no' extended, acquaintance
with books;- in by far the greater portion of in-
stances, as might be expected, the books which they
purchase, have not been previoûsly read by them.

" The Regents of the University in appropriating
funds for the purchase of Academic Libraries, require
the Trustees of these Institutions to select the books
from a catalogue,'which is furnished by the Regents,
or if others are desired, a list of them must first be
submitted to, and approved of by the Regents. The
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function of these officers is analagous to that of the PART II.

State Superintendent, and no -reason is perceived -

why the same right to controul the purchase of boiks,
should not be vested in one head of-the DepartmeX t

that there is in the other. Substantially there is no
wide disparity in the right nowvested in each; but
flierb is this distinguishing feature-~-one manifests

its power before such purchase, the other subse-

quently. 'It is not difficult to4lecide that prevention
is alwa'yy better than cure."

In France the Council of the University recom- In Frane.

mend books of merit for the use of Schools, and on

educational subjectsgenerally, and often bestow han,.

some prizes, or honorary distinctions -upon the au-

thors of them.

in Prussia the Text-books used in Schools, ar re- In aSSaia.

commended by the School Board-in each Proviece,

(of which there are ten in Prussia,) and sanctioned

by the Minister of Public Instruction.

In England the Privy Council Committee ar re- in E

commending a series of School-bo

Schools.
in Ireland the 'National Board of Education ave 1n Ireand.

published at very reduced prices, a series of S ool-

books, which are not only used in their School , but

in numerous Schools in England and Scotland and,

in some of the Bitish Colonies-books which have;

been prepared by experienced Teachers, and with

the greatest care-which are imbued throughout with

the purest principles, and embrace the whole range,

of topies which have been recommended in the for-

mer part of this Report, as proper subjects of Com-

mon School instruction. They also contain a great

variety of information which is as interestin~g and

useful for the common reader, as it is appropriate

for the Common School.
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ÎRr IL The responsible, and delicate and difficult task of

. selecting and recommending books for Schools, can,
of Educa- I think, bê more judiciously and satisfactorily per-
tion for
Up er formed-by a Provincial Board or Council, than by

any individual Superintendent. A mere recommen-

mended. datory authority in such a body would, I am inclined

,to believe, be quite sufficient to secure the introduc-
tion and use of the proper books in Schools.

Govern- 4th. Controul and Inspection.-If "it is -the Mas-
ment con- ter which makes the School," it is the Government
troul and
Inspction that makes the system. -What the Master is to the
of hools. one, the Government mut be to the other-the di--is ne- y'
cessity and rector, the animating spirit of it.
imnpor-
tance. As properrules anda judicious course of instruction,

prescribed for a School, would be of little use without
a competent and diligent Master to execute the one
and impart the.other; so the enactment of a Common
School Law, however complete inl its provisions, and
the, sanctioning of a course of ingttruction however
practical and coinprehensive, willcontribute little for
the education of the people, without the parental,
vigilant and energetic oversigh of the Government.
If it is the duty of the. Government to legislate on
the subject of public instruction, it must be its duty
to see its laws executed. To pass a public law, and
then abandon, or, what is equivalent, neglect the
execution of it, is a solecism in Government. Yet
this is the very absurdity which some Governments
have long practised ; and this is the primary cause
why education has not advanced under such Govern-
ments. After having enacted a law or laws on the

subject of Schools, they have left them,-as a cast off
orphan,-to the neglect or the care, as it might liap-

Since the printing of the first Edition of this Report, such a
Board has been created, and such a praice has been adopted.
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pen, of individuals, or neighbourhoods, or towns,- PART IL,

among whom the law has remained a dead letter, or ~
lingered a feeble existence, according as the principal
persons in each locality might be disposed to act or
not act, in a matter so vitally important t 'the entire
interests and highest prosperity of the State.

If Government exists for the prosperity of-the

publie family, then every thing relating to educa-

tional instruction demands its practical care as well '

as,)egislative interference. Yet not a few tersons

have spoken and written as if the Government had

nothing to do in a department which more than any

other involves the heart and strength and happiness

of the people, not to say ihe existence of-a-free Con-

stitution and system of laws, than meiely to pass a

statute and make certain appropriations,-leaving

the application or misapplication of public moneys,
and every thing practical and essential in the admin-

istration of the law, to various localities, ds so many

isolated or in ependent Democracies.

Under such ircumstances, there can be no system

of Public Instrction ; there may-be one law, but the

systems, or rath practices, may be as various as the

smallest Municip 1 divisions. To be a State system

of Public Instruc on, there-must be a State controul

as well as a State law.

The conviction of the important truth and duty Examples

involved in these emarks, has led to one of the most in Europe
and, Âme-

importalt improve ents which ha*, during the pre- rica,

sent century, taken-place in the science of Govern-

ment,-the appointment of officers, as well as theen-

actment of laws for the education of the whole peo-

ple. H1ence there is not a State in .Europe, from

despotic Russia down to the smallest Canton of re-

publican Switzerland, which has not its Couneil, or
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PART IL. oard, or Minister, or Superint endent, or Prefect of
Public Instruction,--exercising an active and provi-
dent oversight, co-extensive with th&Êtovisions of the »
law and the community co cerned. T1re,,most ad-
vanced of the n ighbouring States -have foun. it ne-
cessary to adopt this as ell asother 'educatinal
improvements'of uropean civilizationA And it is
low generally ad itted, that the education bf the
people is hie dep udent upon the administration,
thailTrioni he pt'ovisi ns of the laws relatidg to Pub-
lic Insttn.

Irfsome.orthe New ngland States, as well as in
several counfries of Euro , every town, or parisb, or
municipality of a certain opulatiôn, is compelled to.
provide a Schdol; but sue is ,not the ease, nor per-
haps is such a provision req * ed in this Province.-
So far as I have beenable to ascertain from-the ex-
amples of enlightened Govern ents, and so far as I
can judge from the nature of t e case, I think the
oversight of the Government shou be directed chiefly
to the following objects :

Objects (1). To see that the Legislative grants are faith-
and Extent&1
of Go- fully and judiciously expended according to the in-
'Vernment ,tentions.of the.Legislature ;_that, the conditions on
oversight. fwbich 111,ý , 1I

which the appropriations have been ihade, are in ài"
cases duly fulfilled,

(2). To see that the general principles of the law,
as well-as the objets of its appropriations, are, in nu
instance contravened.

(3). To prepare the regulations which relate to the
general character and management of the Schools,
and the qualifications'and character of the Teachers,

* The Superintendent of Schoolsfor the State of New York, is
invested with much larger powers than are possessed by the Super-
intendent of Schools for Upper Canada.
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-leaving the employmept of them to the people, and RzIr.
a large digeretion as -to modes of teaching. -

(4). To provide, or recomnmend books, the- cata-
loguerof which may enable Trustees or Cdihmittees
toLselect suitable ones for the use of their Schoeis.

(5).:To prepare and-'recommend suitable plans of
8&hool-houses and their furniture andappendages, as
one of -the most important subsidiary means of good
schools:-a subject upon which it isaintended on a
future occasion, to present a Special Report.

(6). To employ every constitutional -means to ex-
cite'a spirit of intellectual activity and inquiryhand
to satisfy it as far as possible by aiding in-the cestab-
lishment and selection of -libraries, and other- means
of diffusing.useful knowle4ge.

-(7). Finally,rad especially, to see that an efficient
system of-inspectionis exercised over all -the'Scbools.
This iùvolves the examination and licensing of Teach-
ersr=-visitingthe Schools,-discovering errors, and
suggesting remnedies, as to the organization, classifi-
cation-and'methodsofteachiugin theSchols,-giving
counsel and instruction as to their management,-

carefullyexanmining the pupils,-animating Teachers,
Ti'ustees-audparentsby conversations addresses,&cý
",ief e 1 - tie- blimprtlag W gor, byý, ef,öé'rÿ

available means -to the whole system. What the

GoerinmentVisto the -system, and what the Teacher
iro the School, the;iocalJuspector orSuperintendent

should be ,ithinthe limits of his Disfriet.*

Theriis noel'ass of officers iù:the-whole machinery- Impor.
def elemenary instruction on whom so much dependsD °®r
forits efficient aâd successful working, as upon the Superif

tendents of
local suprintendents or Inspectors. The proper shools. -

Since the first edition of this Report vas piate, a Law~has

been passe4 sustantiallyembraing the piovisions above sùggeste4.
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AÂRT I. selection of this class of agents is -a atter of theý
greatest impQrtance,; they should <mak -themselves

theoretically and practically acquainted ith every
branch taught in the Schools, and the best modes of
teaching, as well as with the whole subject of School
organization and management. Where there is in-
competency or negligence here,:there is weaknessin
the very part where strength is most-required. I
think, this part of the system-of Public Instruction is
by no means appreciated in this Piovincein propor-

tion to its importance.

English -The laws, and Normal and Elementary Schools of
and Cuti, Germany and France would be- of Comparatively lit-nental Ex-
amples. tle avail, were it not for their system of .inspection

over every School and over -eyery department of in,
struction ; nor-would the Privy Coundil -Committee in
England, or thç.National Board in Ireland, succeed
as they do, were it not for the corps 9f able and vigi-
lant InspecQtors, whom they, employ to see carried
into effect in every School aided by public grants, the
principles of thesystem, and the"lessonsgiven l the
Normal Scbôols.

School In- Holland is inferior'to Prussia in its system of Nor-
speetors iamal Schools; but. is probably superior to every other

country in the world, in its :system of inspection.-
With some of,~these. Inspectors it was -ny~good:for-.
tane to meet in Holland; they ?'aëèriipaïted:-e' to
various Sèheols under thëîr charge; their enrnceiiti
the Séhools was welcomed by the lowng~ counten-
ances of -both Teachers and papis,ho seemed to
regard and receive them'as-fffends from whom they

expected both instuion -a encouragement ;<nr
were -their ,e#pêctations disappointed so far as I bad

~ anfpp6ítunity of julging ;;the examinations and re-

.iîarks irí each instance shewed the Inspector to be,
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intimately acquainted with every department of the PARt II

instruction givenand imparted animation and delight -

to-the whole- School. The importance attached to
this class of officers, may be inferred from the remark

of the venerable Vanden Ende (ate Chief Commis-
sioner of Primary Instruction, in Holland, and to a
great extelit the founder of theSystem) to K1 emusin,
in 1836, "Be careful in the choice of yourInspeetors;
they are men who ought to be sought for with a lan-

tern in the hand."
In the commenceeint of a system of Public Instru- Vast im-

tion the office of local Superintendents or Inspectors portance of
tio th proper

is, if possible, more important than after such system séection of

has been brought into full operation; and little hope Superin-

of success eau-be entertained in this Province, wher- tendentsof S'eces eà v*ene' 1wher lipper Ca-

ýever local Superintendents prove lax or careless in nada.

Sheir examinations into -the qualifications and charac-

ter -of Candidates for-teaching *-their.visitations of-

Scìoos-their attention to books and defective modes

-of teaching--their exertions to ,arry, every part of

the law into effect, -and to excite increased interest In

tÍ1e public mind in behalf of the education of -the

young.

Thisiast is the more important as n6Constitutional Co;opera-

Government can establish and render effective a sys- p°p1e tet
cessáry.

"* The most imperfect arrangement for providing Teachers is

that which requires an examination into merely the kuowledge of the'

Candidate in the branches'to-be taught. This is specially inmperfect

in the-dase ofelementaryinstruction, where the knowledge requir-

ed is small in amount, and where the art of teaching, finds its most

difficult exercise. The erroneous notion, that an individual can

teach whafeverýhe knows, is now generally abandbned ; and in.those

countries whieh sfili adhere to the old method, of depending'solely

-pon examinations for seeuring competent Teachers, examination

is made,.not only of the acquirements of the Candidate, but of his

ability to give instiwction."-Bache's Report on Educationin Europe,

p -323.
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PART IL. tem of Public Instruction without the co-operation of
the people. themselves. There must be this c a
tion, not only in the enactm'ent of laws, but in the
application of them to every individual School. The
establishment and maintenance of a School system
is not like the digging of a Canal, or the building of
a Railroad, where the work may be perfornied by
strangers and foreigners. The subjed -- popuar~~

education are the younger, and the immediate and
necessary agents of it are the elder, inhabitants of the
country ; and if the latter are indifferent and unfaith-

ful to their dutythe former will grow up in ignorance,

notwithstanding the provisions of the best laws, and
the best exertions of the Government. One-of the
first steps then in a public work of this kin&l-a work
which involves the interest of every family, and the
future destinies of the country-is to excite parents
and guardians to a sense of their moral and social
obligations not only in respect to the establishment

of Schools, but as to -the character and efficiency of
those Schools, andi the due education of theirchildren
for the present and the future-for themselves, an'
their country,

Basis of These remaïks suggest a collateral subject to which
the Prus- I desire to draw attention-not with a view of re-
Sian Sys-
tem in re. coimending its adoption, but in order to impress upon

S gard to he all conceifted the principle which it in-volves. I
sory at- allude to the compulsory attendance of children at
tendanceof
c.hidren a School, as required hy the laws of Pussia and seve-
Schoolex- ral-other States of Europe. The prevalent 'impres-
plained. sion is, that such a law is arbitrary-despotic-in-

consistent with the rights of parents and theJibertis
of the subject. , But what is the pinciple on which
this law is founded? -The principle is this,' that
every child in the and has- a riglit to such an educa-
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tion as will fit him to be an honest and useful mem- PAnT IL

ber of community,-that if the parent or guardian

cannot provide him with such an education, the State.

is bound to do so,-and that if the parent will not do

so, the State will protect the chfd against such a-

parent's cupidity and inhumanity, -and the State will

protect the community at- large against any parent

(if tue term can be applied to such a charactei) send-

ing forth into it, an uneducated savage, an idle

vagabond, or an unprincipled thief.

The parent or guardian is not .isolated from all

around him,-without social relations or obligations.

He owes duties to his child,-he owes duties to so-

ciety. In neglecting to educate, he wrongs his child,

-dooms him to ignorance, if not to vice,-to a con-

dition little above that which is occupied by horses

and oxen ;-he also virongs society by robbing it of

an intelligent and useful member, and by -inflicting

upon it an ignorant or vicious barbarian.

To commit this two-fold wrong is a crime of the

blackest character, whether cognizable by human

laws ,or not ;, to protect childhood and manhood and

society froln such wrongs, is the obiject of the Prus-

sian law, which requires the attendance of every

child from the age of six to fourteen years,- at some

School-public or private as the parent may prefer---
and if the parent is not able to pay for the education

of his child, the State provides for it. Thé law there-

,fore protects the weak and the defenceless, against

the strong and-the selfish; it is founded on-the purest

morality and the noblest patriotism; and although I

do not advocate the' incorporation of it into a Statute

in this-country, I belleve it to be the duty of every

parent to ,act in accordance with ,its spiit._ _With

what a noble race would Canada be peopled forty
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PART IL years hence, if every child from this time henc'eforth
should receive eight years instruction in the practical
arts and duties of life on Christian principles !

The same But it is erroneous to suppose that the Prussian
syst,;fm is
estab1i hed law on this subject is au appendage of despotism.-
in Demo- It exists in the democratie Cantons of Republican

Switer- Switzerland, in a more elevated degree than it does
land. in Prussia. ' A. G. Escher, .Esqr., manufacturer at

Zurich, whose testimony has been- quotgd in a former
part of this Réport, gives the following'evidence on
this point, before the Privy Council Còi-iittee on
Education. In answer to the question, -' In the Free
Cantons of Switzerland, is the education national and

compulsory?" Mr. Escher says: ' In:the Protestant
Cantons it is entirely so. No child eau be employed
in any manufactory until he has passed through' the
Primary Schools ; and he is further under the obliga"
tion of attending the Secondary Schools until his
sixteenth or seventeenth year. And under ail eir-
cumstances, and for every employment, it is obliga-
tory on parents to send their children to the Public
Schools uhtil they are absolved from the obligation
by an examination as to the -efficiency of their educa--
tion." -lu these Cantons the opinion of~the people is,
in the largest -sense, the law of the land, yet so en-
lightened and so strong is that opinion, that itenacts
laws, enforced by the severest penalties, securing to
every child such-an education as is suitable to his in--
tended employment in>life.

Also in the The same elevated1publie opinion -exists and oper-,
FreeStates ates in the free States'eof Germany, as well as indes-a
ny. potie Prussia. On:this point I wiil quote-the testi-

ýnonyof an intelligent American-late President of
the Senate of the State of Masiachusetts, andlat pre-
sent Secretary of the Board of -FYucation at Boston

1 182
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-a nan who has done much to advance the interests PAR II.

of edùcation in his native State, and to whom I have -

had frequent occasion,.to .refer. Mr. Mann says :-
A very erroneous idea'Nevails with us, that this en-
forcement of school attendanceAia[he prerogative of

despotism alone. I believé'ifiïsgenerally supposed

here, that such compulsion is not merely incompati-

ble with, but impossible in, a free and elective go-

vernment. This. is a great error. With the excep-

tion of Austria, (includi.ng Bohemia,) and Prussia,
almost all the other States of Germany have Inow

constitutional Governments. . Many of them have an

Upper and Lower House of Assembly, like our

Senate, and House of Representatives. Whoever,

will attend the Parliament "of Saxduy, for instance,
will witness as great freedom of debate as in any

country in the world,; and -no law can be passed but

by a -majority of the Representatives chosen by the
peoyle theniselves. In the first School I visited,'in '

Saxony, a lesson ' On Government', in which all the

great privileges secured to the Saxon people by their

Constitution were enumerated; and both Teacher

and pupils contrasted their present free condition with

that of some other countries, as well as with that of

their- own ancestors, in a spirit of congratulation and

triumph. The elective franchise in this and in several

of the ther States of Germany, is more generally en-

joyed, that is, the restricti&as upon it are less-than in

some of.the States of our owiUnioni. And yet in

Saxony, years after the existenceLof this Con yitution;

and when no laW could be passed without the dssent

of~the people's Representatives, in Parliament- as-

se'mbled, a general, code of School laws was eïacted,

rigorously enforcing, by fines and penalties, the at-

,endance of ehildren at School."
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PART IL. 5th.. Individual Eforts.-There is so much in the

Individual very nature of education that is voluntary, both in
eforts- its pursuit by an individual, and in its advancement as
tbeïr ne-
ces styI a-system,~that without efforts beyond those -which
extent sudshould or could be enjoyed bystatutes, its interesty
fruits of 1 1_ C

them in can be advaned to but a very limited extent in-idny
Germany. community. It is erroneous to-suppose that'he high

state of education in Germany is entirely owing to
the provisions f-tie laws and the exertions of. the

Civil4thorities. The pbntaneous efforts of indi-
viduals and associations have not, to say the least,
been less efficient agentsin this great work, than the
interference of the State; and these private efforts
have on several occasions, been the originators of the
most important laws and measures of Government.
It is to these efforts that Germany owes its unrivailed
series of School and educationaIrbooks-the existence
-ând wide' circulation of upwards of thirty periodical
School publicatiis-and the periodical conferences
of School Inspectors and Teachers in all the German
States. The intercôurse of Teachers andgEducators
in all parts of Germany, is constant anddiItimate-to
anextent that can be scarcely concéived by a stran-
ger. Thus-the'improvements and views of 'each be-
come the property of all-the educational instructors
of the people constitute an extensive and most in-
fluential fraternity, and the whole publie mind is ele-
vated and animated to a standard of ,sentiment and
practice coniformable to a high state of national-civi'
lization.

Necessity Corresponding efforts in this Province are -indis-
of them in pensable to the realization of any patriotic hopes asthis Pro_
vinee. to our systein of public instruction. The efficiency

of some of the provisions of the School Law is
wholly depending upon voluntaryefforts. This l
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the dase~espectallyn l respect to Visitors of Schools, ' AR I.
whoè labburs¢are authorized without any provision, ~
for pecuniary remuneration. I hère assume that all Schooi

Clergymen and Justices of the Peace will be autho- °"r
rized to act as Visitors ofSchools,* but pecuniary re-
mineration in this case would be impracticable and
absàirb;, pecuniary or other penalties for neglect of
duty, équally so. In niost instances thé authority to Maybeex-
aet lu thifs capncity would, it may I think be rea- cee y
sônably presunied, bë regarded as a useful 'nd ap-
propriate legal privilege rathei than' as an unwelcome

,bùrden: It gives a legalsanction to what might be
insisted upon as a moral and patriotie duty; but the
efficiency~ with which it is~perforined must depend
i~pon iridividual fitnéss andgenèrous èó-operation.
Siih- aco-opertion-uiiversar- and héarty--would
be productive of innumerablé benefits to the rising
y~utWr ofthe land and the intérests of education gé-
eially. Popular education on sound p-inciples is
ithe handmaid of religion- and tlie best safeguard of f

piibli 'oideY; thie recognized Téachers of the one-
aid the anthorizd gn~ardians'of tlie otlief, arethe
atural'asdistants iii a work involving the best inter-

ests'ôf' b:th. Of course the Government would not
perrmit, iorpubli opiniòii toletáte,-norëanI iniagine
aït individual tast' so peivetted as to atteipt i,-
tliit the Cornior School¯shduld be made theý oécasiohi
or place -f eèctariaù proselytisin ;'but I can Iardly
cofceIve -ôf a nmòte poeffiaunxilia7Y to the'caùàe'of
eleièntarfy1dùcation than the frequenf visits-to'the
Sclidos'f the variousClergy and Magistrates~ofthi
lândiandthe corressponding.exercisef theirnflueúcéi

*lgy anil Magistrates, together with District Coua'illors,

a ai &l'Visitor'by' Law.
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UnT I. other respects in favour of public instruction. Such
visits would, ptiîpt and encourage the Teachers-
woul4gràif6 aid animate the pupils-woufd tend
to impress and excite additional interest among pa-
rents-would afford the opportunity of making use-
ful observations and suggestions-wold' give birth
to useful lessons and exertions from the pulpit and
bench-would be an additional guarantee that the
Schools of the country should be in harmony with
its common religious spirit-would doubtless suggest
and be piomotive of many valuable hints and exer-
tions in a work common to every form of religion
and every variety -of inter-est.

School Another important agency in the advancemei of

0""; elementary Education-the existence as well as use-
Meetings. fulness of which depends upon voluntary exertions,-

are the 'Meetings or· Conferenclà of Teachers and
other local administrators of the School Law-espe-
cially Superintendents aid Visitors. Such Confe-
rences are held in France by a special order of the
Royal Council, which points out the members, the
subjects, the modes¯ of proceeding, as well as the
objects of them. They have already been produc-
tive of the happiest results in that country, although
the regular establishment of thern did not take place

Greatben- until February '1Oth, 1837. in Germany they con-

e stitute a prominent'feature and means of both edu-
Eurompe. cational devélopèmnent and 'improvement. The first

scholars and educators'in Germany attend, them
any thing new in the hitory of Education is warrant-
ed,-discoeries, or improvements, or suggestio
as to methods of tèaching are stated and di sed;
addresses by persons previously appointe ,are deli-
vered; and all inatters relating to the inst tion and
education of the péople "are proposed nd cóliier-
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ed. Some of the finest ed4 cational discourses which PART II.

havie ever been published, Were first delivered at these -

Confereces. Such Conferenceés are now common in
the Siatýs of Massachusetts and New-York, and are

attended with the happiest effects. In Prussiaas-well

asin France, the Governnent attaches the greate m-

portanceto these Conferences,and-sedulously-e4oura
gesthem; andthe holding ofsuchmeetings inthe s veral Reeom.
Districts of this Province, under proper regul ions, h"Pro

would, I am confident, contribute largely to 1e im- vince.

provement of Teachers, and to excite in the public
mind an increased interest in the educatio of the

young. To Teachers such associations wkuld be

iùvIuable, and through them to the public at la'ge.

On this point the following remarks of the .Prize

Esay of the LonöJ9  Céntral Education Society, are

worthy of grave consideration-especially in a country

where the Tegehers have not received a Normal

School training. :Mr. Lalor says: ", The principle of

associatioI'is peculiarly applicable to the science of

Educa 'on. Conferences of Teachers might'be easil

prvented from degenerating into D ubs or

Gonvivial Meetings. In to come together at

proper intervals under jadicious arrangements,
the asso ' on would furnish the strongest incentives

t eir zeal and industry. The sympathies of a

conmnon pursuit, the interchange of ideas, the com-

munication of iew discoveries, could not fail ake

the ineeting delightful., At present, ical know-

Iedge of the most important kin , acquired by long

lives spent in teaching, go ut of the world with its

possessors; there be no easy mode of communica-

tigitfoothérs , (whatis,perhaps,more important,)

n nmeans ogiving it that degree of developement

whc1b ruld show its value. ¯ Conferences of Teach-
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?Mr IL èrs would suifer no .man's experience. to be lost.

- EveryJ1int would be taken up and fowed out by
investigation. The resources of each wouldb edrawn

Dut; and men, would learn the -commnd of,tbir

powers-,and the' nanner of keeping their position in

society. The, most accnplished minds would give

a tone to the pthers; roughness and peculiarities of
mannerswould be rubbel off, and each would, feel

thât he was not solitary and unconnected, but a

member of an importaýf body. His self-respec.t
would thus be increased, and with it the estimatipn

of others for him. When men of common interests

together, the topics which concern them most

RearLy ust engage a share of their attention. If

t re be (any grievançe it will assume a distinct shape-
b discu sion, and be put in the-way-ofTedress; -if

animp -ovementof-coni iion be practicable, their

join eonsideration will bie most likely to effect it.

Ail hbis tending tonakelhem-feel their own _r

andstrength must also ens onsideratioe

fr m ' . e sagacity of the, Prussian Go-
vern eut, so striking1ÿ dišýIayed i its organizai

of pu lic education, iakes the utmost he of 'this
princi le of association. The Conferences, of.School-

maste-s, without coercive interferen;e, which would

depriive them of their chief, advantages, are pro-.

moted and encouraged by every means in its power.?

Cireu. To dtail the individual efforts which temL t
ing Libra- - __ Il; . , 1 ts &c ted to
ries-must accomplish the objects of public instructionin conL-
be chiefly nexion with , measures. expressly, recired lgy n,
established wol bef;î-1 ô
by means would bg forig t tihe objects Lhayei, yie,aUd
of vonta- exceed y prescribed limits. There isbo*eyer, oer

ry efforts.
more oýf so ge, heýrail d vitally imiportant aelgrace r
thidfca'nnot oinit mentioning it. Lman thggesta,, -
lishiment of irculay Libra in the vai4ss&s

,188
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tricts, and as far as possible in the School Sections. PRT IL

To the attainment of this .object, local and voluntary
co-operation is indispe4sable.« Governent may
perhaps contribute ; it may assist by suggesting re-
gulations, and-recommeuding lists of books from which
suitable selections can be made; but the rest remains
for individual and local efforts to accomplish. And
the advantages of the School ,éan be but very par-

tially enjoyedauless they , e continuçd and éxtended
by means of books. A the School is the pupil's first Their

teacher, so books ar his second; in the former he gra nce

acquires the eleme s- of knowledge, lu the latter he and utility.

aequires knowledge itself; ij ihefomerhe-ver
wthe- .se,-iri the latter he holds inter-

course 'w the greatest and wisest men of all ages,
and countries and ptefessions, on all su bec'

every var ftv .- hf soTcreates the taste
det want, which book-s alne eau satisfy. la

tonversing with the wise, the learned, and the good,
the" mind- cannot be uñihappy, nor will it become.
vitiated; it views will b expanded,; its standard
of manners apd men, and, things will be elevated; its

flingswill be refined; itsexertionswill beprompted;
its; practical knowledge will be mâtured, and its

intellectualwealthand power willbe indefinitelymulti-

plied. But in any conimunity, few persons can be

expected to possess the means necessary to procure
anything like a general- assortment of books; in a

newmand rural community, perhaps none. One Li-

brary for,the whol ofsuchcommunity is thebestsub-,
stitute. Eachr oe thus acquires the frui s of the.

upjtedc ontrikutions of all; and the Teahi andthe

pqor men wjt hltÅfamily participate in thecomnmon,

akvyantage
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PRTIl. MAr ITPLEÂSf Yo-U E ri'N

Cclu. Ihave thisendeavoured to acéonpylish the first
an. part of theé task''assigned ie by'YorEcèllhefs

distinguishéd predécessor, inrespect té-ah effin ,

systerm of Elementary Educ'tioni by attemitirífò
delineate its- Ieading features inteptiicipal subjects
which it -embraces, and inostmaeter! parts of the
machinery it requires. I am eeply Ëënsiblé of the
defectiveness of this primary attempton a subject so
varied and.complex. Several important topic and

mny detail fhaveIleftimnôticed, either because
they areknot adaptedto this-Province, orbecausetley
can be introduced aid dise sed to -greaterdvau-
tage in an ordiya most te
-topic m whtr.edu euhaze jem ey -~
explained, without being professedly discussed. My
object has been to describe the outlines-eaving the
filling up to time and future occasiois., The co½mple.
tion of the structure of whiéh I have endeavoure4 to

p lay the foendation and furnish the plan, imust be the
work of years-perhaps -of an age. It is, however,
a ground- of encouragement and confidence, that we
are not left to rude conjectures or untiied theories in
this work. For the prosecution of every part of it,
eveu to the Child's First Book, the most trifling ar-
ticle of furniture, the minutest'detailof~School order
and School teaching, we have the-brightestlight of
learning and experience; and we cannot fail of the
coipletest success, if every Legislator,' and Ruler,
and Ecclesiastie, and Inspector, and Trustee, and
Parent inthe land, wi cultivate the spirit andimi-
tate the example of- he Prussian School Counïelloi
Dinteri.whór commended fort?--yeais pí•digous la'-
bours, self-denials, amid charities, with the engage-
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ment: "I promised Godthat I would look upon eyery rAT n.
Prussian peasant child as a being who could com-
plain of me beforeGod, if I did-not provide him the
best education, as a man and a Christian, which it
was ppssible for'me to provide."

All whieh is respectfully submitted, by
Your Excelleney's

Most obedient, and
most humble servant,

EGERTON RYERSON.

EDUCATION OFFICE, C. W.,
March 26th, 1846.

~----------


